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R|M rmTjj na noita jo np^ D313K -vinox "ioxb pp"fi prw *my pirn 6

Daa^Bn pad r6 a*nn s*h jonn im taper! [jnjpaa n wk ion 7

troaa -j^sa j33^ Dnamn "linos *aa mDnoi war nasi Dn^Nt? in« 8

1:0 nanan jpm ma3jn anao run D^y ny na? n[»v] jo 133 pai> 3^1 9

^y3i anp f?
s
i b*ki pnxi jnaai j>aai nanaa bnaa [«$ nbv iy nai kdv fo 10

\wv ybny xh 33m p monoi nw nas D[aa]v.yv pbny t6 nnp u

nnry "o Doito? » j-insi nuy spai JD33 d[^3] cnb b»ki Da^nto 12

nanaw jm

aa^aa^ jipti QaaiB*T mry "13 Doibty *aai [j^]n wi jnaai paai 13

3371331

mtu'sk per n |oh aa'aab ik 03^ jna* *6y p [p]en» ["|n oabn b*w 14

jo p^rin Das im \ Bna$> //n ejoa N3^o s

[33n]3 mt?y j^i3 epa n 15

D33 H3T N-13D JD3 "13 .TriyO 3D3 [33]"1 &6l JH N^l Dn^Jf pBH 16

II ba maajn anao

rimy na amo mana na hna hia na ana[o -j]nB> aoi^B> na atao *aa 1 7

nwN [-13] mar n3 nrnin nnB> 18

Endorsement.

qo^b* 13 anao '•aa [II] ^a maajn anao 3n3 n naa 19

kto n3 mnax s33 II ba monoi n[»3i^] 20

1 In the month of Elul, that is Vaj'm', 4th year of Darius the king
at that time in Yeb the fortress, said 2 Menahem and Ananiah both sotis

o/"Meshullam b. Shelomem, Jews of Yeb the fortress, of the detachment

of Iddinnabu,
3 to Yedoniah and Mahseiah, both sons of Ashor b. Zeho

by Mibtahiah daughter of Mahseiah, Jews
4 of the same detachment, as

follows : We -sued you in the court of NPA before Damandin the

governor (and) Waidrang
5 the commander of the garrison, saying :

There are goods, garments of wool and cotton, vessels of bronze and

iron, vessels of wood G and ivory, corn, &c, and we pleaded saying :

Ashor your father received (these) from Shelomem b. Azariah, and also
7
said,

'

They are on deposit '. They were deposited, but he kept posses-
sion and did not return (them) to him, and therefore we sue you.

8 Then

you were examined, and you Yedoniah and Mahseiah, sons of Ashor,
satisfied us concerning these goods,

9 and we were satisfied therewith.

From this day for ever I Menahem and Ananiah, we renounce all claim

on you.
10 From this day for ever we shall have no power, and our sons

and our daughters and our brothers and any man related to us or

a freeman of u the city shall have no power to bring against you,
Yedoniah and Mahseiah, suit or process, nor shall they have the power
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to sue your sons 12 or your brothers or any one of yours on account

of goods and money, corn, &c., belonging to Shelomem b. Azariah.

If we 13 or our sons or our daughters or any one of ours, or the sons

of Shelomem b. Azariah, sue you or sue your sons or your daughters
14 or any one of yours, or whoever shall sue about it, he shall pay you or

your sons, or whomsoever they sue, a fine 15 of the sum of ten kerashin,

royal weight, at the rate of 2 r to 1 karash, and he assuredly has no
claim on these goods

1G about which we sued, and no suit or process

(can lie). Ma'uziah b. Nathan wrote this deed at the direction of

Menahem and Ananiah both n sons of Meshullam b. Shelomem. Wit-

ness, Menahem b. Gadol. Gadol b. Berechiah. Menahem b. Azariah.
18

Witness, Hodaviah b. Zaccur b. Oshaiah. (Endorsement.)
19 Deed

which Menahem and Ananiah bo/// sons of Menahem b. Shelomem wrote
20
for Yedonioh. and Mahseiah boih sons of Ashor b. Zeho.

Line 1. The day of the month is not given, which is unusual. The

Egyptian month may be [^]ns or [^aJKa. From the calculations of

Mr. Knobel and Dr. Fotheringham it seems that Payni suits the chronology

best. So also Gutesmann.

Line 2. ['33 II] restored from 1. 3. la^lN is Babylonian.

Line 4. D3T as in g
2

. The sons of Ashor here belong to the degel of

Iddinnabu, but in no. 28 to that of Warizath (?).
In no. 15 Ashor

himself (as an Egyptian ?) is not assigned to any degel. Mibtahiah, one

would suppose, belonged to her father's degel, i. e. either Warizath or

Haumadata. NSi, cf. 7
4 where it seems to be a place-name. Not

ejj

Memphis, see Noldeke, Clermont-Ganneau, Pritsch. Nor can it be

OP napd, even if that could have the meaning of
'

family ',
as has been

suggested. The N^Tim seems to have held his court (and had his

headquarters) at Syene. The NS3 p was a superior court since the

fratarak presided over it. |H3»n must be a name (so Pritsch, Andreas),

not as S-C. Clermont-Ganneau suggests 'tribunal' or 'judge', &c.

Lagrange thinks the phrase = p Dip |». T"ims as in 30
5

,
&c.

From OP fratara = '

prior ',

'

superior ', and so '

governor '. It cannot

be dependent on jrm (quasi
'

lieutenant
'

of W), because that would

imply a lower rank than W, whereas in 30
5 W has

'

become fratarak,

and his son is N^nai (30
7
).

Hence fratarak is not followed by T2 or

|1D2. He governed the district or* province, while the N7TQ"i commanded

only the garrison of Syene (including Elephantine). A ) has been

omitted before MTI1. So Pritsch; Lagrange doubtfully.

Line 5.
w
1. . . WN '

there are goods and we sued ',
i. e. concerning

certain goods we sued. Cf. 14
4

,
also a builder's stock.

Line 6. J¥im, Noldeke 'palm-leaves'. Jampel compares Ps. 129
7

,

Neh. 5
13

,
and ttfkes it as clothing. Cf. on i5

:G
. p&nT is on the
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broken place, but is fairly certain. np7. The omission of the object

is awkward.

Line 7. The construction is very awkward. »J TPN seems to mean
'

they are things which are . . .' The following 3 requires a noun, and

JHpS is most likely. *np5ri is Lidzbarski's suggestion. S-C read 'pen.

If a Hophal is admissible it gives a sense, but the form is not found,

I believe, elsewhere in these texts.

Line 8. Dn^Nt? passive as in i6 :!
.

Line 9. JpTTl
' we withdraw from you ', i. e. renounce all claims.

"po an oversight for DD3E.

Line 13. After D^nm there is a faint X which has been erased. If

the document were a forgery this would be evidence that it was written

by an Arab who used the dual suffix [£—referring to two persons.

Line 14. Tl as elsewhere for *i pi. Probably subject, not object,

of [pJtSH'
1

,
which I restore as plural, as at the end of the line, in spite of

jro"
1

singular. The writer is confused by his own verbiage. H?V

adverbially, cf. 1JQ. Nnj^N or NJV. A Persian term for
'

fine', as in

25
15

,
2810

,
but the etymology is not clear.

Line 15. DEX, not "inN as S-C. pro too much obscured to read,

but it is the word required. nta is more probable than "|^>K (S-C).

Line 16. The same scribe as in no. 25.

Line 19. The second Dnj» is a mistake for D^D.

No. 21. v<t
iJ

Order to keep the {Passover and) Feast of Unleavened

Bread. 419 b. c.

See Barth in OLZ 19 12, 10, and Ed. Meyer in Sitzb. Berl. Akad.

1911, p. 1026.

This is one of the most interesting and important of these texts. See

Introduction, p. xvi.

The date is the 5th year of Darius. This must be Darius II, since

Yedoniah, who is addressed evidently as head of the community, holds

the same position in no. 30 (408 b. a). The year is therefore 419 b .c.

It is a letter from Hananiah, whose mission must have been official and

important, since his arrival in Egypt is mentioned as a well-known event

in 38
7

. Unfortunately the papyrus is very imperfect, half of the lines

4-10 being lost, but enough remains to show that it contains a direction

to keep the festival of (Passover ? and) Unleavened bread, and gives instruc-

tions for doing so. What is still more remarkable is that this direction is
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based on the authority of Darius himself. The question then arises, was
tiiis community, which possessed a temple and offered sacrifice to Ya'u,

ignorant of the greatest of Jewish national festivals ? Had they never

celebrated it before? Was it a new institution ? What had the Persian

king to do with it ? Something has already been said on these points
in the Introduction, p. xvi + . A few remarks may be added here.

In the first place, we have no evidence that the Passover before this

date was a regular annual ceremony. In the earliest documents (as
estimated by the majority of critics) it is the seven days of Unleavened
bread on which stress is laid. A national Passover-feast is unknown to

J and E. The earliest mention of it is in Deut. 16, where it is closely
related to the feast of Unleavened bread. Moreover in 2 Kings 23" it

is expressly stated of Josiah's Passover (which is usually believed to be

closely connected with the ordinance in Deut.) that such a celebration had

never been held 'v\ b&TlB" »abo 'ID* fov, . , D'BStyn »»'0 *m the days
of the Judges . . . and all the days of the kings '. If then the Passover,
as a national (but not necessarily an annual) institution, was introduced

only in 622 B.C., it is not surprising that this colony, which was probably

(already or) soon afterwards established in Egypt, should either know

nothing of it, or should regard it as intended only for residents in

Palestine, to be celebrated at Jerusalem, which indeed is the natural _\

meaning of Deut. 16 6
. No doubt the national festival was founded on

primitive practices of some; kind, but that is a totally different question.
It is true that in the present broken condition of the papyrus the word

Passover does not occur, but I think there is reason to believe that it

was originally mentioned (see note below) and that the directions given
here agree with Deut. 1 6 in connecting the Passover and Unleavened

bread. If not, and if the papyrus refers only to the feast of Unleavened

bread, then it is still remarkable that directions were necessary for the

keeping of so old and, one would think, so well-established a festival.

In either case the explanation may be found perhaps in the rabbinical

saying quoted in the Introduction, p. xix. That ' Ezra gave the Law
a second time

'

is not a paradox but a statement of historical fact. Whatever

parts of the Pentateuch were in existence before the fifth century B.C.,

it cannot be held that its provisions had any great influence on the people

in general. The earlier parts of the O.T. and the prophets, if read

without prejudice, seem to me to show quite the reverse. In fact the

kings were too much occupied with politics and other mundane matters

to enforce a ceremonial law, even if they had the desire to do so, and the

times of the Judges were too anarchic to admit of it. Josiah's great
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effort is described as exceptional. Any law which is not enforced, soon

becomes a dead letter, and Josiah's institution came to nothing, while the

exile must have involved the further neglect of everything of the nature

of national festivals. It was Ezra who made modern Judaism, by

instituting (or re-instituting) the ceremonial law and formulating regula-

tions for the national festivals. The books of Ezra and Nehemiah show

this as clearly as the earlier literature shows the lack of them. The
reason why he was able to enforce the Law and thus prevent its falling

(again ?) into neglect, is that he had the support of the Persian king.

Why this was so, what caused the Persian kings to take so much interest

in the Jews, whether it was part of a general policy of religious tolerance

or was due to special circumstances, must remain matters of speculation.

The fact at any rate is evident from what we are told of Cyrus (e. g. in

Isaiah 45
1+

), Cambyses in pap. 30
13 - 14

,
and Darius here. What has

hitherto seemed incredible is that they should have concerned themselves

with details of ceremonial, as in the letter of Artaxerxes in Ezra 7, but the

present papyrus (and the style of other letters in this collection) removes

all reason for doubting the genuineness of the Persian letters in Ezra. [See
further Ed. Meyer, Die Entstehung des Judeniums, and his Papyrusfund.~\

Whether the instructions as to the manner of keeping the festival come

directly from the king, or are issued by Hananiah on his own authority,

depends mainly on the meaning of nvSJ> in 1. 3, where see note. As to

Hananiah, there is no evidence for identifying him with any person of

that name mentioned in the book of Nehemiah. His arrival in Egypt

(38
7
)
seems to have led to trouble. Was this due to his stirring up

religious zeal or national feeling in the colony and encouraging animal

sacrifices which were resented by the Egyptians? And was this the

cause of the destruction of the temple soon after (no. 30) ?

The papyrus is written on both sides, 11. 1-7 on the obverse, 11. 8-ri

on the reverse—an insignificant document for so important a com-

munication.

Sachau, plate 6. Ungnad, no. 6.

?
[nn ba 1

fans*] n\*&n tik tbw [rrjjjn oainN N"*m[> fc&Jn nnua ,tj[t 2

"iw6 dJbhx by nb& vabo p xd^d cjwti \/ \// rue w amp ny:» 3

mw nyJniK ud p Dn:« nya k»[iot vbrb nDs w '•aiyn m-a 4

p"i]b \ "=? dv *iy \l \ll -> dv pi n[ay xnDDi jd»j rnb pv 5

najm^jK muy nmmi nn pan [di-un ;*rpa 1 pv nya^ 6
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na tpJk Ten n njnao 731 wwn ?[« nap b|m \ ^ DV3i \/ ///-> twa 7

ny3E> j]d^!j \-^ dv ny n£>ek> any»[ p \////-> nr }» taxnta 8

npx n]'oi» pa nsnm ca^na i7y[ann 7K 033 nnrv 7N [op 9

N3[70 nnvm idn na nayrv p 10

Address. n}:jn D3ins Nmn^ N7"n nroaai rrrr tin [7n] 11

L.
1 -^ my brethren,

2 l^Jniah and his colleagues the Jewish garfr/jw*?,

your brother Hananva^.l The welfare of my brethren may the gods' seek.
3 Now this year, the 5th year of King Darius, word was sent from the

king to Armies, saying : * In the month of Tybi{i) let there be a Passover

for the favish garrisoti\ rJow you accordingly count fourteen 5
days of

the month Ntsan and Keep the Passover^ and from the 1 5th day to the

2 1 st day oi[JVisan
8
(are) seven days of Unleavened brea<L\ Be clean and

take heed. \Do no work
"^on

the 15th day and on the 21st day. Also±
drink no' beeru and "anything at allTz'w Iwhich^there is ^leaven ^do not eat,

from the 15th day from sunset till the 21st day of Nis/rw, seven 9
days, let

it not be seen among^you]; do not bring (it) into your dwellings, but seal

(it) up during Whose days.
l

\Lel this be done as Dar/us^the ]&ng com-

?nandedr){ Address.)
n To my brethren Yedoniah and" his colleagues

the Jewish garrison, your brother Hanania^.
*}

Line 1. There are traces of letters which may be restored from I. it.

Line 2 is also made more certain by 1. n. nni33 are generally

'mentioned by name. To put H"1)TV R?*n in apposition to it strikes me as

slightly contemptuous or condescending on the part of the great man.

Another mark of his importance perhaps is that he calls himself simply

Hananiah, without further description, just as Arsames does in 26 1
.

N\"vK is plural, though used by a Jew to Jews. It had perhaps become

stereotyped in use, and had ceased to be consciously regarded as plural,

as was the case with Hebrew DTIPK. Not a pi. majestatis. At the

end we must restore, according to the regular formula, either pNw^

or py 733 17NB>\ The length of the lines can only be determined by
the amount required to complete the sense.

Line 3. NT fern, as in 30". The following date is parenthetical. It is

not 'this year is the 5th year', but 'this year (viz. the 5th year)'.

BWVl. The later spelling. IT7tP. Arnold takes this as 'I being

sent', and thinks the instructions are all given on Hananiah's own

authority. He compares Ezra 7
14

. This is not so. rvbw is impersonal,

'orders were sent', as in 26 s
,
'about which orders were sent from me',

cf. 26* n^nt^ in the same sense. Ezra 7
14

is to be taken in the same

way,
' orders were sent from the King

'

(not as RV), otherwise both

there and here a pronoun would be required. Then if an order was
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sent it must be recited in what immediately follows, i.e. it was the Persian

king who decreed (without specifying details) that the festival should

lake place in due form, and words to that effect must have stood in the lost

part of 1. 4. [lES'^J or cb is needed after U'bv to introduce the decree

in 1. 4.

Line 4. If the above view is right, the first half of the line contained

the king's decree. It may be objected that there is not room, but cf.

Waidrang's order for the destruction of the temple in 30
7-8

, consisting
of only five words. There is no need for anything more than such

a short and peremptory command :

'

in the month Tybi let there

be a Passover (or a festival) for the Jewish garrison '. '•iiyn .

Dr. Fotheringham tells me that in this year Tybi 1 = Nisan 10.

N^lliT N?t6]. There is a trace of "I, and the restoration (so Sachau ;

Ungnad NHlfV) is probable. This cannot be part of Hananiah's own words.

He has already used NHirP N/TI in 1. 2. He would not have repeated it,

but would have said '

you '. It must therefore be part of the king's

message. njD evidently begins Hananiah's own comment or addition,

and (like p) is explanatory of something which preceded. The king's

message would not plunge thus in medias res without saying what it was

all about, and if it were an oratio obliqua DD3N would not be used. p
'

therefore ',

'
in accordance with this command just stated '.

Line 5. n[3J7]. If right, this suggests NI1DS before it, as on the

ostrakon in PSBA 1915, p. 222, xnDS p3JJn
'

that she may prepare the

Passover '. This is of course a conjecture, but it is probable, and makes

the text consistent. The word NnDD could not occur anywhere after this

point. [p"0]^- The mention of the month is necessary. Probably

not [jD'J m ,,

J^, which would be too long.

Line 6. In the first half of the line something is wanted to explain the

significance of the seven days. The proposed restoration is merely

conjectural. The prohibition of leaven cannot have occurred here, since

it appears in 1. 7. pDT is a complete word, as there is no sign of

any letter before it, therefore not p31B>, as Pedes. The p- shows that it

comes from a r\"b (""!?) stem. Hence I take it as = p3T
' clean '.

[naynbJN is necessary.

Line 7. The beginning ought to mention the first and last days, since

work was never forbidden on all the seven days (Barth). intSTl b[tt]

cannot refer to wine, which was ordered to be drunk at the Passover,

and was never forbidden during the days of Unleavened bread. Barth

(with others) is certainly right in taking it to refer to beer, a specially

Egyptian drink, which in Mishna Pesahim 3
1

is forbidden, because it
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was made of fermented grain, and so partook of the nature of leaven.

This is therefore a special prohibition necessary for Jews living in Egypt,
and there is nothing corresponding to it in Exod. or Deut. The word

used for beer in the Mishna is D1IVT (£v#os). A Greek word is unlikely

here, and nothing else is obvious. I have supplied "DK> because that

is used in the Talmud of a drink not classed as wine, but it may have

been an Egyptian word. [m TVjx is Sachau's restoration. [l^Nn^JK
would be better, but then it would be difficult to restore the next line.

Line 8. [\| III -> m> jo] is required by I -3 DV ny.

Line 9. [nniV ba] I have restored from Deut. 16 4
. The mention of

dwellings implies the later npH3, the searching out and removal of

leaven.
1?y[jnri7N]. There is a trace of 3, not "6*11 as Ungnad, who

evidently thinks of Deut. 16 7
, 'go into your dwellings'. But that was

after eating the Passover, and is unsuitable here. They were to go into

their dwellings and put blood on the door-posts as a protection against

the destroying angel (in Egypt). It had nothing to do with the feast

of Unleavened bread with which this part of the document is especially

concerned. The Passover is treated (in 1. 5) only as a preliminary to it.

Reading TpjOTn, the absence of a pronoun in the accusative is admissible

in a series of prohibitions like this. Barth would restore V D1H3D ?D1

. . . ?N TDn, but these words would hardly be repeated from 1. 7.

lonni . The n is uncertain. It might almost be a D. The sense would

be the same,
'
seal it up ',

i. e. put it away out of sight.

Line 10 ends in the middle. A possible N remains and a trace of 3.

Something of the kind restored is wanted to wind up the message.

No. 22.

Names of Contributors to Temple Funds.

419 B. C.

A very broad sheet of papyrus, containing now 7 columns of Aramaic

and the longitudinal half of a column of Demotic. On the reverse

are 3 lines.

It is very much damaged, especially col. 1 and the lower parts of the

other columns.

It contains a list of names of persons who contributed 2 shekels each

to the God Ya'u, as stated in 1. 1. The purpose of the subscription is

not further explained, but clearly it must have been for the expenses of

the temple. Col. 7 begins with a statement of the total so far, and its

apportionment, on which see note.

2599 F
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As to the date : no king is named, and Epstein therefore takes the

gth year to be the 5th year of the revolt from Persia, which would be

about 400 b. c, and believes the money to be intended for the temple at

Jerusalem. But we have no evidence that during the revolt dates were

expressed in this way. In the only dated document of that period

(no. 35) the year of Amyrtaeus is given. As to no. 11, see notes. Nor

do we know (and it is not probable after the events of no. 30) that the

Jewish colony ever identified themselves so completely with the inimical

Egyptians as against the friendly Persian government, that they would

have adopted almost at once an era of ' freedom
'

(cf. the Bar Kokhba

coins) or whatever it may have been called. As to the money being

destined for Jerusalem there is again no evidence, and the allocation of it

in col. 7 makes this highly improbable.

It is more likely that the 5th year here is the same as the 5th year

in no. 21, and that the list belongs, like many other of these texts, to

the reign of Darius II (so Seidel). Its date will then be 419 b. c. The

reason of the omission of the king's name perhaps is that the document is

not of an official or legal character, but contains merely internal accounts

of Yedoniah's office. Up to the end of col. 6 the subscriptions are for

the month Phamenoth, and the list was no doubt kept in the office to

receive additions as the money was paid. The style of the writing, which

is rather cursive and hasty, agrees with this view. In such a document

it is natural that the name of the king should be taken for granted. It

was a temporary record, not for permanent use, nor intended for reference

in the far future.

The contributions are probably connected with Hananiah's mission in

some way. Perhaps his (re-)institution of (Passover and) Unleavened

bread was part of a religious revival, and the money was wanted for

sacrifices. It may in that case have led to the hostility which caused the

destruction of the temple. Or of course it may have been a customary

contribution, like the half-shekel at Jerusalem. The suggestion that the

money was for rebuilding the temple (cf. nos. 32, 33), and that the date

is therefore after 408 b. c, carries no weight. You cannot build a temple

on a half-crown subscription.

There are several traces of palimpsest, as though the papyrus had been

cleaned and used again at intervals.

Sachau, plates 17-20. Ungnad, no 19.

v\h fjDD an* ij w»iin» nWi nnosy nar \l/// nap Pinru»ab\//n 1
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Col. 1. // p v\D2 n*on» -12 n[^]io3 n[n]3 n[»yjtro^ 2

//e> eps nnT "13 npvnn in] tdk" 3

//t? c]D3 pin -13 yenn n[*n n]n:^ 4

[ /]// fa— 5

[n]^> //p e)D3 in nuta[n»a "D y]Bnn^" 6

[ni?
// t? f|D3 njajfi -13 nwin 13 [in: -n rw~]wn^ 7

n^ //b> bid3 n[. . ]T55^ 8

rb II p P)D3 i?n3 ["13] r53 9

n^> //{? [S|D3 . . . jliT 13 10

r6 l[/p «p3] no[nD m3 n3]n: n3 . n
.... [n]3 yjy -13 jn[a 1 2

[n]H3t m[3] *. . . . 13

.
.

. 14

. . . [jrjta m[3 15

.... m3 16

. . . . [i]3
» 17

. ... ma 18

pap nxo f>3 19

[D]mtD 13 Di^t? -""apinaa nso 20

Col. 2. n!> //^ 3 mot? 13 d^o^" 21

n^J //^3 H3^6 "13 ^B^ 22

r6 H v [3] *rarm 13 mm -13 n^ta-"" 23

r$ /]/p 3 3Tb* "13 mo^-^'-g 24

nb [/]/b> [3 n]"nD3tt -a b!>b>» na h-in-^ 25

\rb Jiv 3 n^]S0K> na in *>isn "13 btob^ 26

rb /iw 3 in d^jd n3 i&d^ 27

rb jfw 3 in niDP "13 bina^" 28

ni? //&? 3 hxn 13 "jn -d d^b"" 29

ni> //e> 3 S>wn "13 "Jn na hvn-^ 30

l[ nNo] ^5 31

/!& 32

 j //ts» 5 33

34

./ 35

l' 2
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36

// V 5 37

38

Col. 3. U\V 3] VW 13 &&^ 39

//[t$> a] nai "in niir^ 4°

//[ts> a] nta in yi»K>^ 41

Ji\v 3 n^a-p 13 ino-""" 42

//[p 3 .... "u rrvJ&K 43

[
13 »]aajK" 44

//[> ]3T^ 45

[ ]*aay^ 46

[//tj> 3] pna -13 [sflBW' 47

//[> 3 ] 13 [. . . .K^ 48

//&> [3 . . . .]
3 ">n D -' • •] 49

/[/£> 3 J 5°

. . . rWW» 13 [..*...] 13 [... .] 5 1

//&» [3 ] 52

/[/&> 3 ] 53

...».- 54

//[£> ] 55

//& 3 ytpin [ ] 56

[//#] 3 taw [ ] 57

// v 3 ^[y ] 58

. . . rv3&» ( .] 59

60

Col. 4. /A»a nao 13 ycin^ 61

//ty 3 jno 13 onm^ 62

// v 3 <an 13 )ina^ 63

// b> 3 k3*e 13 *an-^ 64

//e»3 nix 13 norno-^ 65

// B> 3 Nn3T 13 ttbw^ 66

//e>3 ansr 13 omo^ 67

// K> 3 niK 13 i?rtm^T^ 68

// tr 3 nao 13 n»s^ 69
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// B» 3 Dr«D "13 jrcftn]-"' 7 1

//p 3 mn "13 'SFK* 72

//ca t^pb 13 nix "13 an[j&] 73

74

//tf3 75

//t?3 ino 7 6

//tf a fJlD "l[3 . , . .] 77
#/a.-7-

,

//^3 *D13_T3_0mo "13 N'[?U]5 78

//t?a *DiaJn3j_Drup-n3 (;-i]TrK" 79

// k> 3 ytr[inj "13 n^i^a-^ 80

//C3 nnBM -i3 [^a]y ma ncroo^" 81

£1 nn» nnx //^a n[. , ,] rna rxhvo^ 82

Col. 5. //y 3 TriDU ma nnso-^ 83

//^a jna rna y»tnrr^ 84

//pa d^ "13 nm ma rpatp-"' 85

//^a »nj ma ntj-k" 86

//pa d^b^o ma snww^ 87

//pa chv ma nnaa'^"?"? 88

//pa pw "13 ^D^a ma han^ 89

//pa ypia ma WMK"* 9°

//pa nDno ma nanj-"" 91

//pa ina* ma frnn^ 92

//pa trbax ma no^co^ 93

94

/[/pa . . . .] ma ne[n]3S 95

//p[a , . .]? ma nam 96

//pa d[S>p] ma i>wrv 97

//pa mar ia ypin rna xnaw^"*"^^ 9 8

//pa w ma pdbw"' 99

//pa pro rna *[n»]aN^'
100

Col. 6. //pa rrha ma |rnn^" 101

//cd n: rna m^D^" 102

(C3 n^ ma tavr^ 103
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//b>3 ytm ma ityyax^ 104

//^a moy ni3 "6jnrv^" 105

//eo iT^av ma rinso-"" 106

//pa liar ma naro-^ 107

//tso Tijy "13 .tjt rna neroo^*?"^^ 108

//fc}>3 »nyo "13 tbwo^ 109

//k>3 rrfcua ma no^o^ no

//co pro 13 rv^Q 13 pro-"" m
//k>3 mrwi ma haw""" 112

[//p]a jro
^

113

//&> .Ti3[T T14

//t^s n , , » na jro na ^
115

//&>3 n[ . .  . -i]3 nbv ia ^ 116

//c^3 pp ma y&rijfy 117

//tf 3 nix 13 msnr^ n8

//^3 n*y»B> 13 d^d— "'"^'^^^ 119

Col. 7. T3 in NOT' Dp n KSD3 120

ipina&fi m»a nnoa ia mt 121

// /// /// ;^pp \->"5 jtjna ejoa 122

//////& /I -9* \7ib wa 123

\/// /// jBna iwv3BB>&6 124

//-> }B>-i3 ^D3 tarvaroifc 125

//ko yetPMiT 13 mm^ 126

//^3 rniin 13 jna 13 y^fcK" 127

//^3 *jjy 13 jna 13 vn«"^ 128

//b>3 hvn 13 rrnry-"" 129

//[pa njre 13 itob*^ 130

// 131

//b>3 . . »3 ma n . . . .^" 132

Reverse. niivb Hvi >nw\ 13 pfija^ 133

ni> //e^3 idit 13 *n»v^ 134

\// atab //b>3 .ttibbo 13 *jrr" 135
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Col. i.

1 On the 3rd of Phamenoth, 5th year. This is (a list of) the names of

the Jewish garrison who gave money for Ya'u the God, man by man the

sum of 2 shekels :
2—Meshu//V/wrth daughter of Gemarz'ah b. Mahseiah,

the sum of 2 sh. 3—Zaccur b. HodaviaXi b. Zaccur, the sum of 2 sh.
4—SeraiaA daughter of Hoshea b. Harman, the sum of 2 sh. 5—All

3 . . . .
6—Hoshm b. £e/hz\x\\in, he (gave (?)) the sum of 2 sh. for

himself (?).
7—Hoshaziz/z b. Nathan b. Hoshaiah b. Hananifl/z the sum of

2 sh. for himself"(?).
8—Nabu . . . . b ah, the sum of 2 sh. for

himself (?).
9 nani b. KTL, the sum of 2 sh. for himself

(?).
10 b. Ya'u . ... the sum of 2 sh. for himself

(?).
n b.

Nehebelh daughter of Afahseh, the sum of 2 sh. for himself
(?).

12 Nathan
b. Anani b 13

i daughter of Zebaditf^ .... 14

lr>

daughter of Pelulz'a/z .... 16
daughter of

17
i b 18

daughter of 19 All <?/"the company of

Siniddin. 20 The company of Nabu'akab :
— Shallum b. Menah^z/z ....

Col. ii.

21—Meshullam b. Samuah, sum of 2 sh. for himself (?).
22—Palti b.

Michah, sum of 2 sh. for himself
(?).

23—Malchiah b. Yathom b. Hadad-

nuri, sum of 2 sh. for himself
(?).

24 20— Shelemiah b. Jashub, sum of

2 sh. for himself (?).
25—Gadol b. Meshullam b. Mibtahi<z/z, sum of 2 sh.

for himself
(?).

26—Menahem b. Hazul, that (is) the son of Shemaz'a/z,

sum of 2 sh.for himself (J).
27—Simak b. Meshullam, he (gave) the sum

of 2 sh. for himself
(?).

28—Gadol b. Samuah, he (gave) the sum of

2 sh. for himself(?).
20—Meshullam b. Haggai b. Hazul, sum of 2 sh.

for himself (?).
30—Hazul b. Haggai b. Hazul, sum of 2 sh. for him-

self (?).
31 All of the company of u. 32 2 sh.

33 sum of 2 sh. 34 3r>

36 37 sum of 2 sh.

Col. iii.

33—Shillem b. Hodav sum of 2 sh. 40—Hori b. VNH sum of 2 sh.

41—Shamua' b. Shillem sum of 2 sh. 42—Mattan b. Yedonz'a/z, sum

of 2 sh. 43—Uriah b
,
sum of 2 sh. 44—Ananz' b

45—Zac 2
4G—Anani 47—Hoslw b. Nathun

sum of 2 sh. 48 20— b 2 49 b. N
2 sh. 50 2 sh. 51 .... b .... b. Joshibiah ....
52 2 sh. 53 2 sh. 54

55 2 sh. 56 Hoshea, sum of 2 sh. 57

Ya'utal, sum of 2 sh. 58 A nam, sum of 2 sh. 5!)

Joshibiah ... 60

Col. iv.

6i_Hoshea b. SGRI, sum of 2 sh. 62—Menahem b. Mattan, sum of

2 £h. 63—Nathun b. Haggai, sum of 2 sh. 64—Haggai b. Micha, sum

of 2 sh. °5—Mahseh b. Uri, sum of 2 sh.
6C—Shallum b. Zecharia,
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sum of 2 sli.
C7—Menahemb. Zecharia, sum of 2 sh. 68

40—Meshullak

b. Uri, sum of 2 sh.
C9—Pamut b. SGRI, sum of 2 sh. 70—Anani

b. Ma'uzi, sum of 2 sh. 71-—//tfshea b. Menahem, sum of 2 sh.

72—
Haggai b. Huria, sum of 2 sh. 73—Jl/etiahem b. Uri b. Meshullak,

sum of 2 sh. 74 75 sum of 2 sh.

70 Mattan, sum of 2 sh. 77 b. Mattan, sum of 2 sh.

78 Pe««/iah b. Menahem b. Posai, sum of 2 sh. 7J—Hon' b. Menahem b.

Posai, sum of 2 sh. 80—Pcluliah b. //oshea, sum of 2 sh.
81—Mena-

hemeth daughter of k?ia?ii b. 'STH, sum of 2 sh. 82—Meshullemeth

daughter of ... . ah, sum of 2 sh. Sister of Mahath and S . . . (?).

Col. v.

83—Mephatteah daughter of TSTZ, sum of 2 sh. 84—Ya'ushama'

daughter of Nathan, sum of 2 sh. 85—Shabith daughter of Hon b.

Shillem, sum of 2 sh. 8C—Re'ia daughter of Neri, sum of 2 sh.

87—Ya'ushama' daughter of Meshullam, sum of 2 sh. 88 60—Mephatteah

daughter of Shillem, sum of 2 sh. 89—Yahmol daughter of Palti b. Yeosh,
sum of 2 sh. 90—Abihi daughter of Oshea, sum of 2 sh. 91—Nehebeth

daughter ofMahseh, sum of 2 sh. 92—Ya'uhan daughterofYigdal,sum of 2 sh.

93—Meshullemeth daughter of Zephalia, sum of 2 sh. 94

95 Mena/^melh daughter of sum 0/2 sh.
9G Nehebeth daughter of

Z . . . sum of 2 sh. 97 Yahmol daughter of Shillem, sum of 2 sh.

98
70—Ya'ushama' daughter of Hoshea b. Zaccur, sum of 2 sh. "—Ya'u-

shama' daughter of Haggai, sum of 2 sh. 10° Abz'^i daughter of Nathun,
sum of 2 sh.

Col. vi.

101—Ya'uhan daughter of Gedaliah, sum of 2 sh. 102— Salluah

daughter of Neri, sum of 2 sh. 103—Ya'utal daughter of Yislah, sum of

2 sh. 104—Ab'osher daughter of Hoshea, sum of 2 sh. 105—Ya'u'alai

daughter of Immanuiah, sum of 2 sh. 106—Mephatteah daughter of

Zephaliah, sum of 2 sh. 107—Nehebeth daughter of Zaccur, sum of 2 sh.
108 g —Menahemeth daughter of Yedoniah b. 'Anathi, sum of 2 sh.
109—Meshullam b. Ma'uzi, sum of 2 sh. no—Meshullemeth daughter of

Penuliah, sum of 2 sh. 1X1—Nathun b. Pelaliah b. Nathun, sum of 2 sh.
112—Hazul daughter of Hodaviah, sum of 2 sh. li3—
Nathan, sum of 2 ^. lu Z^badiah .... 2 sh. 115—
b. Nathan b h, sum of 2 sh. 116— b. Shillem b h, sum
of 2 sh. 117—-Fa'wshama' daughter of Ron, sum of 2 sh. 118—Re'uiah

b. Uri, sum of 2 sh. 119
90—Meshullam b. Shemaiah, sum of 2 sh.

Col. vii.

120 The money which was paid on that day into the hand of 121 Yedo-
niah b. Gemaiiah in the month of Phamenoth, (was)

122 the sum of

31 kerashin 8 shekels,
123 of which 12 k 6 sh. for Ya'u,

m
7 kerashin for

Ishumbethel,
125 the sum of 12 kerashin for 'Anathbethel. 126—Micaiah

b. Ya'uyishma', sum of 2 sh. 127—Oshea' b. Nathan b. Hodaviah, sum
of 2 sh. 128—Ahio b. Nathan b. Anani, sum of 2 sh. 123—Azariah
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b. Hazul, sum of 2 sh. 130—
joshibiah b, Berechitf//, sum of 2 j^.

131
2 . .

132—
. . . . h daughter of Ki . . . ., sum

of 2 sh.

(Reverse.)
133—Megaphernes b. VSHI, sum of 2 sh. for 'NDM (?).

1:u—VSHI
b. ZDMR, sum of 2 sh. for himself

(?).
135—Haggai b. Miphtahiah, sum

of 2 sh. for . . .
(?).

Line 1 extends across the top of cols. 1 and 2. nniDU> flat, a careless

construction, literally
'
this (document) is (a list of) the names'. N?*n.

The garrison was co-extensive with the colony. Many of the names are

feminine. 3fl* 1 loosely used for 'quorum quisque dedit '. Gram-

matically the antecedent is N?*n. VI*?, but see below on 11. 123 + .

//c? restored from what follows. There is perhaps a trace of B\

Line 2. The stroke at the beginning marks off the separate items, as

frequently in accounts, cf. no. 81.

Line 3. n[
,

1Tin], cf. 2018
(420 b.c). A man was often named after

his grandfather.

Line 4. [n]n^ is hardly enough to fill the space. The name (as

niasc.) is biblical.

Line 5. [/J// ?a . so Ungnad, but it might be a C (e. g.
/// ///

J?pB> ?a),

or even a » (. . . riND ?3), cf. 1. 9.

Line 6. in and n? (restored from 1. 8 + )
must denote some special

modification of the entry. For "in cf. 11. 26-8, not in any other complete

line. This line begins a new section which is distinguished by the

use of n? in 11. 6-1 1, the other lines being incomplete. The next section

(11. 20-30) also has n?, otherwise only 1. 134. It may mean 'for him',

i.e. for Ya'u, or 'for himself, cf. Hl^xb in 1. 135, which is equally

obscure, or it may be some note that the money has been paid or has not

been paid. It is always at the end of the line.

Line 7. [jro '2 n*y]t?Vl is supplied from 40
5
. nwin alone would not

fill the space, and another short name is required. [n]*:5n doubtful.

Ungnad rMBX.

Line 8 and the following lines are too much broken for restoration.

U5 (Ungnad) is very doubtful. There seems to be a space after it,

which excludes [majlIU or [|ro]U3.

Line 9. ?n5 doubtful. An impossible name.

Line 11. Cf. 1. 91. In 1. 25 a man is distinguished by his mother's

name.

Line 12. There are traces of |n[j]. Cf. 832
,
and below, 1. 128.

Line 14. Perhaps there was no name here—which would make the

total right in 1. 24.
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Line 19. riNft apparently = cen/i/n'a, a subdivision (?) of the degel.

plV = Sin-iddin is probably right. We should expect D, but cf. ywrttP
Ahikar 3, &c, and p*lHB> Nerab i

1
. The line below marks the close

of the section.

Line 20 the beginning of a new section, continued in the next column.

Line 21. From this point 3 is written for f]DD.

Line 22. nyi5, a badly written D, which looks like two letters.

Line 24. nib* (Ungnad) rather than 3TB* (Sachau, for iTon^). The

"3 in the margin gives the total number of persons up to this point.

Line 27. "]0>d an unknown name. Ungnad suggests a mistake for

"JED>; cf. IITIJCD, I Chron. 26 7
.

Line 31 another summation, like 1. 19, closing the section.

Line 38. Faint traces of a line.

Line 39. &W (Ungnad), not E?£\ which would be written plene.

Hin shortened from ."Win, for which there is not room.

Line 40. "Hiri, cf. 1. 85. Egyptian? The 1 is badly written, and "I

may be 1. mi, Ungnad compares iTOl, Ezra io3G .

Line 42. |D» for mn», Ezra io37
.

Line 43. Ungnad reads pN, but there is no name beginning so.

Line 45. Either Tar or !T">3T—probably the latter, as there is a faint

trace of a possible 1. There were three names in this line.

Line 47. Cf. 33
s

.

Line 48. The 20 in the margin is difficult. There is a 3 at 1. 24.

If this were a continuation of the same reckoning it ought to be "3"3,

and some of the broken lines must have had no names. It is more

probably a new total of a list beginning at I. 32 (since 1. 31 ends a

section). In that case three lines are lost at the end of col. 2. No line

is lost at the top of col. 3. Then col. 2 was one line longer than col. r,

and the detached fragment should be moved lower down. Without

seeing the original papyrus it is impossible to know whether this can

have been so.

Line 57. ^Din"1 not necessarily masc. as Ungnad says. He compares

$>B*2K, bwn in O.T. In 1. 103 it is fern. See note on 1. 11. The
name means ' Ya'u is a protection ', cf. njOTins n ntan often in Behistun.

Line 61. yfc"in. The n like that in 1. 84. It might possibly be yt^N.

Line 68. The total "3"3 here and afterwards is correct.

Line 69. nED, Egyptian = Tlafxv6rj<;, is Ungnad's suggestion. Cf. 72
4

.

Line 72. "5n. The name must be short. The 1 is probable, and

there are traces of an. smn carelessly for nniS*.

Line 73. fyvD, cf. 1. 68.
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Line 78. «"[^0]5 or N<[M]s, cf. 1. 80. Ungnad suggests totals.

For the other names cf. 1 2 1
.

Line 79. [njin. Ungnad's [»]an is hardly possible. Cf. 1. 40.

Line 81. [
H

33]y a conjecture to fit the space. nnDX Egyptian,

compound of Isis ?

Line 82. '31 Jinx. Sachau takes this as a new entry, and reads nntf

//•J'3 nn». But as Ungnad remarks, the name would not be omitted,

and this would make the total (in I. 88) wrong. Seidel compares

Phoenician nriE^ in an inscription in the Louvre, of which the meaning

is obscure. [Usually taken as 'exact' or 'standard' money, but that

is a mere guess. It might go with the clause following and be = jyo^,

cf. perhaps (?) Assyr. ana muMi.~\ nnN here can only be 'sister',

and nno can only be a proper name. The next letter looks as though it

were joined on (in TO). The two strokes may be a B\ as Sachau and

Ungnad ('
sister of M and S

'),
or the numeral //. Perhaps the former

is better.

Line 83. nnso very strange, but supported by 11. 88, 106. fnDD.

The tn is written over an erasure.

Line 85. ]VX>, cf. rvmB> fern, and TDtS> masc. in no. 8r.

Line 86. nj for rvu—but the n is like a 1.

Line 88. nnso, cf. 1. 83. The scribe wrote nn», then rubbed out the

O and wrote a S, adding aOin the margin. This shows that the oblique

initial stroke was added after the line was written—perhaps as the entries

were checked off, or to show that the money was paid.

Line 89. ^»rv, cf. 1. 97.

Line 93. N^DV, cf. 1. 106. Seidel and Lidzbarski think = TfXH.

Line 96. . . . T might be part of e. g. a J. In 1. 107 "VDT mi mnj

occurs. The same person would hardly be named twice.

Line 98. The marginal number (70) was added after the line was

written. It overlaps into the text and covers the oblique stroke. Note

that from 1. 81 to 1. 108 the contributors are all women.

Line 103. n^D'' over an erasure.

Line 114. n*n5[T]. Ungnad iT3a[x].

Line 117. |"ip
short for TOip.

Line 120. Here begins the total of receipts so far. Dp 'stood',

i. e. was received. in NOV, i. e. the 3rd of Phamenoth, cf. 1. 1.

Line 121. Yedoniah the head of the community, as in no. 30.

Line 122. The arithmetic is not very satisfactory. Since 1 karash =
10 shekels (Introduction, p. xxiii), 31 k. 8 sh. = 318 sh. representing the

contributions of 159 persons at 2 sh. each. As the list now stands,
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the first numeration (to 1. 30) makes 26 persons, the second (to 1. 119)

makes 91 : total 117 persons. We thus require 42 more persons (or 42

lines at least), making two more columns. These can only have stood at

the beginning. Further the total of 31 k. 8 sh. does not agree with the

sums allocated, which amount to 31 k. 6 sh. only. Two shekels are

therefore not accounted for.

Line 123. 133 as often in accounts. Lit. 'in it are 12 k.
'

&c, i.e.

it is divided into 12 k. &c. The most difficult point about the docu-

ment is the allocation of the money. The heading says it was for Ya'u,

but here only 12 k. 6 sh. are assigned to Ya'u out of 31 k. 8 sh. The

rest is divided between what seem to be two other deities. Were they

then regarded as other manifestations of Ya'u ? See Introduction, p. x.

Line 126 after a blank space, begins a supplementary list.

Line 129. rpT?y over an erasure, and uncertain.

Line 130. n*3B» rather than myt^ (Ungnad). [n]>5n3 doubtful.

Ungnad ^N'33
,
which is no name. There is a trace of PI .

Reverse, three lines.

Line 133. pan. Why was a Persian contributing? TICI probably

also Persian. D"i:&i\ The X is strangely formed and uncertain. The

word is unintelligible. It would seem to indicate the destination of the

money, cf. rb above.

Line 134. "iDll. The D is badly formed, like ::. The name should

be Persian, or Babylonian (Zeri-Nannar ?).

Line 135. \// 2uh probable, but inexplicable. Ungnad's iTOB? is

impossible.

No. 23.

List of Names. Probably about 420 b. c.

Another list of names, for what purpose is unknown.

It is undated, but put here because the writing is very like that of

no. 22 (and no. 19), and some of the names appear in both. See notes

below. Its date is therefore probably about 420 b. c.

As 1. 8 is marked 10 in the margin, two lines must be lost at the top.

There is nothing to show whether anything is lost at the end. Another

10 on the left-hand side belongs to another column, now lost.

Sachau, plate 23. Ungnad, no. 22.

in: 13 v.nN 1

rrnyD 13 In: 2
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M3 13 mn 3

taur 13 rono 4

D:na in pn 5

• . , n na mta 6

ffio 13 -d^d 7

» niTy 13 »b>d-> 8

nin ia DJnDs 9

mar 13 myi 10

jno 13 orao 11

Ti3T 13 D3n3 12

n"3V3 13 ^n 13

IDTO 13 <1tt* 13 11 14

T13T 13 KW 15

1 Ahio b. Nathan. 2 Nathan b. Ma'uziah. 3 Hur b. Benaiah
(?).

4 Mahseh b. Ya'utal. 5 Hanan b. Pekhnum. 6 Shallum b. H . . . .

7 Palti b. Mattan(?).
8 10 Kushi b. Azzur. 9 Petekhnum b. Hori.

10 Re'uiah b. Zechariah. u Menahem b. Mattan. 12 Pekhnum b. Zaccur.
13
Haggai b. Micaiah. 14 Didi

(?) b. Uri b. Mahseh. 15 Sheva b.

Zechariah.

Line 1. Cf. 22 128
(419 b. c), and 25

19
(416 b. c).

Line 2. On the principle that a man often bears the name of his

grandfather, this may be the son (or father) of Ma'uziah b. Nathan in

20 16
(420 b.c), cf. also 33

2
(407 b. c).

Line 3. rV33, so Ungnad. Seidel compares 22 40
PU1 = IWI = iTJ3 (?).

The name fM3 is possible, or HIS, and there is a mark above the line

which suggests PIvMfi, with the letters written close together.

Line 5. D^riQ, Egyptian, as in 1. 12, but the other name in each case

is Jewish.

Line 7. \T\D. The O is very uncertain. Sachau reads }n33, and it is

certainly more like 3J, but no such name exists. His suggestion that it is

for )riJ133 is not very probable. Even the n is doubtful. It looks more

like a > with an accidental stroke below.

Line 11. Cf. 2 2 G2 .

Line 13. Cf. 2 2 64.

Line 14. 11. The first letter seems to be a correction. There is no

name HI (or »Tl). Sachau suggests that it is for iT*l*T .

Line 15. NIB', cf. 1 Chron. 2 49 .
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No. 24.

Account of Com supplied. Probably 419 b. c.

Fragments of a document in three columns, containing a list of names

of persons in receipt of rations as members of the garrison of Syene,

with a note of the amount received by each. It is related to no. 2 in

character, though not of the same date (see below), and may indeed be

a report like that promised in 2U (}H |riJ3, see note there). Cf. also

no. 1 7 (ten years earlier) which refers to some such statement of accounts.

It thus differs entirely from no. 22. As Sachau points out, there is

nothing specially Jewish about it. It is another proof that Aramaic was

used not only in dealing with Jews, but was the official language of the

provincial governments in the Persian empire. The decipherment is

very difficult as the names are mostly foreign, and the papyrus is much

torn.

As to the date: 1. 34 mentions the 4th year, and if the restoration of

1. 35 is accepted, we may conclude that the list was drawn up in the

5th year. From the resemblance to no. 2 it is tempting to take these as

years of Xerxes, which would make the date 481 B.C., but the writing

(especially of col. 1) is so much later in style than that of no. 2, that it

seems necessary to put it, with the majority of these texts, in the reign of

Darius II. It will then belong to the same year as no. 22, viz. 419 b. c.

Sachau, plates 21, 22. Ungnad, no. 20.

Col. r. \nk> 1»p[n nn n]o[D]a [>] 1

\kk> T^uj -o . our v 2

\NB> [n]*!»B> "13 »an V 3

\[t*B> J?Jd[N "13 f]73C?N P 4

\[np] finer "13 »dbb & 5

in \np rb . . nay [na] xnx^v 6

\\=i \NES> [ . n]T6B> E»3J
Tin » 8

B> 9

II W ^V 10

[\N]B> JD3 . , . . tJ> 11

[\Kti>] vibm , , , , b> 12

\kk> Bwm i[3 -n]n w 13

\KtJ> J3^3 "13 nj[£>£>]tJ> P 14
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»nu nn i-ii c 15

1
1 -1 I xv fyip "ia [-i]in pa 16

I
XP W3N -13 ... g? C 17

I
xp nnB p 18

a»n» . . .

tea na[no . . .

Col. 2. in
I
XB> *3B . . . T . . X W3p 19

20

"^> , , 21

\xp , a . . . jy . . . 22

nb> ... 23

24

\XP jnJDD -13 ... . 25

I
xp nis -i3 b5. . .

26

///kb6 //-i I
kb> nni> [// b^33 ^3 28

//"3 NK^
I
XP nnb //"3 [B>B3 b 29

// ///->-z}-z}-^ nc»[^ II n ll]xp nn^> ->"^ pb[3 ba 30

. . . fv xnpB3 ^[3 3 1

^ I k|> 32

... 13 xnv

. . . n

. * * o

Col. 3. ... nv p] toaaaiD xW 2'n[' n xn>D3 ^3 33

dv ny \/// naa> -i»n[o rrr& "3 01} in 34

, . . boa aw n [\/ /// nap "vn]oi> "3 35

-iD3i T3 X3 nano [10 ] wn 36

. . Tx -o nnjh nix -13 13 37

/ /// n |/a
in in -=n-^y \in *|[!>l « l"W]v 38

vb']rb air n xsna D-inp[n] -ii5[y] jot 39

|/[/]
/// ///=^ ef>N JO 40

. . . n
I

: /i^^*> [if tf'l xn[ia 41
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p ] xb'rb p|ns Tn[> ] »n 42

T3T3^"»6 /////// ejb[« N MB]tWi 43

rot? "vn» 44

Kp)« 45

/// iii->-m-4* 4 6

. . . n N^r6 ...

. . . wn . . .

Col. i.

1 Ration of Petemut(?) b. Ismn, barley anlab 1.
2 Ration of Zbis.

b. Nebushalliv, barley ardab 1.
3 Ration of Haggai b. Shemaiah, barley

ardab 1.
4 Ration of Ismn b. Ap', barley ardab 1.

5 Ration of Petisi b.

Zaphruth, barley ardab 1.
6 Ration of—Zeho b. Zphr . . for him barley

ardab 1 . . . (?).
7 K. Ration of Samuah barley ardab 1 and 2

quarters.
8 Ration of Hor 9 Ration of 10 Ration of— 2

(?).
n Ration of Nathan, barley ardab 1.

12 Ration of Ahlbni, barley ardab 1. 13 Ration of Hur b.

Nurshavash, barley ardab 1.
u Ration of Shamashgiriya b. Belbani,

barley ardab 1.
* 5 Ration of Vrd b. Zuthi. 16 K. Ration of Hur. b.

Y'ulu, barley ardab 1 and 2 quarters.
17 Ration of b. Abihu,

barley ardab 1.
18 Ration of phri, barley ardab i.

Col. ii.

19
barley ardab 1 . . .

(?).
20

21 100. 22
barley ardab 1. 23

barley ardab. 24 25
b. Ptntu, barley

ardab 1.
2G

. . . nkl b. Uri, barley ardab 1.

27 ... . Total persons 54, including
28 total persons 2 at \\ ardabs of

barley each,= barley ardabs 3.
29 total persons 22 at 1 ardab of barley

each,=barley ardabs 22. 30 total person?, 30 at 2-| ardabs of barley each,
= barley ardabs 75.

31
. . . total output a??iounting to 32

. . . . barley
ardabs 100.

Col. Hi,

33 Total output of what was Slivered to the garrison of Syene from
the . . .

34 that is the 20th day of the month Mehir in the 4th year, to the
35 20th of Mehir in the ^th year. What was delivered as food . . . which
3G

broughtfrom the district of Thebes by the hand of Onophris,
37 .... b. Br'vh, and 'Edri b. A . . .

38
Barley ardabs 1446, g 2, h 4.

39 And of corn (?) of Tstrs, the ration which was given out to the

garrison
40 from (?) 1019.

41
1252, g i, h . . .

42 And what was given as a ration to the garrison .... from
43

TStrs, ardabs 1690.

44
Mehir, year . . . .

45 and from . . .
4G

XX76 ....
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Line I. The B> at the beginning is restored because it stands before

each line of this column. Sachau suggests that it is for 7pK>, as else-

where, but then what is its meaning ? It is more likely to be some

word for 'portion', 'ration', like "WW. [n]5[cJ5, cf. riOD 2 2 69 .

Egyptian. pefs] last letter very doubtful, as in 1. 4. Hardly PD&K.

\N£>. Judging from no. 2 this must be for \ 3~HN pyu>, the allowance of

the man named, for how long? Sachau and Ungnad take it for se'u

(tItt °f a shekel), which is unlikely.

Line 2. 'lfel33, cf. 2 8
.

Line 3. "un is certain. Not ^an as Sachau. It is a narrow 3 as in

1. 14.

Line 4. [y]5[K] quite uncertain. It must be a very short name, cf. 53'"'.

Line 5. nriST uncertain. Sachau pin, but n is impossible.

Line 6. The oblique stroke as in 1. 10. Cf. no, 22. . . 1S¥ un-

ceitain. Sachau . , Tin which is possible. rb and in as in no. 22.

Line 7. The 3 is taken by Sachau for ep3, but the list has nothing to

do with payments in money. Here and in 1. 16 are the only two cases

in which the ration is \\n \Ntt>, which may be a mere coincidence, but in

any case the meaning of 3 is obscure.

Line 12. ^3^nS uncertain. Sachau reads [nj^n N, but it is difficult

to see what N can belong to, since the preceding word ought to be "12 .

What Sachau reads as p is the same combination as in }3^3, 1. 14.

Line 13. [Ti]n or . . n. It must be a short name.

Line 14. na^ojt? is Ungnad's suggestion, but the second W is hardly

possible.

Line 16. |hy or l^iy (Sachau).

Line 17. ITOK more probably than in "OX, since this in (1. 6) comes at

the end of the line.

Col. ii.

Lines 19-26 are too much broken to be restored.

Line 25. "jnaDD. The last letter may be anything. Egyptian.

Lines 27-32 sum up the account so far. As the total number of

persons to this point is 54, about half the names are lost. This cannot

be the whole N^n, cf. no. 22.

Line 28. One would naturally restore II p33, but that the strange

expression E>BJ ^?3 followed by a numeral is used in 1. 30. The two

persons are those marked with 3 in lines 7 and 16. I take 1 as Nny3T

Therefore 2 persons at 1^ each = 3.

Line 30. If 30 persons get 75, each must have z\. Hence we may

restore [111 IIJnc Cf. 2 7 where II: = II n here.
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Line 31. . . . JV must be some word for
' amount to '. Thus :

2 at i£ = 3

22 at 1 = 22

30 at 2\ = 75

Total 54 get 100

 

Col. iii.

The left-hand fragment seems to have been set too much to the left.

Probably 1. 40 reads continuously, and if so there is less to be supplied

in the other lines than Sachau shows.

Line 33. STP *t NnpQJ if right, is a clumsy expression for 'expenses,

namely, what was paid '. K^aJID, cf. p331D 33
s

,

'

Syenians '. Sachau

explains it as a Persian formation in -kan, which is then inflected as

Aramaic. The form J032BnB>
' of Susa ',

in Ezra 4°, is scarcely parallel,

unless that be a mistake for N,
J3JB>1ts>. At the end something is missing,

for there is a faint trace of a letter, and some words are wanted to connect

with the next line. Judging from the ordinary formula in contract?,

[D*]
1 in in 1. 34 implies a parallel date here containing the name of the

Jewish month. This makes the line rather long, for in 1. 34 there seems

to be nothing after DV IV- However, the lines vary very much in length

in this document. If the Jewish month was mentioned here, it points

to the conclusion that the '

Syenian garrison
' was the same as, or part of,

the NHIi"!* N^TI, and that these accounts relate to the Jewish colony. The

IV in 1. 34 implies a }» somewhere before, and it can only come here.

As to the Jewish month, Dr. Fotheringham tells me that in year 4 of

Darius the 20th of Mehir would coincide with the 19th of Iyyar* and in

year 5 with the 30th of Iyyar.

Line 34. ["3 Dl]"
1 is restored from 1. 35 for reasons given in the note

there. DV IV- The line might end with DV in "PK^ ~>"^, but

probably the date was expressed singly the second time. Similarly nT is

omitted before "Vno in 1. 35.

Line 35. V^ n^ is restored here for several reasons. The two

broken names of months, one ending in TTT and the other beginning

with "D, seem likely to be both *vn£, which could only recur at an interval

of a year (or years). The mention of '

year 4
'

in 1. 34 suggests that the

account ran into another year. The large, though uncertain, totals imply

a long period. In Greek papyri of the second century b.c the ration

(o-itwviov)
of corn seems to have been 1 artaba of corn per man per

month, together with a cash payment in lieu of more corn. See e. g.

Kenyon, Greek Papyri in the British Museum, p. 55. Probably it was

about the same at the date of this papyrus. It appears, therefore, that
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down to 1. 26 we have a list of men receiving the monthly ration, some

getting the minimum of 1 ardab (\NC), others more. LI. 27-32 then

give the summary for the month. Col. 3 gives the totals for the year.

i\ begins a fresh entry. There is a space before it. The preceding

lines were the heading. £>31D3. Sachau is no doubt right in taking

this for i>3NCQ, cf. "mvb 32
2

. Epstein eft. KD^SO, &c. and translates
'

by

measure '. Some words are wanted after it to connect with the next line.

Does it mean a-inoviov as distinct from 6ij/wviov, the money payment ?

Line 36. Tivi. If I am right in bringing the fragments closer

together, there is room for about 7 letters in the gap, i. e. a name of live

letters and p . N3 No, i. e. Thebes.

Line 37. "O is written twice, so that one of them must be part of the

name. nix. The name is improbable, as also H1S13 would be.

Line 38. [py]£' is most likely from the slight traces remaining. It

cannot be ]bpW. The
s; may be part of e)D3 or *\bti. We then require

either }bpB> or ptlK. If fi at the end is for p6n, the line should refer

to money and we might restore f][ba W ny]tt>. If it is a measure we may
read v\[b I X py]K>. In either case c£>N, which is unfortunately less likely

than «]D3. I do not feel satisfied about the line. |/j as in 2"' = lh.

Epstein suggests Talm. NVni = HND. //// Fi. The n is not well

formed, but can hardly be anything else. Cf. 1. 41. Epstein suggests pbn .

Line 39. TO[yJ very uncertain. D~lOC*[n] as in 27°, the Egyptian

name of the ' southern province '. XDriD must be a popular word for

'ration' (so Lidzbarski), formed from ns? 27V probably only a

mistake for DVT*.

Line 40. Ungnad reads yblt |B, but cannot explain it. Tl?N = Ass.

alluku
'

palace
'

is improbable.
~> e^N is the most likely. Then there

are no hundreds, and the other fragment must join on here, the line

reading continuously, but the meaning is obscure.

Line 41. Nn[l3 ] perhaps, as in 2 7
5

,
but the 1 is doubtful. A letter is

wanted before it, perhaps b, hardly p. [«|]i>l
as in the Behistun text

forefc*. Cf. 30
28

f{?\
= 31

27 ^K-
Line 42. At the end p is wanted to govern D~lOCTl in 1. 43.

Lines 44-46 are too much broken to be restored. They apparently

state a total for the year
—from Mehir in one year to Mehir in the next.

No. 25.

Renunciation of C/aim. 416 b. c.

The papyrus is in an almost perfect state of preservation.

The date, which is given twice, is the 8th (Egyptian 9th) year of

Darius (II) = 416 b. c.

g 2
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The document is a deed of renunciation or conveyance, similar to

several others, no. 6, no. 8, no. 13. The parties are connected through

Mibtahiah. Yedoniah b. Hoshaiah was the nephew of Jezaniah, her first

husband (see no. 9), whose house is the matter in dispute. Yedoniah

b. Nathan and Mahseiah are her sons by her third marriage. They have

already appeared in 203 as her sons by Ashor, so that either he bore both

names, or he had changed his name from Ashor to Nathan between

421 and 416. As to the claim of Yedoniah and Mahseiah on the house,

if it was not by purchase or arrangement, it probably came about as

follows : Mibtahiah had no children by her first marriage, since by g
7

they would have inherited the property. She was divorced and afterwards

married Ashor-Nathan (see no. 15) about 440 B.C. and her property was

united to his. When Jezaniah died, his house should have gone to his

children by Mibtahiah, but as there were no children and as no provision

was made for that event in no. 9, her two sons by Ashor now claim this

house after her death. On the other hand, since Jezaniah died without

issue, his brother Hoshaiah may have had or thought he had (we do not

know what the law may have been) some title to the property, perhaps

under some provision of the will of their father Uriah, and after Hoshaiah's

death his son would claim. Much of course remains obscure. We do

not know for instance what was the rule of inheritance in case of a

provision becoming void, or in case of intestacy
—nor whether real

property passed in a special way.

The following table shows the relations of the people concerned :

Yedoniah

I

Mahseiah Uriah

Yedoniah Gemariah? Mibtahiah = Jezaniah Hoshaiah

1
1

Mahseiah Yedoniah

Zeho

Mibtahiah =p As-hor (Nathan)

I

I I

Mahseiah Yedoniah
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Sayce and Cowley, J.

BnnvYi 1 11 ill ill rw ninni? n-> dv in \i ill ill nae bosh M 2 1

3'3 pIN K3^>D

inn Dip NnTa a* »r '»in nnw 13 nwn 13 hw ics* Nnrs 2

N^n an

n'Dno ni3 n*nD3?3 di»n .una jna 13 n^Dnoi jna in n^i^ jid n 3

Dip mT 13

Mioinn an miN 12 nw n*a po Daao npni ien^ [id n N^n an ami 4

n^> pm nnar 12 £>wi n*a r6 iTnnn n^> p3i nms 12 vein n*3 n^y 5

mxi n.i^n in
1
- n snax n^> l"bb> njno non jn»na pia N^yaoi n»nnna 6

ma« n'ono nb an* n n"Dn» ni3 n*nca» n*a rf? ece 3iyo on^a tota 7

/ 1
1 b rronoi n<aY nax in dd^t i>yaD ja^na MiDinn »f «n»a -jr n^ pm 8

.UK ^naN n^ naianan jnoni »» ph Banna "pa m D^y iy jna "a3 9

^31 nw
D3^> .1131 13^5 neia ^H3J N^DK 3311 pi DSaiJN* ^13N N^ B»N1 .inaNI 10

prna n in it N7V3 ni> jmrn n 13a in d3^> b*w nnax nnxi nx n
,
nb jinan

D3eii DDn^i nw nas* jm ^ b«ni nnasi "aa db»3i TaT nan »»B»a 12

nnw 13 rwp n ni3i 13 \o idbvvd dbsi *eB*a b»ni .max .1131 *? 13 13

jema n in n^> paam n paa in D3^ b*w nnaxi ni3i isb Jibhi 14

rb lanan

m niB»y jei3 p]D3 n Naiads Dai? jna"
1

pi D3b>y »n "jr «n s3 15

P)D3
">

}B>13

{» nt3B» oannx oa^a *n D^y iy oa^r DBNsnui xa^n ^axa I eia^ I1 1 16

Nnnen yem 13 nw 02a pa 13 nniyra ana
, pi x^i n-us 13

;r* n pa 1 7

n^aT1 nnya 13 [i>]na 13 onaro .T'ai* 13 iTono Di^e 13 onao ifn is

D^B'O 13

jna 13 vnx m^wa 13 n^ar n*ana 13 ^na bna 13 n^D^ 19

Endorsement.

nmx 13 n^v n*a ^y yen 13 n^ai^ 3na n pnio isd 20

II ^3 mihn n'-Dnoi jna 13 rt»rtb 21

1 On the 3rd of Chisleu, year 8, that is the 12th day of Thoth, year 9

of Darius the king at that date in Yeb 2 the fortress said Yedoniah b.

Hoshaiah b. Uriah, Aramaean of Yeb the fortress, before Widrang com-

mander of the garrison
3 of Syene, to Yedoniah b. Nathan and Mahseiah
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b. Nathan, his brother, their mother being Mibtahiah daughter of Mahseiah

b. Yedoniah, before 4
Widrang commander of the garrison of Syene,

as follows : I withdraw (my claim) against you on the house of Jezaniah b.

Uriah. These are its boundaries :
5 at the upper end, the house of

Hosea b. Uriah adjoins it
;

at the lower end of it, the house of Hazul

b. Zechariah adjoins it
;

° at the lower end and above, there are open
windows

;
on the east of it, is' the temple of the God Ya'u, and the

highway
7 of the king between them ;

on the west of it, the house of

Mibtahiah daughter of Mahseiah, which Mahseiah her father gave her,
8
adjoins it. This house, whose boundaries are described above, is yours,

Yedoniah and Mahseiah both 9 sons of Nathan, for ever, and your
children's after you. To whom you will, you may give it. I shall have

no power, I Yedoniah, or my sons 10 or female or male dependant of

mine, I shall have no power to set in motion suit or process against you,
nor shall we have power to sue son or daughter of yours,

u brother or

sister, female or male dependant of yours, or any man to whom you may
sell this house, or to whom you may give it as a gift,

12 on behalf of

myself, Yedoniah, or on behalf of my sons or dependants female or male.

If I, Yedoniah, sue you, or you are sued by
13 a son of mine or daughter

or female or male dependant, on my behalf or on behalf of my sons, (or

anyone) except a son or daughter of Jezaniah b. Uriah,
u or (if) they sue

son or daughter, or female or male dependant of yours, or a man to

whom you may sell or to whom you may give as a gift
15 this house,

or whoever shall bring a claim against you, shall pay you a fine of the

sum of ten kerashin, that is 10 kerashin at the rate of 16 2 r to 1 karash

by royal weight, and the house is assured to you for ever and to your sons

after you, failing
n
any sons of Jezan b. Uriah, without question.

Ma'uziah b. Nathan wrote (this deed) at the direction of Yedoniah b.

Hosea and the witnesses,
18

including Menahem b. Shallum : Mahseiah

b. Yedoniah : Menahem b. Gado/ b. Ba'adiah : Yedoniah b. Meshullam :

19 Yislah b. Gadol : Gadol b. Berechiah : Jezaniah b. Penuliah : Ahio b.

Nathan. (Endorsement.)
20 Deed of renunciation, which Yedoniah

b. Hosea wrote concerning the house of Jezaniah b. Uriah,
21 for Yedoniah

b. Nathan and Mahseiah his brother, both of them.

Line i. The year is given first as 8, then as 9. The second numeral

is certainly 9, for the units are always arranged in threes, so that the

faint trace in the middle is to be read as a unit obscured by a crease in

the papyrus. The Egyptian year began with Thoth, and did not coincide

with the Jewish year beginning with Nisan. This synchronism is

important.

Line 2. anTI as in 2o4 -5
(420 B.C.). Here it is the lower court over

which he presides. In no. 20 he sat with the fralarak in the higher

court of Nepha. Note that he was commander in Syene, and held a

court in Yeb. No degelis mentioned, perhaps because the case was taken

before the commander and not before the head of the degel.
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Line 3. mnN a mistake for VTiriK. DHDN an unusual addition, no

doubt because it was really Mibtahiah's properly. If Ashor-Nathan was
•

dead, there would be an additional reason for giving her name as a

further means of identification.

Line 4. ami, &c. repeated by mistake (?). npm lit. 'I withdrew

from you (and) from the house', cf. 6 22 and often. flW called ]V in 8°

and below, 1. 17.

Line 5. r\"7V
'

at the south end ', as elsewhere, see the plan in note

on 5*. Tivn (S-C 7l32n) is now certain, as the name occurs elsewhere.

His father owned the house in 5
s

.

Line 6. frvna p3. It is difficult to see how there could be 'ancient

lights
'

if pm has its usual meaning to
'

adjoin '. They must have looked

on to the high road at either end of the frontage. KTI3N as in 13
14

.

It was the temple, see no. 30. tftbft mK. Cf. Rdvillout, La propriete,

pp. 168, 322, &c.

Line 7. DrV33 a mistake for DPIW3. rb 2JV in no. 8.

Line 8. bym a mistake for N^>y3» as in 1. 6.

Line 9. "p33 a mistake for 03*33.

Line 10. PW nn3Nl, cf. 8 10 - 11
. The formula differs slightly from that

used in other (and earlier) deeds. The persons are named in a receding

scale of contiguity, and in pairs ;
son and daughter, brother and sister

(1. 11), so that nri3K can hardly be '

wife
'

(as S-C). She would naturaliy

come after her husband and before the children. The words are again

a pair, and C*N 'husband
'

is impossible, as a man is speaking. Translate

therefore '

(any) woman or man depending on me '.

Line n. |l?ni3
*
in friendship', not ?0~ as Staerk. pron a mistake

for jurun cf. unsn in 1. 14.

Line 13. JD IDC as in 1. 16. It corresponds to JH7 elsewhere, e.g. in

8 11
,
and should mean 'except' as commonly in Syriac. The proviso is

not very clear however. Jezaniah must have been dead by now, perhaps

recently deceased, and hence the action. He cannot have had children

by Mibtahiah, because they would surely have had a prior claim to their

cousin Yedoniah. (This was not the house which Mahseiah gave her in

no. 8.) If he had been divorced from Mibtahiah, that would account for

his being alive at the time of her subsequent marriage (15
38

?),
and might

also be a reason for presuming (in law) a doubt whether he had other

issue. In that case the clause would mean 'if any representative of

mine, except my cousin (if any), should sue you '. Yedoniah b. Hoshaiah

then admits the claim of Jezaniah's children (if any), who could not be

liable to a fine for trying to establish it, if they came forward. There
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may of course have been a son of Jezaniah who had gone away and not

been heard of.

Line 14. p33 a mistake for "DJ. uron should be pjron.

Line 15. DatST a mistake (?) for D33PY. jrw not jnJN as S-C.

KrWSN as in 2014
.

Lines 16, 17. JO "iDty as in 1. 13 'unless any sons of J. come

forward '. Note }P i) }33 indefinite
'

any sons
'

not jr V2 ' the (known)
sons

'

as e. g. in 1. 9 fro *33.

Line 17. iTTiyEi also wrote nos. 18, 20. His father wrote nos. 10, 13.

Line 18. bna '3 Dmo and 1. 19 .Tina '2 h*U as in 207
.

Line 19. }ro '2 1TIN brother of the scribe?

No. 26.

Order to Repair a Boat. 412 b. c.

A large sheet of papyrus, extra broad, as befitted its official character.

Lines 17-28 are on the reverse.

It is dated in the 12 th year of Darius (see note on 1. 28)= 412 b. c.

This is one of the most difficult of the texts, partly owing to the broken

condition of 11. 1-6, which makes the precise nature of the orders uncertain,

but still more because of the many technical terms and foreign words of

which the meaning is unknown. It relates to the repairing (not building,

see note on 1. 1) of a Nile-boat used by certain boatmen in Government

employment, and full details are given as to the work to be done on it.

The procedure seems to be as follows : the men in charge of the boat

reported to Mithradates (their foreman ?) through Psamsineith, one of

their number, that the boat was in need of repair. Mithradates reported

to Arsames, who sent an order to Wahprimahi, an Egyptian apparently

holding some local office. This is the purport of 11. 1-3. The order

(11. 3-6) is that whereas a specification of the necessary repairs had been

required (from Psamsineith?) and sent to the Treasury officials, these should

now inspect the boat and do the repairs if necessary. LI. 6-9 state that

they did inspect it, found the specification correct, and that the chief of

the ship's carpenters considered the repairs necessary. The specification

is then recited
(11. 10-22), This part is full of technical terms. In

11. 22, 23 Arsames orders Wahprimahi to have the work carried out

accordingly. Much is obscure, but this seems on the whole to make the

text consistent.

All the persons mentioned bear non-Jewish names, except 'Anani 1. 23.
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Aramaic is thus used in a communication from the Persian governor to

an Egyptian official.

For special treatment of the text see Torczyner in OLZ 191 2, p. 397,

and Holma in Ofversigt af Finska Vetenskaps-Societelcns Forhamilingar

1915, B, no. 5.

Sachau, plates 8 and 9. Ungnad, no. 8.

twiaia nmaai n-aooaa n NnrsD n]Nba nyai '•noynam by duhn ;o 1

[nbc »ia N"ana *l

[n N^naia n»]3Dooa noN p Db Nnaia mnno pbp 2

by na]yob ftibbim mn py na[na]N jaanno n NnrsD noN p N^ana 3

an:?N ob nnbc? put

ibtyoty N^naaona ay ion Niaa n Knanon by nbnt^i Nba[nb]y naan> 4

[it btfwaa nniaai

Nnanoni] pnNi nanan wkpk m, n "pTT nbnt^i nay* nnnaaiNi un[< 5

[Nba «nc«

pJT mbt? narby a.Tby n^by *ao "r pnsi nayn* nn^aiN paybi nw 6

[by annay noN

T3 n ina Nna-aa pnn Nnaia nnnno .T[ana ia]a stiti bapb n sbn 7

... 1 n^DODa

nniaai ibKwb pmn romm Nbanby nraa N sana n ntibw pnnba 8

[na] iot> Nnaaona

Nan^N naT na[yo]b [nnc]aiN mn py row pi pn^aa &riaa pD »aiaa 9

AnVBDM WDM »T

pno paon ton poa[b] a*^ nntry jon ejo pnn nNi pin *pv nayob 10

mtw ton jaaa laa nnbn

nnbn Naoab jan ?ya^ ion baya pt?p jo[Nb nn] nunam nntry ^ pnni 1 r

in Nnoipb oybp

Nbn nnn *dbm pnn jos-b nn nynyab "-aioona pp jon Nbn *py 12

bnai pro noDo npon

naib anna^bn row* Nba jnpy jon o^on pan naib n« »py pnxo 13

••biy NTaaby jn-ani

jan pnn hn *pp jtrom pnso jma |ypn paoni .-ino fma pay jna 14

nti'on }on nnb pnn

pro nnb p'om nNO pro noao N[b]nb nnbn proa nnbn pro ifi

nrom jyac pnND nnbn
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jon cn: *i jdu rwom pitry nwDjoiK jnoDo ^>3 mistf jy3* *ir6 16

pnxo dpp-iodo pB>y

Reverse.

j-"i3 naa nDDin K^a mtry po nn -1233 pw man *i3i^> n« *pp J 7

nso |en3 "pm narurfo mspjf

iw cisn nn^n pro irh K31K3 sja ^y arw n iopy !?y pawn 18

*?y\ jnn jy3x x^yi ntiq

N'::m e|B> ^yi pnn pox NTia ^yi nan nr6n pro irb N3*i«3 d»b> 19

bi?i *rn "jro nnb N3-iN3

13V N-ria ^yi cian nn^n J3t?a nr6 N3-is*3 D"on m x^n '•py ^3yD 20

Nnypn toro ^ry *in

n^y 3rrrv rur wibw d^ nbne* anw Dna n^pno3 nnn33 torn 21

JJD *ai33 "13 10K>

ny3 ayn tw n3 nsy p3y^i it ktu*bd icais pj»j6 prrafi kpm 22

i3y ma no« p dbpn

c[yo] i?y3 nibd •jay oyo ct? »?3 pea ipnaioh n nar ^3p^> 23

3n3 3pyi33 .

. . nn b . . ^3 rnwb n . n* . . . . »nonarn 24

. . . . n

(blank) 3n3 $ . , . . Dyo D^ >T3 25

(Demotic) 26

Address. , 3 n DBPK JO 27

[N3^?3 cin]v-n }\
"» nat? n3o[b] vll->3 xnaa 3pyi33 28

1 From Arsames to Wahprimahi : Now the boat of Psamsineith and his

colleagues the boatmen of thefortifications is worn out as reported
2 to us by

Mithradates the boatman as follows : Thus says Psamsini?//^

the boatmen of
3 the fortifications say thus : The boat of which we have

charge, it is time to do its repairs. Thereupon I sent word asfollows : Let

the specification
4 be drawn up acrz/rately and sent to the accountants of

the treasury. They with the commanders Shemsillek and his colleagues zxq

to inspect this boat 5 and make a report on it (?), and let the arsenic (?)

which is required (?) by the specification, paint (?) and the rest be sent,

and let the accountants give all the materials 6 and let its repairs be done

immediately, and the rest about which word was sent to them from me.

Thereupon they sent and thus said their messengers : On 7 the beach

which is in front of the fortress, between its fortifications Mithradates the

boatman showed us the boat. We report that by Psamsineith and
,

8 both boatmen of the fortifications, it is described accurately, and we
have reported to Shemsillek and his colleagues the commanders, (and)
Shemau b.

9
Kenufi, head of the carpenters, of SPYT, and they said
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thus : It is time to ?>iake its repairs. This is the specification which

[is required (?)] immediately to do its repairs :
10 Cedar and cypress (?)

wood, new, (each) plank 10 cubits 80 cubits by 3 hand-
breadths, among them ribs (?) of 12 cubits;

"
yards (?) 15, each of

20 cubits; a s'bl, 70 cubits; cabins (?) for the hold (?) 3; a sail (?)
for the mast(?), 1

;

u
planks for the hl of 60 cubits; a pht.mini for the

p'r'r, 1 of 2 cubits
;

apsi under the hl, 5 ;
nails of bronze and iron,

13 200
; planks of cedar, seasoned (?), strong, tmis, 20 cubits

;
the

equivalent of all of it, both sound (?) and broken, he is to bring to the

treasury; sails
(?) of u

cotton, thick, 180 kerashin
; awnings (?), 250

kerashin ; planks of cedar, new
;

2 hnn, each 5 cubits 15
3 hands by

3 hands; for the hl, nails of bronze, 150, each 3 hands, 275,
16 each

10 finger-breadths; total nails, 425; plates of bronze, 20 cubits; nails

for them, 200;
17

planks of cedar, seasoned
(?), Egyptian (?) government,

1 talent 10 minae in all; add
(?) sulphur, 10 kerashin, and arsenic for the

painting (?),
100 kerashin

;

18 and they shall add to the planks which
are (?) supplied, to the boards in length each 3 hands clear

(?), and to the

breadth and thickness 2 fingers; and to 19 the sim, in length each 3 hands
clear (?), and to the breadth 2 fingers ;

and to the planed boards (?) and
hnn in length each 1 hand; and to 20 the s'bl, the wood for the hl, the

rows of tmis, in length each 3 hands clear
(?), and to the breadth 1 finger.

The sails (?) of cotton, the awning (?),
21 the arsenic, the sulphur, are to be

supplied by Persian weight. Let word be sent that these materials are

to be delivered to Shemau b. Kenufi, head of ^ the carpenters, of SPYT,
for the purpose of the repair of this boat, and let him do

(it) at once,

according to the order issued. Now Arsames says as follows : You are

to act 23 in accordance with this which the accountants say, according to the

order issued. 'Anani, the secretary, drafted the order. Nabu'akab wrote

(it).
21
Wahprimahi

25
according to the order issued .... wrote

... 26 27 From Arsames, which he ....
28 Nabu'akab wrote the document on the 13th of Tebeth, in the 12 th year
of Darius the king ....

Line 1. A curt beginning, as from a great man to a subordinate.

]s*73, Epstein eft. Dan. 616
,
and reads [d

v
c] Nv2, but the phrase there is

?2 DK> (not N?a). The lost words must have stated the case. This word

is more probably the verb k?2 'to be worn out', generally used of

clothes and such like, but also applicable to a boat. The boat was in

charge of the N'^ID V NTiSIJ (1. 3), and Psamsineith was one of them

(U. 7, 8). As he makes the report in 1. 2, it is probable that he was

mentioned here. For the name cf. Lieblein, Diet, des noms propres hie'rog.,

no. 121 6. N'ma "J NTIQ1J from 1. 8, where see note.

Line 2. cb must introduce a report of Mithradates :

' M. sent saying,

thus says P.'. It cannot be 'for thus says M., P. . . .' Psamsineith

alone speaks, since "ION is singular, and he does not include himself with

the other boatmen (so that we cannot continue with njruN) because nCK
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(1. 3) is in the 3rd person. Hence some phrase must have followed such

as 'the boat service is interrupted, for'. *J OTlBti from 1. 8, is

necessary.

Line 3. N*3"D, see on 1. 8. pDnnD 'having charge of under

Government, not '

owning ', since it was to be repaired by Government.

Elsewhere the word is used of holding land, and perhaps means to hold

on lease, or by a grant, not as freehold. run py is abrupt and strange,

but can only mean '

it is time to '. No doubt a translation of the

Egyptian idiom sp pw, introducing a request &c. n*lK>D1N an unknown

word. From the context it can only mean 'its repairs'. In line 22 the

construct form *itJ>D1K occurs, so that fl" must be the pronominal affix.

It has been assumed that the word is Persian, but no satisfactory

explanation of it as such has been given. I cannot help feeling that it is

connected with the Talmudic "It^DN, the origin of which is also obscure.

[na]yft7 as in 1. 10. The missing words must have stated that Arsames

gave an order (as in I. 4). He is not giving it here, because in 1. 6

(in7CJ>) he says that it was carried out. Hence some such words as here

supplied are necessary. [witJ'N], see on 1. 5.

Line 4. IJJn*. The subject cannot be the boat, which is always

NJ13*BD feminine. Therefore not '
let it be towed ', nor '

let it be

carpentered
'

("i^n"
1

).
Whatever it was, it had to be sent to the Treasury.

They would hardly send the boat bodily. We should expect
' a state-

ment of the cost', and hence I have ventured to supply WIKW in the

sense of '

specification ', taking Turv in the sense of the passive of Hebrew
Tan 'declare', 'state'. N73[n?]y, so Pedes, as in 1. 8, and Epstein,

in the sense of '

(towed) by a rope '. This is unlikely, as noted above.

If vblT\ here and in I. 8 can mean a 'measuring line' (Heb. ?50) lne

phrase would mean 'according to measure', i.e. 'accurately'. Ungnad's

N?2 [D]y 'with care' is unlikely. Nn:n»n, or 'iron. Perles thinks

= ?3"1CN (Targums). It must be one of the many Persian titles, com-

pounded with -kar, 'make', and treated as Aramaic. The meaning
of "ion is unknown. Cf. Nn:nn in Daniel, where the D has been

assimilated (hence '"7»n not '""ittn here), and the second part is -bar,
'

bearing ', or the 2 is a corruption of 3 (due to the similarity of

Heb. 12l), and the word is the same as here. In connexion with the

Treasury it must mean the men who do the accounts,
'
clerks '. IDf]

begins a new sentence, without a conjunction. N'HSJEID as in 1. 8.

From Persianfarman and kar,
' those who make (or give) orders '. The

words supplied are from 1. 8.

Line 5. niT1

(Epstein prv) is probably right. Ungnad priK. The
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Haphel of mn, and the Pael (or Haphel with n dropped) are common in

the sense of ' cause to see ',

' show '. The Peal, which should mean
'

see ', is not found in BA, but perhaps occurs in these papyri. Here

'inspect'. nmDDIX another unknown word. yyv very uncertain.

The first letter is like a badly made y, the second is obliterated, the rest

is probable (not *]0~ as Ungnad). I have restored it because in 1. 1 7

it occurs, as here, in connexion with PUVWiT. See notes there. fn. »T.

Ungnad nin, but this is doubtful, and gives no sense, unless we could

translate
' which was (mentioned in) the specification. KJ'WN as

in 11. 9, 21 and 30
11 - Cf. Ezra 5

3 -9
. The meaning of the word in all

these places is as uncertain as its origin. In Ezra 5
3s) the LXX have

Xoprjyia, but in the parallel passage (1 Esdr. 6 4
) <rriyr)v kcu raXXa iravra,

and in verse 10 + iOcptXiovre, which represents the Masoretic tradition

N'l;,N. In 30
11

'outfit', 'decoration', 'detail' would be suitable. Here

it seems to mean the description of the outfit, so that I have ventured

to use the word '

specification '. But the meaning of this much-discussed

term is not settled. FHVUfl as in 1 17. No doubt a Persian word,

perhaps compounded with han- = ham-. The 'caulking'? In modern

Persian ^pjjjl means '

to plaster '.
'

Painting
'

? Holma compares
Persian Jjj| (Arab. Jjj&) a 'limb', but also a 'fitting together', and

so ' decoration '. Cf. |W in Daniel 2 5 &c. The addition of pnsi
shows that we have here an enumeration of materials. *? (Ungnad)

following it, is not probable. Torczyner reads pnS2, which he takes

as beginning a new sentence (like inx) 'then', and compares Dan. \
>
.

[N31B>k] is doubtful. Something is wanted like
'

all the materials '.

Line 6. pay? as in 1. 22 and 42
7,813

,
in all which places the meaning

'at once', 'speedily' is suitable. In Ahikar 103 p2]} is perhaps a verb,

see note there. *T pnNl, Torczyner
' und nachdem '. HJT by,

Heb. m~7]}
'

thereupon ', continues the narrative by explaining that the

preliminary order was carried out by the officials. in?tJ> is therefore

a narrative perfect, not imperative. [p]T seems best to fit the remain-

ing traces of letters. Hence TiDN is probable, and serves to introduce

the 1 st persons in 1. 7. About nine more letters are wanting, which

should contain something to govern N?n in 1. 7.

Line 7. K7n can hardly be anything else. In 1. 1 2 it denotes some
 

part of the boat. The ordinary meaning 'sand' is suitable enough here.

It was outside the town, and must mean the sand on the river-bank,

(('on which the boat was moored. They sent to inspect it. [u]3 looks

more likely than p3 or T3. PP[3n3], doubtful, but there is a trace

of the tail of the second 3. If it is right, "pa will mean the outer
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fortifications of the town, running down to the river. *)TQ asyndeton,

as often, especially in official style. The form is Pael, or contracted

Haphel, 'we report'. ... 1. The lower parts of the letters are left,

but I cannot identify the name, which was probably Egyptian.

Line 8. N^13 V NTiSU not 'boatmen of the towns', which would

be pointless. HSU is Persian,
' boatman '. If "7*13 is rightly explained

above as '

fort ', i. e. the outer fortifications of the tfnTO of Syene (but

Epstein thinks
'
rafts

'),
then these men w ere employed by the Govern-

ment to convey things by river from one point of the fortifications to

another, or to bring supplies from elsewhere to the forts. They were

therefore important, as an Army Service Corps, for maintaining com-

munications. In no. 2 (and no. 3) it was Espemet (elsewhere described

as a '
sailor of the difficult waters

')
who brought the corn &c. (to Syene ?

by river?) and delivered it to Hosea and his partner, who distributed

it to the garrison. He no doubt belonged to this service. m*M must

refer back to "TJJIV (1. 4), and if the explanation there is right, this will be

a passive participle agreeing with xr^SD,
'

it is described '. pnn
'we showed' or 'reported', not as in 1. 7, 'he showed us'. 1Et£>, see

Spiegelberg, Hauswaldt Papyri. "'S'W, Lieblein, op. cit. no. 770.

Line 9. pit'sD, explained by Sachau as a derivative of rcsD, with

J assimilated, and the Persian suffix -k, afterwards inflected as Aramaic,

hence 'belonging to ships'. Cf. i033K>1K> in Ezra, 'belonging to Susa'.

But this would require the emphatic form N'GrvSD W1J3, for 'ship's

carpenters'. Epstein suggests that it is formed from the name of the

nome Sape, like p:iD, 67, 3
1

,
cf. 33

s
, 24

s3
,
but in the singular. In his

later article, however, he gives this up, and proposes pro'SD 'your

ship', As W^SD is used so often in this text, it is unlikely that we

should have the form "JVSD (which is not a mistake, cf. 1. 22), and as

the only other use of p" is with a place-name, it is better to take TY'SD

as a place-name. It will then refer to Shemau,
'

the chief of the carpenters,

a man of SPYT ', a place otherwise unknown (Egyptian spt = nome).

WifcJ>K Hit. The account of the inspection being finished, this begins

the specification of the repairs as stated by Arsames
(i.

e. from his office),

down to 1. 22. 'This is what is to be done . . . now
(1. 22) do it'.

WSN. The Ass. appitli, 'immediately', naturally suggests itself, cf.

pivb, 11. 6, 22. So Torczyner. (Seidel TPX *)N, meaning?). But the

construction is difficult if mti'SIN has the same meaning as before. II

it could mean '
it is fitting

'

(Talm. ntf'SN), then Wijjw would be governed

by taycb, which is not very probable.

Line 10. Here begins the specification as sanctioned by Arsames.
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IK (or *in) must be some kind of wood. Ungnad suggests Bab. eru,

a kind of cedar
(cf. erinu). sp, Bab. tappu, a 'plank '. (Perles says

duppu,
'

tablet ', cf. nDDO.) The Coptic Ton is
'

keel '. pOl[b]. The
tail of 2 remains. There is room for one letter before it, and only b

is possible. Bab. batku means 'injury', 'broken part', cf. Ezek. 27
s -- 7

,

p-Q. If pD2 can be connected with these, DH5> might be 'put', but

in 1. 19 it must be a noun. The 80 cubits 3 hand-breadths must be the

measurement of the broken part (?).
The planks were to be 10 cubits

long, and sufficient in number to cover 80 cubits. )12, as often,

'among (them)'. pjD, if it has anything to do with JJD might mean
beams to keep the planks in place, but 12 cubits seems rather long
for

'

ribs '. Holma suggests
' rudders '.

Line 11. f]tr would naturally be taken as part of cpc, but in 1. 19

it is a noun. Holma thinks it is NDlpDN 'threshold', then 'yard' of

a ship. IEN[? *inj. There are traces of n and room for b. For

the construction, cf. 2 8
, ... pj?&6 // p2i. ^JJD, not ^3jn (as

Ungnad). Egyptian ? pn. Ungnad quotes Bab. hitinu, part of a ship.

It must be plural here (f?n for pan). In 1. 19 we have N>jjn with the

3 resolved, as in NTDDJ?. Holma proposes 'cabins', and compares

Jonah i
5

,
Krauss. Talm. Archaologie ii, p. 341. But this would be

unsuitable in a specification. You would have to state the materials

required to make them. Egyptian hn means 'rowing' &c, which again
does not suit the context. Ni03, the 'belly' of the boat, i.e. the
' hold '. DJ??p another unknown word. NnDlp the '

upright ',
i. e.

the mast ? Ungnad an '

erection '. Holma a ' cabin
'

on deck.

Line 12. N?n must be some part of the boat, since something is to

be under it, therefore not as in 1. 7, nor the name of a wood (as Ungnad).
N^n ipy perhaps

'

planks for the 'n '. WBttna and "rjnjJD, Egyptian ;

ph is 'deck', and ph is 'hinder part'. *DBN is plural. Holma eft.

Heb. pDSN (Ass. apm, 'rope'), but why construct state?

Line 13. "\2)b as compared with }mn (1. 10) suggests Bab. labiru

'old', i.e. seasoned, but the 1 is difficult. D^n unknown. nrVTV.

Haphel of nnN '

bring '. The subject is
' one ',

'

they ', indefinite-

DnnDvn. Pedes eft. Bab. halapu, to 'cover with metal', to 'plate'.

This does not suit the context. Can it mean 'the exchange' of it,

I its equivalent or value? Holma 'what is left over'. Sprengling

I 'calkage', suggesting that it is the origin of calafatare, caifeutrer.

p\an the 'broken pieces'. ^TJ?, the root means to 'spin'. The

phrase should mean '

spun cotton '. It was a very large quantity. Sails ?

i or nets ?
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Line 14. jcna apparently the value. }yp"i something spread out,

'awnings'. Holma eft. Heb. yipH 'plating' (or 'awnings'). Cf. 1. 20.

Line 15. N^Jrr} again a part of the boat, as in 1. 12, not a wood.

Line 16. JDD copper-plates for the bottom or other parts of the boat.

Line 17. niCH (or niKH) can only mean 'authority' &c. in Aramaic.

(Holma, 'strong'.) Is j¥0 a mistake for pVD ? The two words might

then conceivably mean 'government of Egypt', i.e. from Egyptian stores.

Holma cites Bab. missu, a kind of wood. '31 "QJD. 1 talent 10 minae

is apparently the cost of materials mentioned so far, to which is to be

added the cost of the sulphur and arsenic. N?3 in apposition to

'31 PS ""pV, ends the clause. riDDin imperative with rr cohortative ? This

suffix, common in Hebrew, does not occur in BA, nor in these papyri (?)

elsewhere. H3D. What was it for? rMFMn, as in 1. 5, is probably
'

painting ', for which arsenic would be used. "pIT
'

arsenic
'

in

Talmud and Syriac, is usually taken as a loan-word from Greek (so

Ungnad), and this has been used as an argument against the authenticity

of these papyri, since a Greek word would hardly be found in Egypt
so early as 412 b.c (The objection is not convincing, since trade with

Greece flourished long before this, and the material was very commonly
used. Cf. "inriD = ord-r^p.) But the reverse is probably the case.

There is no apparent reason why yellow orpiment (auripigmentum) should

be called the
' masculine

'

substance, dpcreviKov, in Greek. (First in

Aristotle. Note, not dppeviKov, except by a scribal correction in

Theophrastus.) The Greek is more likely to be due to a popular

etymology of a foreign trade-word. In Arabic it is
&&jj- (In a late

Coptic papyrus Mr. Winstedt has pointed out to me n&cc&pnHiy

itA\\&.c&A.p = jJ$\ i-jy-H
= 'yellow-arsenic', and n&cc&pitHuj

ukokkoc = ' red arsenic
'.)

It is not found, I think, in old Egyptian.

In Persian it is
'j.j

or, influenced by Arabic, &£jj-
From its occurrence

here ^"tf may well be a Persian word from
j^

'

gold ', the -n- being

formative
(' golden

'

substance), and the -k the suffix common later in

Pahlavi. On the other hand, Dr. Langdon quotes Sumerian urudu

za-ri-in = Bab. zarinnu, a colouring (copper-like) substance used to dye

wool. The form zariniku does not occur, but would be correct, with

-k-, as a loan-word from Sumerian. Za-ri-in is found as early as

2500 b.c, and is, he considers, a good Sumerian compound.
Line 18. pDDin"» i.e. something extra is to be allowed on the measure-

ments, ensn should mean '

freed ',

'

exempt '. Construction ? The

translation
'

clear ',

'

fully
'

is only a guess.

Line 19. D^ must be a noun here, governed by hv, and similarly
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in 1. 10. Meaning? ejcy must have some special meaning, not merely,

'smoothed plank'. Cf. 1. n. N^n a plural from fn. Cf. N^ooy

from ny.

Line 20. »m 'rows', i.e. 'boards'? of 0*011. Holma thinks 'old',

Ass. duru. Nnypl, st. emph. Hence ?yp">, 1. 14, is feminine.

Line 22. p^ seems to be J^Vr- The first ^ may be a mistake.

"t3y n:N is addressed to Wahprimahi, who was to see that the orders

were transmitted to Shemau, and that he carried them out.

Line 23. N'laion. It was therefore the Treasury officials who drew

up the order ending with 'o D^'Va in I. 22. ^:]} was apparently chief

secretary to Arsames. Perhaps the same as in 38
4,10 *11

,
who was a great

person, since he is not further described. Hardly the same as in 30
19 =

31
18

,
nor the father of the scribe in io20 &c. D[yo] ^V^ 'author

of the order '. He drew it up for approval by Arsames, and it was copied

by a clerk. The words Dyo , . , '•Jjy seem to be in a different hand,

therefore a signature. 2J13 2pyU3. If this means that he was the

copying clerk, it is strange, as the hand is again different. Perhaps

it means '

countersigned by N.' as Arnold, Journ. Bib. Lit. 191 2, p. 25.

Hardly the same man as in 2220
(or 12 11

?).

Line 24 is evidently written by Wahprimahi himself. He was an

Egyptian, and wrote Aramaic so badly that no single word, except his

name, is certain. The latter part of the line too is faded. As the letter

was addressed to him, this line and the next must have been added after

receipt.

Line 26, after a blank space, contains remnants of demotic writing.

Sprengling reads Sobk . . . (part of a name) and ban's (so also Spiegel-

berg), which Herodotus says is the Egyptian word for a Nile-boat.

Line 27. Part of the address is lost. After 2 is a stroke which looks

like 3.

Line 28. N"i2D may be 'the scribe', but as 'Anani was so called in

1. 23, perhaps it is
' the document', and nro is to be supplied in 1. 27.

\//->3 Ungnad reads \//
mJ
>2, and takes "^ for "3, but it is only a badly

made ">. JlTOtr. The units are doubtful. I accept them on

Ungnad's authority, as they may be clearer on the original.

No. 27.

Petition to Arsames {?). About 410 B.C.

This papyrus was first published by Euting in the Mimoires presents

. . . a VAcade'mie des Inscriptions, vol. xi, Paris, 1903. It belongs to the

16'J8 H
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Strasbourg Library, for which it was bought in 1898-9 from a dealer at

Luxor. It consists of one strip (not three fragments, as Ungnad says)

63 cm. long by 7-3 broad. The writing on the recto runs lengthwise,

and is divided into two columns. On Euting's facsimile there are slight

traces of another column preceding them, but this is uncertain. The

upper and lower edges are broken, so that the columns are not con-

tinuous. There is writing also on the verso, beginning at the right-hand

end of the strip and runningacro ss it at right angles to that on the recto.

From Euting's facsimile it seems that no line is lost at the top or bottom

of the verso, but all the lines are incomplete at the beginning and end.

The writing on the verso differs in character from that on the recto, but

this may be only because it is written the wrong way of the papyrus
—not

necessarily by a different hand. The document refers to events in the

14th year of Darius (II), i. e. 411 b.c, and one may reasonably assume

that it was written in that year or shortly after. In the light of texts dis-

covered since, these events appear to be connected with the troubles

narrated in no. 30, and the papyrus is a (draft of a) letter (to the

satrap Bigvai ? or Arsames ?) complaining of the action ol Trie"

Egyptian priests and the governor Waidrang. There can be no doubt

that "it emanates, like the rest ol these texts, from the Jewish colony

(or garrison) at Elephantine. In the lost beginning the writers

must have stated their case. They then affirm their loyalty, and

instance other illegal acts committed by their enemies, of which they

say evidence can be obtained from the police. In spite of their

good behaviour, their enemies have prevented them from offering

sacrifices to Ya'u, and have plundered (or destroyed) their temple. They
end by petitioning for protection, and that the damage may be made

good. This seems to make the document consistent and intelligible.

Unfortunately a line, or more, is lost at the beginning and therefore also

at the top of column 2. Nothing, however, seems to be lost at the lower

edge, so that the text was originally continuous from 1. 10 to the verso. It

ought not to be difficult to restore the verso, but as we do not know the

original width of the strip, and as the reading of the verso is in parts

uncertain, we cannot determine the length of the lines on the verso. It

is therefore not claimed that the restorations are anything more than

a rough approximation, or that they do more than indicate the connexion

of the text. On the whole, while this petition is clearly connected with

no. 30 and several phrases are common to both, I have placed it

earlier because no. 30 (written in 408) received an answer (no. 32), so

that another petition in these terms would be unnecessary. This may
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indeed have been the earlier letter mentioned in 30
18

. It is strange that

so important an event as the destruction of the temple should not have

been more explicitly described. There may, however, have been another

column, in which it was narrated. At any rate the temple was destroyed
in 411, and this petition cannot have been written except in or after that

year
—therefore between 411 and 408. It does not appear to have met

with any success, and in 408 consequently another attempt (no. 30)

was made.

The person addressed is called }Nno, a high title applied to Bigvai in

no. 30. Ungnad suggests that it here denotes Arsames, the governor

of Egypt. The fact that he is named in 1. 2 is not a serious objection.

The use of the 3rd person is merely due to formality.

The facsimile in Euting's original publication is not very legible, but is

helpful in some points. That of Sachau is excellent.

Sachau, plate 75. Ungnad, no. 2 a .

)P2V ab jmujD rurus mn «nvo n f[^>]n pa . naroS pn[: ... 1

}n-io »ia nd[^d] mrmn ////> rutsa j? ron^s [vb] bzno djtuoi 2

tttrST'

twTva a>3 i[nay t*]ni»N aun n «n»a »» Nnnatjn rut Nata ^y ^rx 3

mp wk n$ larv paji pjoa mn n:n "jnnna n aim Dy nwpn 4'

a s irva ny*xJB[3 i]55 nri twi ibhj wnu 3^a n xa^» n ama p 5

Col. 2. rt»a n rnn nx3 wk Nma nrs»3 rm t,t vnw |yai 6

pw run jn na N^n K*ppr£ nnDn n? poi Nmf/a i]aa 7

nrs }n nao i? Nna *\bn awn •»? xnca pnp una
*j[t Ni]aa 8

D-iD^n runba poo n N^atna ntisti man jd nayn^ 9

nanaK
ftpyfa sj« pdn reruM n nar i>3pi> ?Kn»b [y-i]w 10

Reverse. Tin tmT]3 a^a v KMorb tJ? ^>3nra jo n
Djruo nlS ran mruK j[a 12,

''fpa^ n^>i j]? nancN n!? n[:ra i>ano 13

naiah nn]ao nwn? N»[nea £ 14

wek> n?]« wk non nayoi> [n^yi 15

nT nS 16

n»n nay] nnn pnn« \r\b[ 17

N^a Din]pa^ inpi? Knew [iwssn 18

ao
,

nanr Np]tj>y wat? jNno by |[n nyai 19

H 2

^'
t*
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NHin''] N^n p namx n[»ay ^ 1 20

rura cya] wwrv an jtn[o ^y |n 21

r&ne* an jn"i]o ^y p rumx [pox n 22

f? T\>]t* »» NnoynjD^ jua[:» ^>n d^ 23

mao]i> wn n jb »t K[nan»i 24

1
. . . we should be injured (?). When

(?) detachments of the Egyptians

rebelled, we did not leave our posts,
2 and »0thing disloyal was found in

us. In the 1 4th year of AVng Darius, when our lord Arsames 3 went

away to the king, this is the crime which the priests of the god Khnub
committed in the fortress of Yeb 4 in concert with Waidrang who was

governor here, after giving him money and valuables : there is a part
5 of the king's stores which is in the fortress of Yeb, (this) they wrecked,

and they built a wall in the midst of the fortress of Yeb
6 Now this wall is built in the midst of the fortress. There is a well

which is built 7 withz'w theyftrtress, and it never lacks water to supply the

garrison, so that (?)
if it is supervised (?) they would be 8

(able to get)

water to drink m this we//. Those priests of Khnub stopped up this well.

If inquiry
9 be made of the magistrates, officers (and) police who are set

over the province of tstrs 10
it will be made known to your lordship in

accordance with what we say. Moreover we are innocent n
of this

damage to the stores which were in the fortress of'Yeb
12 thus we

are free from blame, and anything
13
harmful of this kind has not been

found in us, but the priests will not allow u us to bring mea\-oJfering
and incense 15 and sacrifice to offer there to Ya'u the God of heaven
16 i7 but they made there a fire (?)

18 and the rest

ofihe fittings they took for themselves, all of it.
19 Now ii it please your

lordship, let the injury be very much remembered 20 which was done to us,

us of the fewish garrison.
21
If it please your lordship let an order

be given according to
22 what we state. If it please your \ordship, let word

be sent 23 that they shall not injure anything which is ours 24 and to build

the altar of ours which they destroyed.

Line 1. A word of three or two letters is lost at the beginning.

\11T\ is clear. On Euting's facsimile there is a very slight trace of 3

before it. If it is part of the verb JA3 the tense is strange, and the usual

sense of PU^a (' striking
'

a musical instrument) is unsuitable here. In

1. 23 paa , . seems to be part of the same verb. I suggest that the root

originally had the sense of '

striking
'

in general (restricted in Hebrew

usually to striking a musical instrument), and that this could be extended

to mean 'inflicting an injury'. Cf. Ps. 77
7

, TWJJ.'my affliction' I

remember, and try to account for it, (' song
'

is pointless). In the titles

of Pss. 4, 6, 54, 55, 61, 67, 76, Hab. 3
19

, nwaaa is perhaps 'concerning

(Or, in) afflictions '. So Job 30
9
&c, HfrUVU ,

the object of their injurious
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remarks,
' slander '. The word is not found in the cognate languages,

but cf. the kindred roots ITM, JJ33, e|23. ™nJN very doubtful. The

trace of the first letter might be a b, cf. the construction in 1. 23. pa.

There is the down-stroke of a letter before it which may belong to a p or

a 1(?).
A conjunction 'when' is wanted. l$]n. The i> is almost

entirely lost. On Euting's facsimile the trace remaining looks more like

y, but >T |j?n pa for 'during the moments when' is hardly possible.

If fi?n is right it would appear that the Egyptians as well as the Jews

were divided into companies.

Line 2. '31 ^arra DJHJD1, cf. Dan. 6 2i
. '31 DCHN |sno 13 as in

30*
5

.

Line 3. NmatiTl a Persian word.

Line 4. rTOUDH as in 30
5

,
a Persian word, probably adverbial

'
in

league with ', not a noun governed by nay, as Ungnad seems to take it.

arrm is \\exe fralarak, as in 30
5
,
where his son is N7T1 3"l. Hence

fratarak is the higher title. In nos. 204
(420 B.C.) and 252(416 B.C.)

he was only N^Ti a~l, and so must have been promoted in the interval.

VPS seems to cause an unnecessary asyndeton,
' there is a part . . . they

destroyed (it) '. The construction is probably borrowed from Persian,

cf. the Behistun inscr. i. 13 end, d/dd Nisdya ndma . . . avada&m

avdjanam, '(there is) a province N. by name . . . there I killed him',

and very frequently. TVK may therefore be neglected in translation,

like TV which is perhaps derived from it.

Line 5. N311J. Euting and Ungnad Nm\ but * is improbable, and

gives no sense. It was no doubt a store of supplies for the troops. Cf.

WJDninl. 11. [l]aa. Ungnad [njja. But there is hardly room for

n, which has a long side-stroke in this hand. A 1 seems most probable,

but it might possibly be [p]33
' we built ', to protect the granary, which

would be a meritorious act, and (1. 6)
' the wall is still to be seen '.

Line 6. ilia passive participle masculine. The feminine would be

!V:a . TPX begins a fresh charge.

Line 7. mDn feminine, agreeing with "ixa. P*^n jn T3 is very

difficult. Ungnad takes »n as 'so that'(?). The double conjunction

is strange. At any rate JHJH \n must form a subordinate clause by itself,

since |WT is wanted for the apodosis. Therefore P"»n must express

a verbal idea. The noun H3H occurs in 13
4

,
where see note. Here

literally
'

if it was measured ', i. e. if it was fairly shared. (Or is 'TJn in

a dittography ?) And

a heap (of them) ',
i. e.

Noldeke translates
'

eir

eas takes it to mean a 'heap'
— 'if (there were)

if they were very numerous—an odd
expression^

berufen ', and so Smend. . .^^ Ljâ ^'

Of
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Line 8. [Nl]33 restored from *JT N"D farther on. 1TK Persian, as

tOTKj Dan. 2
f'- 8

, where it is taken as 'statement', 'information'. Here

rather
'

verification ', i. e. inquiry.

Line 9. JPHDVI = NTi&n.Dan. 3
s - 3

('sheriffs'), and thus confirms the

reading and vocalization there. The exact meaning of the title is

uncertain. N H3^ia a Persian title from gds, 'to hear', gausa, 'ear'.

Cf. to. fSam\i(ji<; wra, Xen. Cyrop. viii. 2, 10, and Hdt. i. 114, 6<f>8a\ixb<;

/JacrtXeo?, the king's informers, police. D1BBTI, cf. 2 4
39

,
and Spiegel-

berg in Euting's article.

Line 10. jt^HD. If the sentence continues in 1. n, the meaning will

be 'separated from', and so innocent of. Cf. the use of pTTl in 14
11

,

and often. Note the frequent use of njnJN,
'

they have done all this,

whereas we are innocent '.

Line 11. The verso begins here. fcTODrfl. The PI has a very
unusual form. Cf. WVIJ, 1. 5.

Line 12. ][p]. What Ungnad takes for a 7 is really the tail of the

"J
in 1. 11. p5l uncertain. The 3 is short. The word occurs in 21 6

.

[l]S. The traces of N are doubtful.

Line 13. rt[JT3].
The n cannot be the termination of a feminine

noun, which would be subject to ronK>N, masculine. We may restore

i?ano from 1. 2, or B»K3. []b |p3B>] as in 30
23

.

Line 14. N{im] as in 1. 3. Ungnad NnfvD], which may be right.

[nn]JD. The remains of n are clear, and nruo gives the clue to the

passage. Cf. 30
21 for the order.

Line 15. [n^P rb]tt as in 3o
27 - 28

,
or it might be ttrbbt and some

short word joining on the next line.

Line 16 is hopelessly lost.

Line 1 7. pliDX . Perhaps a compound of Persian afar,
'

fire '. The

temple was burned, cf. 30
12

,
but the two statements do not agree exactly,

mn is more probable than Ungnad's ron. It is used merely like the

indefinite article.

Line 18. [rPWl] from 30
11

. NilCN must be taken in a wide sense.

In 30
11

it is the woodwork of the building, which was burned. Here

it must include the sacred vessels, which were stolen. [*&3] is

probable. Not H2y, as Ungnad, which is not wanted here as it is

in 30
13

.

Line 19. Having finished their statement they now come to their

petition. The frequent repetition of 'if it please your lordship' shows

that the person addressed must have been of exalted rank. For the

phrase cf. Ezra 5
17

, 2D iota by Jfl J$m. JWB> must go with the next
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clause, not with 2D. It is adverbial, as in Ahikar 51 &c. [Np]t?y as

in i6 8-9
. But the restoration is only approximate. Ungnad's [njtl'y

is not very convincing.
• Think very much

'

is a strange expression,
and I doubt if they would use an imperative in this humble petition.

But cf. 30
23

.

Line 20. Euting and Ungnad read the first letter as y, but it is more
like 1, "1, or 2. ilJIiJN in apposition to f? as in 6 8 &c.

Line 23. pja[>], cf. note onpjriJ, 1. 1.

No. 28.

Assignment of Slaves. 411 b. c.

Very well preserved. Hardly any letter is really doubtful.

The date is double (as in no. 25), the 13th year in the Jewish

reckoning, the 14th in the Egyptian, of Darius II = 4 12-4n b. c.

Mibtahiah was dead, recently no doubt, and Mahseiah and Yedoniah,

her two sons by Nathan (= Ashor) now proceed to divide her slaves

between them. There were two lads, brothers, one of whom went to

each of the sons, and their mother and a young child, about whom they

are to make an agreement later, i. e. when the boy is old enough. The
child therefore was not to be separated from his mother before a certain

age, though it does not appear who was to have charge of them in the

meantime. As the slaves bear Egyptian names, it is evident that Jews
could own Egyptian slaves.

The only difficulty in the document is as to the marking on the slaves,

see note on 1. 4.

Sayce and Cowley, K.

Piwn \///-> n:u ninnr6 \ll III III DV in III-' T\W D2&b v///^ 3 1

n[m]i brb jid »t pons \l i>a \ ;ru na .tjt \ jru -13 iTono ion* 2

pintPK ruro« idn^

pbm ixt3o v xp^n rm Km ;en rrnoao »r nnay yby pi>ai mna .3

TfST ros*

sipo nrw p»a nr by nrjp \ *n» nay Nan nos net? ^tdios 4

rata n<DW

Nan nsN n»B> Ni>3 mono ruM,p&n3 *jmbb "r Kpfcn rut N.m .Tnuat^ 5

v nr nay
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d^k> rrar nax rpnoaD^roia n*oi« xnpro nn^ap |ty3,nT i?y n-asr 6

n>3* >r j^i Tins "pai D^y "W naT txov jo
r

P^>na "jKttta >r *jt snsy 7

S>naK n^j jnan /

5>yi T^y neno^ jan »$>n trasi ^ nnsi rux *b mai 12 rpDno na« 8

,»TD«3a n3*ib ya3

in »a3i fronts ruron j6jj Nan lawn pi . p^na *jndd n N*ny hep 9

13^ nma

jri33 nns pi>n3 tnoe *t it N-ny jtdmm nm^y "fry v:t6) i? n-oi 10

spa Nana"3N t.*>

pi j5 T^a joi ia» rams p»rm N3^o n^pn?:3 rnw jena *p« n
IT *T01Dfi 13*1?J1

f|«.H vbi !™n ffW ** l^ 1 yirix T33 m^nw ii>
#
l&ra thud n 12

Nan wn
nirv p[yj na pby a^aa "W n^>

H
t ma Mn,r£N vmsbs n oncN nop 13

,
ion a^aa

m^aniaa ana,p i6i,p»3 ana: jaa^a naoi jDnna np^n naai p^»y 14

pNinaa na

hna na onao iaa unrip »mrw rww rpono 033 Nnna m nar NnsD 15

jna na ota w tirw "ia jna inp ••an na jan t» 16

Endorsement.

viinN jna na rprr^ jna na .tdto 3ns
,»-i»Ditaa naj? ja^a nao 17

1 On the 24th of Shebat, year 13, that is the 9th day of Athyr, year 14
of Darius the king in the fortress of Yeb,

2 said Mahseiah b. Nathan (and)
Yedoniah b. Nathan, in all 2, Aramaeans of Syene, of the detachment of

Wan'zath, as follows : We have agreed
3
together and have divided

between us the slaves of Mibtahiah our mother, and note, this is the share

which comes to you as a share—you, Yedoniah—
,

4 Petosiri by name,
whose mother is Tebo, a slave. A yod is marked on his arm at the right

of a marking in the Aramaic language, thus,
5 '

Mibtahiah's '. Note also,

this is the share which comes to me as a share—me, Mahseiah—
, Belo

by name, whose mother is Tebo, a slave. A yod
6

is marked on his arm

,
at the right of a marking in the Aramaic language thus, \ Mibtahiah's '.

You, Yedoniah, are master of Petosiri,
7 this slave, who has come to you

as a share, from this day for ever, and your children after you, and to

whom you will you may give (him). I shall have no power,
8 I Mahseiah,

son or daughter of mine, brother or sister of mine, or any dependant of

mine, to move the court against you or against your children in the

matter of Petosiri 9
by name, the slave who has come to you as a share.

If we move the court against you in the matter, we Mahseiah or my
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children, or
(if)

we sue son 10 or daughter of yours or dependant of yours
in the matter of Petosiri this slave who has come to you as a share, then

we will pay to you a fine of standard u
money ten kerashin, royal weight,

and we renounce all claim against you and your children as regards this

Petosiri 12 who has come to you as a share. He belongs to you and your
children after you, and to whom you will you may give (him) without

question. Also as to Tebo 13
by name, the mother of these lads, and

Lilu her son, whom we do not yet divide between us, when it is /ime we
will divide them M between us, and we will each take possession of his

share, and we will write a deed of our partition between us, and (there
shall be) no dispute. Nabutukulti b. Nabu-zira-ibni wrote l5 this deed

in the fortress of Yeb at the direction of Mahseiah and Yedoniah his

brother. Witnesses thereto : Menahem b. Gadol
;

16 Witness Hanan b.

Haggai ;
Witness Nathan b. Ya'u'or

;
Witness Shallum b. Nathan.

(Endorsement.)
17 Deed of assignment of a slave, Petosiri. Written by

Mahseiah b. Nathan for Yedoniah b. Nathan his brother.

Line 2. Mahseiah, named after his grandfather, Mibtahiah's father.

JfiJ
= Ashor, see note on 15

2
,
and cf. especially 203 with 25

3
. The \ is

not a mark of punctuation, but the cypher
' one ', which may be omitted

in translation. Its use here is derived from the practice of putting it

after names in lists or accounts, for the purpose of adding more easily.

The total in such cases is preceded by 73 . So here, the precise trans-

lation would be 'Mahseiah b. N. (1 man), Yedoniah b. N. (1 man), total

2 men'. Hence no 'and'. n[m]l is probable, though not certain.

The restoration has been questioned because the nP~0 7H occurs in no. 5,

which is sixty years earlier, but as we do not know on what grounds

these names were attached to the degalhi, it is useless to speculate about

possibilities. If the name is that of the commander, this must be another

man of the same name.

Line 4. "•T'DIOQ-, cf. the ostrakon in CIS 138 A. 4. \TV. There

is no doubt as to the reading either here or in 1. 5, but the meaning
is very uncertain. The practice of tattooing slaves is mentioned in

Ostr. M (verso), published by Sayce and Cowley, but why should these

be marked with a yod ? It may be assumed that it was an Aramaic

yod, the smallest letter in the alphabet, not the Phoenician letter, which is

larger. It was therefore not very well suited for a distinguishing mark.

If the letter is meant (i.e.
if they really used this name for it at this

time) the only way of translating is as given above (from Clermont-

Ganneau). It cannot be the initial of Yedoniah, because it is also used

on Mahseiah's slave. Whatever it meant, the mark was rvriDSO? \

The \ is again a ' one ',
not as S-C. Stenning suggests that it is for

nv, thus changing the mark into '(belonging to) the heir of M.'
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Clermont-Ganneau takes it as the initial of some verb (in the future)

meaning to 'annul'. Guillaume proposes 1i"P (improbable) or n"V.

If by any possibility IV could be descriptive of the kind of slave, the

sentence would be simple,
'

1 yod slave, marked &c.' But I see no hope
of explaining it so. TW, a passive participle from a root nJE> (not as

S-C), because of the noun nrpJB\ The meaning
' marked

'

(in Ostr. M.

ana) is required by the context, though the root is not found elsewhere.

There is a late Hebrew word ninJK>, for the marks on vessels for

measuring, usually explained as tooth-like marks (from \w), which would

not account for the n. In Assyrian h'ntu is said to mean markings
on animals. HT, properly the arm, or rather the whole limb including

both arm and hand, and so to be taken here. Similarly bil is the whole

limb, leg and foot together. If it was necessary to distinguish the hand

or foot specially, a word like sp was added, cf. NT Da, Dan. 5
5

,
and

in mod. Arabic jo ^Jo (Clermont-Ganneau orally). jca must go with

what follows (so Clermont-Ganneau). nrVJS? a katil-form from nJB>.

NipO is
'

reading '. We should regard it from the other point of view

as '

writing '.

Line 8. p'H must be 'judges'. Usually p*i, which may mean either

'judge', or 'law-suit'. &>JN only here and in 1. 10. Usually B*K.

Line 9. W*l, similarly
'
the judge '. N^y adverbially for

' about

him'.

Line 10. N31V2N (or WT) as in 2014
, 25

15
.

Line 11. Pp"W P|M probably = the usual t&tntlW? II 1 as the standard.

'» r\bpr\K2 = the usual
rD 1J3N3. p*l }». The O is almost certain.

It is dependent on ffirn by a confusion of two constructions,
' we with-

draw from you as regards litigation ',
and ' we withdraw from litigation as

regards you '.

Line 12. m a loose parallel to "j^. It should be T32^1. TVN,
cf. 27*, where also it is not required by the construction.

Line 13. nj? = Heb. my. pry, cf. on 26 3
.

Line 16. TiNirp more probably than TlNirP (as S-C). A variant of

mix. Cf. i
2
, niNnrp (fem.).

No. 29.

Contract for a Loan. About 409 b. c.

Fragments only.

The date is between the 1 5th and 1 9th years of Darius II, probably
the 1 6th year, i.e. 409 b. c.
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It relates to a debt, part of the price of a house (?),
due from the son

of Hosea to Yislah. The text is too much broken for restoration, and

perhaps the pieces are not correctly put together. Hence the details are

uncertain. It resembles no. 35 in some respects.

Sachau, plate 15. Ungnad, no. 15.

[-a jnj -ien] ndt3 3*3 Kate wwi[i /]// ///-» nap yniwo m[*3 I

n *q-ik ywn

-id[j6 ] brb pd n otk bna nn [p6]d^ mana ^a-6 po 2

^y T^ ww
p >bv [iin n .]//

/// pj»a nn[ nynns* £p"' in ^]"i3 H03 3

epa nvp

rut nbd3 ii> [d^x |n]j ru« i»k 5^[y ]5o fta ,,»i 4

pafo Bnw[Ti I ///
///->] rut? Dana m» . . •. . . ni iy nyms nn tm 5

p nan* r\zh[w xi? ny]ms* i^pt? in ena n:r nsd3 [m n[« k]ftv pa 6

N30 • , 7

1 In the month of Mesore, year 16 (?) of Darius the king, in Yeb the

fortress said Nathan (?) b. Hosea, Aramaean of '-

Syene, of the detachment

of Nabukudurri, to Yislah b. Gadol, Aramaean of Syene, of the detach-

ment of as follows : There is to your credit against me 3 the sum

of one kaw^, four shekels the balance (?) of 5 (?) minae which were due

from me as part of the amount 4 of the value of the house (?)
of

M I Nathan declare that I will pay you this sum,
5 one karash, four, by the month of Pahons, year 77 of Darius the

king
6 and if I do not pay (and) give you this sum of one karash

four shekels 7
. . . .

The end is lost. It probably contained provisions similar to those in

No. 11.

Line 1. /// ///"» T\2&. Five strokes certainly. Judging from the space

required for the name n^D*1 in 1. 2, there were probably six. [fro]
is

supplied from
jj'n]J

1. 4. A nwin '3 nWwas a party to no. 25, when

Yislah b. Gadol was a witness, in 416 B.C.

Line 2. *T1313J as in 35
2 and also in 7

3
(461 B.C.). Cf. note on 28s

.

^>y *li> TVK '

you have a claim against me for ',
cf. 35

s
.

Line 3. '31 "in ^3 restored from 1. 6. nn[ ].
Sachau suggests

nn[nD] from 35
4

,
but that would require a numeral after it. pjD3

must be ' minae
',
but 3 is strange. Ji¥p as in 3s

4
. Sachau takes it as

'
total ', and so Ungnad, who eft. Neh. 7

70— but nspo there means • a part '.

In 2 7
4

}D nvp must mean 'part of, as in other Aramaic. Apparently

(Nathan) b. Hosea had bought a house with another person, and part
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(1 karash 4 shekels) of his share (5 minae) of the price was still owing to

the vendor Yislah b. Gadol.

Line 4. rva. The n and letters after it are very uncertain. 6b[v]

uncertain. Possibly the lower fragments here are not in place, and this

may account for the long tail of "I in ION. [jn]a . There is a trace of

n, and of D in D^PK. Cf. 35
4

.

Line 5. njn-iK in '3 . No doubt J^pB> was omitted by accident, but it

may have been the popular usage
'
1 karash 4 '. ny as in 3s

6 denotes

the time limit. Then ... "13 ought to denote the day of the month, or

some such detail. The letters are clear. [ ]TV&. The number is

quite uncertain—17?

Line 6. [n]ht p3 'within this month' ? It is so difficult that I think

the fragment must be out of place. rorv, no 1 as one would expect,

cf- 35
7

-

Line 7. . . . wo , . If the fragment is out of place these letters do

not belong here.

No. 30.

Petition to the Governor of Judaea. 408 b. c.

This is in many ways the most important text of the series.

It is a fine papyrus, with 11. 1-17 on the recto and 11. 18-30 on the verso.

It is in excellent condition, hardly a letter being really doubtful, and

although there are some difficulties, the meaning is as a rule clear. The

date
(1. 30) is the 17 th year of Darius II = 408 b. c.

It is a (draft or copy of a) letter from Yedoniah, who thus appears to

be the chief priest (see below) and head of the community at Yeb, to

Bigvai the Persian viceroy of Judaea. It describes a plot (to which

alldsion has already been made in no. 27) between the Egyptians and

the Persian governor Waidrang for the destruction of the temple, which

took place three years before the date of writing. Incidentally the temple

is described, and some historical facts are mentioned. Finally Bigvai is

asked to give orders for its re-building. Cf. no. 27.

The larger questions raised by this document have been discussed in

the general introduction. It is only necessary here to say something of

the persons with whom this letter is concerned. (See Sachau, p. 4 + ,

and Ed. Meyer, Papyrusfund, p. 70 + ).

On the form of the name MU3, see/fiAS 1920, p. 179. It is only

a variant (and later form) of i)i2 (Neh. 7
7

, &c), which is Graecized as

Baywas. (The persons are of course not the same.) Josephus (Ant. xi, 7)

mentions together a viceroy Bagoses and a High Priest 'lwdwrjs at about
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this date, and we are forced to conclude that they are the same persons as

the Vnja and pnV of this letter. It is true that his account lacks pre-

cision, and that his materials for the history of the period seem to have

been scanty. He could no longer draw upon Nehemiah. Since Bigvai

was viceroy in 408, it is evident that Nehemiah was either dead or

superseded by him at that date. Hence the ' two and thirtieth year of

Artaxerxes' (Neh. 13
6
) must refer to Artaxerxes I and be the year

433 b.c. We thus obtain a fixed point in the history of Nehemiah.

The Bagoses of Josephus has generally been identified with the minister

Bagoas under Artaxerxes III (358-337), mentioned by Diodorus Siculus

(xvi, 47). But the name was common, and since Bigvai here was in

office in 408, the two persons cannot be identical. Josephus describes

his Bagoses as 6 o-Tparrj-yos tov 'Apragepgov, which of course might refer

to any one of the three kings of that name. A various reading is tov

d\Xov 'A. Whether or not that can mean ' alterius Artaxerxis
' ' the

2nd A.' is not of great importance. It is evident that if Bagoses-Bigvai

was governor of Judaea in 408, under Darius II, the only Artaxerxes

under whom he can have served was Artaxerxes II (404-358). What is

meant precisely by o-TpaT^yos is not so clear. After being governor of

Judaea under Darius II, he may have gone on active service under

Artaxerxes II, but it is not impossible that Josephus confused him with

the Bagoas who was a military commander under Artaxerxes III, and

hence described him as crrpaTTjyos. He was capable of such things.

Bigvai was therefore a successor (immediate ?) of Nehemiah as "lirp nns .

The Johanan who was contemporary with him as High Priest, is

mentioned in the list in Neh. 12 2223
,
a later addition to the book, hardly

due to Nehemiah himself. Of this Johanan ('Iwaj/vi/s) we have a short

account in Josephus (Ant. xi, 7). He was on no good terms with Bagoas,

who intended to turn him out of office and install his brother Jeshua in

his stead. In consequence Johanan killed Jeshua in the Temple. It

would appear from Josephus that this took place in the reign of Artaxerxes,

and therefore some years after the date of this letter. If, however,

Johanan and Bigvai were already on bad terms, we can understand why

Johanan is not associated with Bigvai in the answer to the letter (no. 32).

Moreover Bigvai would see no objection to the existence of the temple at

Elephantine, while Johanan would officially condemn it.

The mention of Sanballat
(1. 29) is more difficult. Nehemiah speaks

of him (for no doubt he is the same person) frequently as a bitter

opponent. Cf. especially Neh. 3
33 -3

*. Though he does not give him

the title of |»1DB' nnD (as here) it is evident that Sanballat was in some
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sort of authority in Samaria, and there is no reason why he should not

have been still in office in 408. This is implied by the expression
'

sons

of S. governor of S.'. If he had been dead the phrase would have been
' sons of S. who was (formerly) governor of S.' (nin 'DS5> DPID

''l),
as

Sachau remarks. So far this letter is not inconsistent with Nehemiah.

Again, according to Neh. 13
28 a son of Joiada, i. e. a brother of Johanan,

had married a daughter of Sanballat, and had apparently been expelled
from Jerusalem. This also is not inconsistent with other facts. Now
if we turn to Josephus we find that he diverges from Nehemiah, and

seems to have telescoped the history. He says that Sanballat was sent

to Samaria by Darius, which might be correct if he meant Darius II.

But he definitely calls him 'Darius the last king' (Ant. xi, 7, 2

TeXevraiov, not 'former'). He thus confuses Darius II with Darius III.

and puts the events nearly 100 years too late. Then he makes the

daughter of Sanballat marry Manasseh, a brother of Jaddua (and there-

fore a son, not a brother, of Johanan) and brings him into relation with

Alexander the Great after the defeat of Darius III at the battle of Issus

(333 B.C.). It has always been difficult to reconcile Josephus' narrative

with other facts. If Sanballat was governor of Samaria in 408, and had

grown-up sons then, he must have been at least 40 years old, and it is

hardly possible that he should have lived 76 years longer
—for Josephus

makes him die in 332 (Ant. xi, 8, 4). The view that there were two

Sanballats, each governor of Samaria and each with a daughter who
married a brother of a High Priest at Jerusalem, is a solution too des-

perate to be entertained. We are therefore forced to conclude that

while Nehemiah's contemporary account is consistent with other historical

facts, Josephus has gone astray by confusing the two kings Darius and

the two officials Bigvai, and then has filled in his history largely by

imagination. Events may have happened somewhat as he says, but not

when he says, and the result does not give us a high opinion of his trust-

worthiness as an historian.

The fact that the Jews of Elephantine applied also to Delaiah and

Shelemiah at Samaria and mention this to the authorities at Jerusalem,
shows that (at any rate as far as they knew) no religious schism had as

yet taken place. Both names occur in Nehemiah, and it is not impossible
that they denote the same persons as here. They are not said here to be

resident at Samaria, and they may have been at Jerusalem in
-

the time of

Nehemiah, but of this there is no evidence. After the building of the

temple at Shechem it would probably have been impossible.

Yedoniah, who sends the letter, is clearly the head of the community.
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Sachau thinks he was not a priest because of the phrase (1. 1)
'

Y. and

his assessors the priests '. To me the phrase seems to imply exactly the

contrary, as if it were ' Y. and the other priests with him ', i. e. &0_f13 is in

apposition to both rTOT and PUTI33. It is not ' Y. and the priests his

assessors '. He is no doubt the same as Yedoniah b. Gemariah in 22 121
,

since the money there subscribed for the temple would most naturally be

paid to the representative of the congregation, and as it was for the use

of the temple, he would probably be the head priest. Moreover we have

no evidence in these documents that the colony was under an ethnarch

(as Sachau), appointed either by themselves or by the government. Nor

is it likely. They brought their actions at law before the fraiarak, or

more directly (as soldiers) before the N7VD1 ,
in all civil matters. On the

other hand for religious purposes they had priests, and must have had

a chief priest, who would be the natural representative of the religious

community when acting together as such. The present petition is treated

as a religious matter, and Yedoniah therefore has charge of it. The priests

his assessors formed with him what would have been in later times the

p JV3 or ecclesiastical court.

A question which naturally presents itself is, why, if this letter was sent

to Jerusalem, was it found in the ruins of Elephantine 2314 years after-

wards ? The answer seems to be that it was not the letter actually sent,

but either a draft or a copy. The former is suggested by the large

number of corrections (words inserted above the line, and erasures) and

by the appearance of the writing, which is hasty and uncouth, much
more so than in most of the other documents. Indeed if the style were

not so straightforward and the words so familiar, one would often be in

doubt as to the reading. No. 31 is another draft, differing only in detail,

but fragmentary, and it is probable that no. 27 is a draft of an earlier

petition. No. 31 helps in the elucidation of no. 30, and also shows that

the scribe was not very accurate. We may well suppose that the serious

step of appealing to the governor of Jerusalem, over the head of

Arsames, was not taken without careful consideration, and that a copy

(or the corrected draft) of the letter would be kept as a record.

Incidentally the letter seems to show that. Bigvai was superior in rank to

Arsames, or that they approached him as having more sympathy with

the Jews.

Sachau, plate 1, 2. Ungnad, no. 1.

tb& wn_ m n kwb nrnsiyi rprp *p3j; mm nn_ >ma3 jhio bit 1

N3^D wm _np *]__*_* jonnh pjj
^33 kw bgh ™v nba jmo 2

" T

I

v •?•'*

n t •«. f,-..^ /_._._. _0_.*X«a. »f_»Mi. Sfe/o.&uj-l- £>ie_#uu_t
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*in Tien mm i? jnr pnx pm «^>x nn jya n p m«.nn*a »aai 3

py ^aa

xai?D pim*"Vi l///-» nap non rrw pcx p rmusi mam "pay jya 4

a-^<- n jjvn oy maicn xnma 3^3 n awn n xn»a xa?o by pixi ddj *

**•*»**+"«• run nma
"~T? aarm nnx mon jo viym xnma a»a >r xni?x 1m n xmax ni? mn 6

«it-»«-ra^ v xmax noxb wn»a pD3 mn ^nan n nna paa ^y n^ n-u« x^ 7
'

ombn oy 3^ nm3? mx pnnx x^n oy xnxo ~m paa nnx ima< xnm3 8,t
mn *T: *

-

p]x nan non wi 1 xaax n wnoyi xynx ny viibhj t,? xmax3 w>y 9

., }ynn mn
onn«n

itjp
Dn*Bm lana t.t xmaxa wi *r px »i nWra Ma \/'/// px 1 10

non n pnxTxanpx nn^ ny »i x^a nx jnpy &ddi pna n^« n hb>bh *i n*
xmaxa mn n xnaynaoi cjddi xanr n N'pnroi

,

lant? nK,N3 *^a nin i2
r"

___
— —x.

,
^np^ xb m

nai xnma 3^3 m xmax ua prnx p-jvo ita *dv pi nay ain^s:^ 13

web i>y »ti3J3

*jr xmaxa ayna» ts»xi nao b p-ra» snfo maxi rom\ naa m xmax 14

5>an xi>

wfc p^i pQijn pvi jjjQt, pp.^ pM1 pp; Dy nanaN T3y n3r:3 na lg

k»db> xno
n3x mp n pDaa bai \mi?:n p xba lpsan xn^a'ir aaiTn pnn n 16

xn Aj«7t »

^X3 xr n pya nar n»np b|n oina prm i^pp b *]r xmax^ cxa iya ? 17

n^n^a n xwna nmaai xan xana pnw f>yi jxno p^ nnax 1^ n>ay 18

c

f>f#Y«**'t
mnx pbTx ^yi in i~*

\///-> nw nen nm p ?]x pby in^ x^ mn nnax imro nm wjy *» 1"^

xa^tt ennnn ^^

x^> nK»n pay ni>»nxa j^r x^a jnsnn |Kab fppp nanax nop njryi 20

p^^'o-«^^«^
^,>,

*

nnao xa!?o t^mnn \//////-> nap m* nyi »a? jo p|N pn^ x^ nom 21

mi?yi n[j]iah

nnx p 3^ ^y3 i?a xmn^i nniaai n»JT fiay ?ya-iT niaxa my x^ 22
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*bv2 nn rwapb }^ [pap k^d n33»|j it kiuk ^>y ncynx 3D jxno ^>y p 23

sr£x i.t v ktijn ^y mrvi?y n?nt^ "po max p-woa mn Tomi inau 24

paip Nni^yi xrma^i annoi pmp mn ruq n bipb Nm sa a Ha rraacb 25

N'-nm pm pwi rcrtitc py baa T^y ^^i "pea Nr£x trp n Nnaio !>y 26

ni>N in> Dip i? nyw npivi wan* T ntun* n'ny nay p jn run n $>a 27

anr ^yi.^l pafa epa »D*iafpi fnan m^y nba^ n naj jr> nw 28

ror ^y

dntno "3a n^tpi n^i ^>y ;nta mn nniKa k^o N^>a e|N pnvi jn^c 29
n

\/// ///-> rw nvniD? 3 a jrr n? dbhk p Tay n n:?a ^s* 30

 

 

1 To our lord Bigvai, governor of Judaea, your servants Yedoniah and
his colleagues, the priests who are in Yeb the fortress. The health 2 of

your lordship may the God of Heaven seek after exceedingly at all times,
and give you favour before Darius the king

3 and the princes of the palace
more than now a thousand times, and may he grant you long life, and

may you be happy and prosperous at all times. 4 Now your servant

Yedoniah and his colleagues depose as follows : In the month of Tammuz
in the 14th year of Darius the king, when Arsames 5

departed and went
to the king, the priests of the god Khnub, who is in the fortress of Yeb,

(were) in league with Waidrang who was governor here,
G
saying : The

temple of Ya'u the God, which is in the fortress of Yeb let them remove
from there. Then that Waidrang,

7 the reprobate, sent a letter to his son

Nephayan who was commander of the garrison in the fortress of Syene
saving : The temple which is jn Yeb 8 the fortress let them destroy.
Then Nephayan led out the Egyptians with the other forces* C They
came to the fortress of Yeb with their weapons,

°
they entered that

temple, they destroyed it to the ground,. and the pillars of stone which
were |here they broke. Also it happened, 5 gate-ways

10 of stone, built

with hewn blocks of stone, which were in that temple they destroyed, and
their doors they lifted off

(?),
and the hinges

n of those doors were bronze,
and the roof of cedar wood, all of it with the rest of the furniture and
other things which were there,

12 all of it they burnt with fire, and the

basons of gold and silver and everything that was in that temple, all of it,

they took 13 and made their own.) Already in the days of the king.r
of Egypt our fathers had built that temple in the fortress of Yeb, and
when Cambyses came into Egypt

u he found that temple built, and the

temples of the gods of Egypt all of the??i they overthrew, but no one did

any harm to that temple.
15 When this was done, we with our wives and

our children put on sack-cloth and fasted and prayed to Ya'u the Lord
of Heaven,

16 who let us see (our desire) upon that Waidrang. The dogs
tore off the anklet from his legs, and all the riches he had gained were

2639 1
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destroyed, and all the men 17 who had sought to do evil to that temple,
all of them, were killed and we saw (our desire) upon them. Also before

this, at the lime when this evil 18 was done to us, we sent a letter to your
lordship and to Johanan the high priest and his colleagues the priests who
are in Jerusalem, and to Ostanes the brother 19 of 'Anani, and the nobles

of the Jews. They have not sent any letter to us. Also since the month
of Tammuz in the 14th year of Darius the king

20
till this day we wear

sack-cloth and fast. Our wives are made widow-like, we do not anoint

ourselves with oil 21 and we drink no wine. Also from that (time) till

(the present) day in the 1 7th year of Darius the king, neither meal-

offering, incense, nor sacrifice 22 do they offer in that temple. Now your
servants Yedoniah and his colleagues and the Jews, all of them inhabitants

of Yeb, say as follows :
23 If it seem good to your lordship, take thought

for that temple to build
(it), since they do not allow us to build it. Look

upon your
24 well-wishers and friends who are here in Egypt, (and) let a

letter be sent from you to them concerning the temple of the God Ya'u
25 to build it in the fortress of Yeb as it was built before, and they shall

offer the meal-offering and incense and sacrifice 2C on the altar of the God
Ya'u on your behalf, and we will pray for you at all times, we, our wives,

our children, and the Jews,
27

all who are here, if they do so that that

temple be re-built, and it shall be a merit to you before Ya'u the God of
28 Heaven more than a man who offers to him sacrifice and burnt-

offerings worth as much as the sum of a thousand talents. As to gold,
about this 29 we have sent (and) given instructions. Also the whole

matter we have set forth in a letter in our name to Delaiah and Shelemiah

the sons of Sanballat governor of Samaria. 30 Also of all this which

was done to us Arsames knew nothing. On the 20th of Marheshwan
the 17th year of Darius the king.

Line 1. There are traces of a line above, which has been washed off.

JX1D is the highest title (under the king) used in these texts. Tirp nns

does not occur in the O.T., but mi.T nna in Hag. r1
, &c, and NHirP nna

in Ezra 6 7
. Tirf = Judaea commonly in Daniel.

Line 2. h\8B* '& r6x, cf. on 17
1

. N"W rbti often in Ezra and

Nehemiah.

Line 3. NrV2 "03 are the people of the palace, the king's entourage,

which had so much influence with him. eji?N "in, cf. njntJ> in Dan. 3
19

.

TH^I mn as in 62 2
. Mn the imperative is awkward.

Line 4. There is an erasure (one letter) after pDN. pSJ DBHK V3 as

in 2 7
2,3

. It was evidently an important event and his absence may have

given the opportunity for this attack. He seems to have been back in

Egypt when no. 32 was written.

Line 5. K*1M, cf. 27
3

. Correctly used as in the O.T. for priests of

a foreign god. JTOIDn as in 27*, which combines the readings of this

passage and 31
5

. Here, as in 27*, it must be an adverb, and a verb is
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wanted, which was probably forgotten by the writer because the sentence

was long. It would be quite in order if he had written n»K instead of

D^ in 1. 6. In 31
5 the word is not used, and the construction is simple.

Line 6. vu?.T with indefinite subject,
'

let them destroy '. "inN a mere

conjunction
' then

'

or
'

so '.

Line 7. Xt6 has been much discussed. It seems to be a term of

reproach, and a participle from nr6 a root frequent in these texts.

Cf. e.g. Ahikar 138 where r\nb ")2i is a man who does not honour his

parents, and 1. 139 TVilb 'my misfortune'. In the inscription of Nerab

i
10 nnb niD is a

' miserable death
'

(or the
' death of a wicked man

').
It

is difficult to find a word to cover all the uses. Here it seems to be

almost parenthetical,
' this W. (the villain)

'

as the later Jews would add

1»B> nty. It is strange that it should be used in a formal document,

and even stranger in the answer (32
s
),
where there was not the same

excuse for strong feeling. A title would be more in place, but the

suggestion that it is for NTt6 ' tabellarius
'

is impossible. psa Nepayan

(Sachau) must have succeeded his father as N^n31 after 416. His head-

quarters were at Syene, whereas the fratarak was in Yeb (run 1. 5).

N~ii:x a very important building 'the temple in Y.', but 31
7 adds liT 7

Nr6s .

Line 8. H5H^ corresponds to nyn 1
' in 1. 6. It occurs in 27

s -24 and in

31 and 32. Probably = Heb. tW»3. p~inx plural, agrees in sense

with NTTi, if there is no scribal error. DHvn Sachau eft. Gen. 27
s

(LXX (f}aperpa, Onk. 'sword'). It does not occur elsewhere. No. 31
8

has Dri^T, and the meaning of both must be '

weapons
'

in a very general

sense.

Line 9. Note the asyndeta, common in Aramaic, but perhaps also

used here for greater vividness. nin Sachau takes this as introducing

the sentence, like Hebrew \T"i, and this is no doubt simplest. But cf.

the use of 'JVK 27*, &c, which is perhaps similar. Jinn are
'

gate^

ways' of solid stone.

Line 10. pj3 may be a participle, but more probably the noun ' a

construction of. dTptn 'doors' as in Targum. In 1. 1 1 N^CKH.

10*p so Hoonacker (p. 41, note
e).

Sachau \typ, but
| always has a pro-

jection at the top. The 1 is carelessly written. The expression is

strange 'they stood the doors up', i.e. leaned them against the wall to

burn them, or '

lifted
' them off their hinges ? Barth's suggestion JD'P

' wood' is impossible. A confusion of D with D would be easy in some

later kinds of square Hebrew, but is impossible in this writing. Moreover

as py is used in the next line, a different word would hardly be used here,

1 2
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especially as it does not occur elsewhere in these texts. Finally ND*P

means rough, unworked wood, sticks, &c, quite unsuitable in this context.

Line 11. N'WI (an erasure of one letter before it).
The singular

must have dagesh (N&'l) which is resolved in the plural, as in N^DOy and

(1. 15) fppC. tSTU, the material in apposition to DrPTX as probably

pa in 1. 10. ~;npy, so Sachau, as in 31
10

,
an impossible form.

Ungnad eft. |nBB> (= matt, but nnQtf 22 1

) pas* (= nns), but these are

feminine forms, whereas py is masculine, with plural jpy (fcTpy, &c.). The

J
looks like a mere blot here, and may have been erroneously copied in

ii
10

. n i6l. The *T is not wanted, or fttn non is omitted. pnNI.

Torczyner
' und zuletzt alles was dort war ',

but it is more probably used

loosely for
' other (things)

* the rest '.

Line 12. *|D31 a mistake for NSD31. Nn»J?n3» 'anything', i.e.

everything. N^3 note the repetition (3 times in 2 lines) to emphasize

the completeness of the destruction.

Line 13. }E> 'beginning from' i.e. already in. *p» a mistake for

O^D (so 3ii!^-— pniN a strange form, but confirmed by 31
13

. We

lihouldexpect jnmN . pTX»i> . The p is added above the line because

there was not room. Cf. 11. 12, 17, 18, &c. Cambyses came into

Egypt in 525.

Line 14. rOSWl as in 31
13

. A final n was written and erased. STUNS

is the complement to bin ' did harm to this temple
'

and DJTUO is adverbial

'
in anything

'—not ' harmed anything in this temple '.

Line 15. T3J? as in 31
14

,
not my as Sachau and Ungnad. pt3*X a

mistake for \W£? So 1. 20. tfDE> XTO as Dan. 5
23

.

Line 16. pinn Haphel (in 3i
15 Win Pael) 'caused us to see', Heb.

13Snn, of seeing vengeance inflicted on an enemy. Cf. ptn 1. 17.

'31 N'-n^a a very difficult phrase, ipSHil is 'took out', which Hoonacker

explains as an inversion
'

they took out the chains from his feet
'

for
'

his

feet from the chains', cf. Heb. n^a. With «rrbft the meaning of k!?33

must be a ring worn as an ornament, though its later meaning is usually

'

fetter'. No. 31
15

TTli'33. It has been proposed to take sa^S as
'

dog-

like ',
a term of abtlfee applied to Waidrang, which is improbable. The

phrase has not yet been satisfactorily explained.

Line 17. bl. 31
16 N^3. NT feminine as in 21 3

.

Line 18. Toy ought to be fern. See on 11. 24, 27. .VUX as in

1. 19 for the usual max, a loan-word from Bab. egiriu. (But cf. ayyapos,

from Persian.) It is a secondary form developed in Aramaic when the

consciousness of its origin was beginning to be lost. Cf. perhaps run for

run in io23
. The letter may have been no. 27. Then JNTO there is
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Bigvai. |N10, cf. 31
17

. by is omitted by mistake. in6TK is con-

firmed by 3 1
18

.

Line 19. "Oil? an important person, since Ostanes is described as his

brother, not as son of any one. He seems to be settled at Jerusalem,

and therefore is hardly the same as the secretary Anani in 2623. Whether

he is the Anani of 1 Chron. 3
24 there is nothing to show. Wll, and

in 1. 21, probably only a mistake for BHriVTl 3i
19

-

Line 20. HJTyi corrected by a *i above the line, suggests that in popular

pronunciation the *i was assimilated to the T. Cf. "D~iy 45
;5 for '"\ by and

Dan. 4
14 ma*ny (Epstein). ntan&O one would expect the plural.

PTQy. A mistake for the feminine (due to the masc. form of N^J?).

JVTEip. The ' is blotted. If it is
1 to be read, it is a mistake for ;n^O

as 3i
20 -

Line 21. ">3T is certain, but must be a mistake. It is the form used in

addressing a female, and in any case
"JT ]D could not mean ' from that

time'. In 31
20

, NJiy "]T \D. "iyi. Note the y, which shows how the

tail developed. DV iy\ very awkward. Either we want *? fUT N»V *W

(Ungnad), or perhaps W iyi. nibyi (= Heb. r6iy) does not occur in

BA, but may be inferred from the plural ])by (sing. Nfi^y later) which

is found in Ezra as well as nnjD.

Line 22. Tiny. The 1 is probable though the lower parts of the

letters are effaced. The passage is defective also in 31
21

. We should

expect pay. N'HlrV used like ijiOB* in late Hebrew for an ordinary

member of the community who is not a ;na or a Dan. ?a, in 31
22 N?a.

p~)CN. The p is blundered. 3 1
22 pCN correctly. It is a participle.

Line 23. njac6 probably a mistake for mac^. }p2B>. The subject

is
' the Egyptians '.

'

They do not leave us alone to build it ', i. e. do

not allow us. '•in is confirmed by 31
23

. Not an interjection (as

Ungnad), but 'look upon your friends', parallel to NTIJX by n^yns*.

Cf. e.g. "W flip, Ps. 25
18 - 19

.

Line 24. rbr\W should be fern. Cf. iTIiT 1. 27. Ungnad compares

the old Babylonian usage.

Line 25. NnrttDI a mistake for NnmDI. imp"1 is written over an

erasure of a word beginning with n~. 31
25

yp2. 'They will offer'

(future) not '

let them offer
', jussive, which would be "\y\p\

Line 26. There is a spot of ink after 1.V, which one is tempted to

take for the beginning of a n, but it is more likely to be a false start

for ttrbtt. With yby r6w cf. Ezra 610 (Jampel).

Line 27. bl in 31
26

again N^D. nay perhaps a mistake for may
'si ita feceris'. In 31

26 nayn 'si ita fades '. n ly 'until', i.e. so
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that. nplXI not 1 of the apodosis, as Ungnad. The //-clause goes

•with what precedes, and this begins a new sentence. np"i¥, a righteous

or meritorious act (because conferring a benefit). One wonders what

Bigvai understood by it. Cf. Deut. 24
13

.

Line 28. JO, as first shown by Bruston, is comparative, 'more than',

but the sentence is clumsy in spite of Sachau's illustrations. '•013 fC"l

'in value like the value of is surely a mistake, and JET should be

omitted, as in 31
27

. Fpl = t\btt as in 31
27

,
and often. '31 2n] bjrt.

Epstein makes ?]} a noun meaning a large amount, and eft. Nfivy,

e.g. in Baba B. 133b, but the meaning there is uncertain, and there

is no evidence for ?]} in that sense. Also 31
27 omits 1 which makes it

impossible. Clearly the reference is to the bakhshish, which they would

of course expect to pay, but about which it would be polite to write

as little as possible. That Bigvai was not above such considerations

we see from Jos. Ant. xi, 7, 1, where he is said to have exacted

50 shekels for every lamb sacrificed. This seems to have been after the

murder of Jeshua, and therefore after the date of this letter, so that

there can hardly be an allusion to it here. The mention of the value of

the sacrifices however is strange.

Line 29. |jmn \rv& probably asyndeton, 'we have sent, we have

made known ', and fjx begins a new sentence. Hoonacker translates

' nous avons instruit notre envoys '. This would be excellent, but

'messenger' would certainly be nvtJ*. It may be a mistake for that.

The parallel passage in no. 31 is lost. Cf. Ezra 4
14

(Jampel). HvT

n^DPCJ'l. Both names occur in Nehemiah (6
10

, 13
3
),

but there is no

evidence for identifying the persons, nor for assuming that these lived

at Jerusalem. A Delaiah occurs (once only) in the Samaritan list of

High Priests, possibly about this date. (See Cowley, Samaritan Liturgy,

p. xx, note 1.) L^ns'JD, in Nehemiah D^2JD. Cf. 3nNn:D = jnmo.
The name is Babylonian, though his sons' names are Jewish. nns

=
a-arpaTrrjs, the title used by Josephus. He is never called so by

Nehemiah. p-iCJ? as in Ezra 4
10,17

,
where it is the name of the city or

district (Heb. p^Et?), and so probably here. The Samaritans still use

piEE* as a gentilic name for themselves (Heb. D^nci").
Line 30. N?3 in ^o

21 comes before »T, better. p Tny as in 1. 18,

'done to us'. J?T b& D£HX because he was away at the time
(II. 4, 5).

They do not wish to accuse him to his superior. It might be dangerous.

"3 3 though not certain, is probable.

The many mistakes, solecisms and corrections in this text, and the

frequent Hebraisms here and elsewhere, give the impression that the
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writer was not really at home with Aramaic as a means of expressing

himself. Although no Hebrew document is found in this collection,

it is not impossible that these Jews commonly spoke Hebrew among
themselves. They would be compelled to use Aramaic in business

transactions, as the language of the Government, and as long as com-

position was confined to legal documents, with their familiar set phrases,

they could manage it well enough. But they came to regard it as the

natural vehicle for literary expression, letters, &c, and when they went

outside the legal formulae, the task was beyond their powers. They
no doubt understood it, since they had Ahikar and the Behistun in-

scription in Aramaic translations (not made by the Jews of Yeb). It

may have been necessary to use Aramaic in writing to Bigvai, and of

course Johanan would be quite familiar with it.

The question of the use of the two languages by the Jews is of some

importance, though the conclusions reached by Naville do not seem

to be justified.

No. 31.

A Duplicate of No. 30. Same date.

A fragment of a duplicate of no. 30, perhaps copied from it.

It has been torn lengthwise down the middle, so that the ends of all

the lines are missing. The writing, though not, good, is better than that

of no. 30, and it has fewer mistakes. In some places it helps to elucidate

no. 30. The lines have not been completed in the transcript here, since

that would be merely repeating the other copy.
LI. 27-29 are on the verso.

The date is the same as that of no. 30, viz. 408 b. c.

Sachau, plate 3. Ungnad, no. 3.

(W]na n[nuai rwp "pay iw nnQ \nua jni]d ba 1

] wwi[i mp T3]d[vJ pnrb py Soa W[» n*bb>] t6x 2

] rwT *i[n]ay nys py baa sin nn^i mm •£ jib* pn* 3

] Kabra [by] ^tni pas amtt na Nab» Pimm \///-> rw 4

n]b ran ran n xanma u-mb ia.T pDaji «pa otto 5

<Jr nna f[»a]3 by nre> nna« nt6 it anTi ncn p ttyra 6

n»]-«d nai -jr p&a nrw lana* otto a^a n «nb« *m n 7

wa]N »i Mrnojn win ny \m«ru *jr otuk3 iby wn»j» 8
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] it xn[ia]x:i nn *r px n rboB pas // /// pnm pynn 9

nn*]B» ny rue »! jnpp xba it xmax bbooi btb ibx 10

]xn»y[na»]i xson »n xnnT n tfpiTBl i-nt? xn^xs n

] 3*3 IT Xniax U3 pPQX p»D "abo DV JE1 H3y 1 2

nynjao iwo [nao N]b[s] tcnus [\jnfcic maw rwn nas it 13

po*]* pin ftjab fppB> pa3i pea ny nanax n*sy 14

b]si vviban jo viibaa ipaan xnba -p jrma win -15

] sjn Dim pTrn ib'op xba it xmaxb 65*6*3 nys 16

] pnvT by [ej]N jk-io by jr6e> [. ,]5w nar by max ;b 17

] mn [nn]ax iw nm yay n vnnN ttidix byi 18

QppB' nanax xw nar nyi xabn E'lnvnn v///-» nap 19

na]f nyi x[an]y it }[» t|n] pnsj> xb noni jnc>» xb nco 20

] jya it xniaxs nay xb mbyi nanb nruo 21

n^yn]x so |[x]n» by jn pox p s* *bys xba snim 22

] nan »r T'onni nriso »bys nn rr^ob jb jpsp 23

] bspb xmn 3*3 msob xnbx in* n xmax by 24

nb]vai tec?3 xnbx im *i xnsno by snpa xnibyi 25

na3]rp it xmax ny n nnyn p ;n nan »r xba unvw 26

] by 5)bx paaa ejD3 von jrom niby nb snp* n nsa p x^op 27

*a]3 n^b^i n^bn by jnbt? |»£>3 nnn nnax x^o 28

\///] ///-? nap pspmob 3 3 yn* xb dbhk p msy n xba 29

1 To our lord Bigvai, governor ofJudaea, your servants Yedoniah and
his colleagues the priests . . .

2 God of Heaven seek after at all times.

May he give you favour before Dar'vxs . . .
3 May he grant you long life.

and may you be happy and prosperous at all times. Now your servant

Yedoniah . . .
4 Year 14 of Darius the king, when Arsames departed

and went to the king . . .
r' The fortress. They gave money and

valuables to Waidrang the governor who was here, saying . . .
6
let

them remove from there. Then that Waidrang, the reprobate, sent

a letter to his son Nephaya.n, who ... 7 of Ya'u the God, which is in the

fortress of Yeb, let them destroy. Then that Nephayan led out the

Egyptz'rtwj . . .
8 their weapons. They went into that temple. They

destroyed it to the ground, and the pillars of stone . . .
9
5 great gate-

ways, built of hewn stone, which were in that temple . . .
10

those, of

bronze, and the roof of that temple, all of it, of cedar wood, with the

rest . . .
n

they burnt with fire, and the basons of gold and of silver and

mrything . . .
12

they made. Already in the day of the kings of Egypt
our fathers had built that temple in Yeb ... 13 He found that built, and

the temples of the god,*
- of the Egyptians all of them they overthrew, but
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no one did any . . .

u was done, we with our wives and our children

have been wearing sack-cloth, fasting . . .
15 let us see (our desire) on

that Waidrang. The dogs tore oft' his anklets from his legs and a// . . .

16
sought to do evil to that temple, all of them, were killed and we saw

(our desire) upon them. Also ... n to us, we sent a letter about this

... to your lordship and to Johanan . . .
18 and to Ostanes the brother

of 'Anani, and the nobles of Judaea. A \etter . . .

19 Year 14 of King
Darius till this day we wear s&ck.-cloih . . .

20 we do not anoint ourselves

with oil and we drink no wine. Alsofrom that lime till this . . .
21 meal-

offering, incense nor sacrifice do they offer in that temple. Now . . .

22 and the Jews all of them, citizens of Yeb, say as follows: If it seem

good to your lord^ip, lake thought . . .

23 allow us to build it. Look

upon your well-wishers and friends who are here . . .

24
concerning the

temple of the God Ya'u to build it in the fortress of Yeb as . . .
20 and

the sacrifice we will offer on the altar of the God Ya'u on your behalf,

and we will pray . . .
20 and all the Jews who are here, if you do so that

that temple be re-built . . .
27 Heaven, more than a man who offers to

him sacrifice and burnt-offerings worth the sum of a thousand talents.

As to ... 28
matter, we have sent a letter in our name to Delaiah and

Shelemiah the sons of ... 29 all that was done to us Arsames knew

nothing. On the 20th of Marheshwan the 17th year . . .

Line 2. |crn7. No 1 before it. The text must have been shorter

than in 30
3

, probably omitting e]7N in |J?3 T }D TJV .

Line 5. The word n^lDH (30
5
)

is not used here, and the sentence

is simpler.

Line 8. DimT = DiT7n (30
8
)
of which it shows the meaning.

Line 9. pill. 30
10 has px *J which is not wanted, since it occurs

just afterwards, and is probably a mistake. H7D3. In 30
10 n7*DE

is more correct.

Line 10. jnpy is quite clear here. Copied from 30
11 in error? The

unnecessary
s
? before Dy is omitted.

Line n, end. »? is probable. Sachau 7, but the mark is too low,

and is unintentional.

Line 12. DV. In 30
13 better "W. "370 is better than -|7D 30

13
.

Line 13. There is room for K73 which would be right.

Line 15. Nnn Pael = pnn 3o
1G

. After K"Q7:d the next word begins

on a slightly different level, which looks as though the writer was

conscious of beginning a new clause. If so N"Q73 must qualify what

went before. Cf. note on 3o
1G

.

Line 16. nj?3 shows that ~\2i 73 preceded
—a mistake, since the

sentence goes on with a plural. 30
16

correctly p2J and )]}2.

Line 17. , . 7B> perhaps }n7B> repeated by mistake, but it looks more

like 137 tf.
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Line 18. DTP Judaea, in 30
19 NniiT.

Line 19. WWfl correctly. 30
19 Cinm, which thus seems to be a

mere mistake.

Line 20. jnBTD correctly, for the doubtful pn^D in 30
20

. Wiy "]t

better than *3T 30
21

. At the end a trace of T probably. H3T is better

than DV 30
21

.

Line 21. nay is not more certain here than in 30
22

.

Line 22. pEK correctly. 30
22 pDN is a mistake.

Line 25. 31p3, in 30
25 pl^.

Line 26. p ;n. There seems to be a slight additional space before

this, as though it began a new sentence. 12])T\ is better than nay

30
27

. iy n a mistake for »f iy.

Line 27. "'DT more correctly than 30
28

.

Line 28. rpJN = TH8HQ 30
29

. Perhaps the construction was different,

e. g.
'

concerning all this we sent a letter '.

Line 29. t&2 better here than as in 30
30

. "3 2 is certain here.

No. 32.

Answer to No. 30. About 408 b. c.

Complete, but carelessly written. The lines vary, in length and are

irregularly spaced.

This is the answer to the petition in 30, 31. Though not dated, we

may assume that it was brought back by the messenger in 408.

Apparently the answer was given verbally and this is a note of it made

by the messenger. The first three lines are crowded together and parts

of them look as though written at a different time from the rest. Judging

from this impression, one would say that the text originally began

with 1. 2 :

pnvna i? w nb pa?

rbm n anno rva ^y

i. e. with the actual message. Then the writer felt that something was

wanted to show from whom the message came, and he added 1. 1 with a

thicker pen, and the words projecting at the end of 1. 2 and beginning of

1. 3. This would account for the repetition of pDT, which is otherwise

unnecessary. The report is not a formal answer, for no titles are given to

Bigvai and Delaiah, and it is not addressed to any one. It is not com-

posed by a skilled scribe, for the contents are ill-balanced : 11. 5-7 are

unnecessarily full, and the really important part, rather clumsily ex-

pressed, occupies only 11. 8-1 1.
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Sachau, plate 4. Ungnad, no. 3.

noN rtfyv\ *maa n pa? i

rba »l xnmo
ivapj) DtnNDlp 3

ma Nn*va a-a »? anx> 4

naaa dip jonp p mn 5

tru *ir wnb j:iti <t 6

Nata Bwn \///-> ruca

jonp^ mn na mnsa rrjar^

^y imp ttnnabi Knro»i 9

pyipb n bipb it Nnai» 10

nayriQ mn n
1 Memorandum from Bigvai and Delaiah. They said 2 to me : Let .

it be an instruction to you in Egypt to say
3 to Arsames about the altar-

house of the God of 4
Heaven, which was built in the fortress of Yeb

5
formerly, before Cambyses,

6 which Waidrang, that reprobate, destroyed
7 in the 14th year of Darius the king,

8 to rebuild it in its place as it

was before,
9 and they may offer the meal-offering and incense upon

""to that altar as formerly
n was done.

<n'*127

\s
Line 1. p3r 'a record' (cf. Ezra 6 2

)
or perhaps a 'thing to be

remembered ', as it seems to have meant in 1. 2 if that was the original

beginning. The "T is 'of, not 'which'. That would be "6 IIDN n

'ai Mi;a.

Line 2. ^ is by the thicker pen, projects beyond the line, and is

smudged as though something were erased. u? here only a

strengthening particle, as in Ahikar 2, 13, 20 &c, not 'saying'. W
the jussive form,

'

let it be a thing to be remembered, to say ',
i. e.

remember to say. "M2tk> no doubt for "idnd^, for which more

commonly *yovb. Something has been erased, and the unusual form

is perhaps due to his having originally written Dip D?. Then he erased

Dip and wrote "\D. He probably intended to write *|EN?.

Line 3. D5JHN Dip project into the margin, and were clearly added

later. There are traces of ?]) under D^(l«). The order is to be given

to Arsames, who thus appears to have had no power (or will) to build

the temple on his own authority. He must also have been inferior

in rank to Bigvai. One would have expected something more formal

than this rather off-hand verbal instruction. xnaiD JT2. It is not

clear why he uses this expression instead of N"i13X. Epstein takes it

i <<•->
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as
' house of sacrifice '. After nbx he had begun to write R*DP and

then erased it.

Line 5. \EHp JO
' from of old ', i. c. long ago.

Line 6. NTi? as in 30
17

,
an odd word to use in a document of this

kind, but all the passage (11. 5-7) seems unnecessary. Between this

line and the next there is extra space, but nothing is missing.
Line 8. mao?. The construction, depending on noo^, is very loose.

He had apparently forgotten what his main verb was.

Line 9. Note that Nrr6y is omitted— no doubt intentionally. It is

generally supposed that the animal sacrifices had offended the Egyptians,
and that this was sufficient to make Bigvai discountenance them, apart
from any view which the priests at Jerusalem might hold, and with

which Bigvai might or might not sympathize. But as Ed. Meyer points

out {Papyrusfund, p. 88), the Egyptians did themselves sacrifice certain

animals, and he thinks that the prohibition was due to the Zoroastrian

view that fire was profaned by contact with dead bodies. jnip*
1 i. e.

so that they may offer. The word is written over an erasure. Perhaps
the passive was originally written. It was a longer word, since a

J
is

visible at the end.

Line 11. "J3j?no. I have translated 'done' for want of a better term.

It is really a cult-word, 12]} meaning to perform a religious act.

No. 33.

A further Petition, connected with No. 30.

About 407 b. c.

Much injured on the left-hand side, and the ends of the last four lines

entirely lost.

It is a letter from five prominent men of the colony at Yeb, relating to

the rebuilding of the temple, and may therefore be dated at about the

same time as nos. 30-32. Like them, it is no doubt a draft, or a copy

kept for reference, since there is no address or signature. The writing

is excellent, and certainly not by the same hand as no. 32, as Sachau says.

The mention of the bakhshish in 11. 13, 14 suggests that it was sent to

Bigvai (cf. 30
28

),
who is denoted by JSIO in 11. 7, 12, 13, but it is quite

possible that they had to bribe more than one official. This may have

been a private letter sent (3DT ?]} 3°
28

)
with no. 30, or it may have been

sent after receipt of the answer (no. 32) as Ed. Meyer thinks. Un-

fortunately the broken lines at the end do not show very clearly what

they want to say about the question of the sacrifices.
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Sachau, plate 4. Ungnad, no. 4.

I r\vc [ith»]j na rtw "pay 1

[I] nap jn: -12 myo 2

I n»B> Mn 13 rvy»e> 3

I top Din- na ytm 4

\l III pa: b I nop pro in ytnn 5

p[Dn]n[o] xn-va T3 n pane 6

j5[m\] ;xna |n pes
4 p 7

naarv jb]»T xn^s in» *t K"Mto 8

mn n[M }o]np na Nrrva a-a 9

non inyrv n[J>] £po ny nin pi 10

. . . -]DJ1] nn:c n:ia^ \rb 11

-ins nj^y n]ay dhw fsn»i 12

sjki .... spja |nio rva ^y in53 13

fifix pmx pyp 14

1 Your servants Yedoniah b. Gemariah by name, 1.
2 Ma'uzi b.

Nathan by name, 1.
3 Shemaiah b. Haggai by name, 1. 4 Hosea

b. Yathom by name, 1.
5 Hosea b. Nathun by name, 1 : total 5 men,

6
Syenians who >fold property in the fortress of Yeb,

7
say as follows : If

your lordship is favourable
8 and the temple of Ya'u the God which we

/iad(?) be rebuilt (?)
9 in the fortress of Yeb as it was formerly built,

10 and sheep, oxen (and) goats are not offered as burnt-sacrifice there,
11 but incense, meal-offering and drink-offering only,

12 and (if) your
lord ? hip givw orders to that

effect,
then 13 we will pay to your lordship's

house the sum of ... . and also 14 a thousand ardabs of barley.

Line 1.
[

1T"id]3. There is a trace of O. This is no doubt the same

Yedoniah as in 22 121 and 30
1

. Cf. the names in 34 \

Line 2. TiyE = rwyo 18 3
,
201G

.

Line 6. pa:iD a Persian formation from pD, declined as Aramaic.

They belonged to Syene, i. e. to degalin stationed there, but held

property in Elephantine. p[on]n[DJ is very probable.

Line 7. j£[n"V]. The |tt is probable. Some word of this kind is

wanted after JS1D \T\,
cf. 27

19 &c. On the form cf. JpatAX Ahikar 82 (not
'

pity us
').

Line 8. [naarv J^Jn perhaps. Epstein's proposal T\yiTf K*OK« 1 is too

long, and the phrase is always N">»0 rbtt not
rV "T Nr6s\

Line 9. n[:a] is right, and [|»]np is necessary. The stroke before

mn belongs to the line above, therefore not miT.
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Line 10. fpl. The 1 means 'on the understanding that '. "lin )p.

At first sight one would take these as
'
birds and dove '. (So Rondi who

compares the use of }p in Mishna.) But as T3J? is added fp is probably

for fNy = JNS, and "lin is 'ox'. )\>pO. The form is strange (from

Vnbp). It is no doubt borrowed from Bab. makluiju), 'burnt-sacrifice'.

Line n. Animal sacrifice was not to be offered, whether out of con-

sideration for Persian or Egyptian feeling, but incense and meal-offerings

were unobjectionable. PinJD ,
without 1

, may imply a third term—perhaps

"]D3 'drink-offering' (but cf. 1. io). There is a trace possibly of the "],

and of another word.

Line 1 2 seems to be still part of the long protasis, introduced by p in

1. 7, 'and if you give orders accordingly'. CHIN not a name (as

Ungnad), which would not fit in. Ed. Meyer proposes Persian avadaesa,

which he translates
'

information '. It must be something of the kind,

an official term for
'

edict '. It is quite uncertain how much is lost at

the end of the line, but something (nriN* or njnJX) is wanted to introduce

the apodosis in 1. 13.

Line 13. Ungnad reads JJ13, but that is only used in the future, and

the 3 is never assimilated. The strange character at the beginning is

really M, rendered illegible by the crack in the papyrus. [n ]3

probably. The amount is quite lost. At the end ejNl is wanted as

there is no conjunction with pjjfc? (1. 14).

No. 34.

A Letter. Probably about 407 b. c.

Fragment of the end of a letter.

Though little can be made out consecutively, it certainly relates to some

violence done to Yedoniah and his colleagues, some of whom are the

same as in no. 33. As no mention is made of this in the preceding

texts, the fragment would seem to be later than those. The statement

that houses were entered and goods taken, indicates a renewal of the

pogrom described in no. 30. It is perhaps not too rash to conclude that

it took place after the receipt of Bigvai's answer (no. 32) and was due to

some action taken by the Jews in the way of preparations for the re-

building of the temple. The date would then be in or soon after

407 b.c. There is no evidence to show that the temple ever was

re-built, and the series of documents stops very soon after this, as far as

we can judge. Egypt was getting into a very unsettled state, and
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apparently threw off the Persian yoke in or about 404 b. c. (cf. no. 35).

It may well be that the Egyptians took the opportunity of the prevailing

unrest to get rid of the Jewish garrison, and began by making away with

(or killing ?) the chief men of the colony.

The writing is unskilful. Perhaps it is not an official document but

a private letter. It may have been sent from some other place, e. g.

Thebes, to Yeb.

Sachau, plate 15. Ungnad, no. 16.

BTD 1

ironip]N n n^'j nnsp rot sn own 2

nns bbsi ymn nnx iwidm nin nn« no-i }td[n nnnsi x:n Nam 3

[ ] R»jn n^D 11

W3 taaa ironm n wtm rin»2> ten nnnx x^5 d&hd mn r*5S 4

in vm vnm vin Din: in yEnn dijv in ycnn nnoa -a hot 5

[ rpDJno

nn jn^ anno ^y nx inns )npb n tfDMl a»a |na i^y n nto 6

tvrb& ny T^i liva d^ mn
jni> w ny n^ cyu my "^

+» / fans 7

1
>
2 khnum, now these are the names of the women

who were found
3 at the gate in Thebes

(?)
and were taken prisoners :

Rami, wife of Hodav, Asirshuth, wife of Hosea, Pelul, wife of Yislah,

Re'ia 4
Zebia, daughter of Meshullam, Yekhola her sister. These

are the names of the men who were found at the gate in Thebes (?) and
were taken prisoners:

5 Yedonia b. Gemariah, Hosea b. Yathom, Hosea
b. Nathum, Haggai his brother, Ahio b. Mahseiah (?). T/iey have leftQ)
the houses which they had entered in Yeb, and the property which

they had taken they have restored indeed to the owners of it, but they
mentioned

(?) to his lordship the sum of1 120 kerashin. Moreover they
will have no further authority here. Peace be to your house and your
children till the gods let us see (our desire) upon them.

Line 1. Only the lower parts of a few letters remain, which cannot be

re-constructed.

Line 2. D13n. The marks preceding it may be DB. The name

Petehnum occurs in 23". riiTDK> njT as in 22 1
. [irDHB'jK and the

beginning of 1. 3 may be perhaps so restored from 1. 4.

Line 3. }"Vd[n] is more probable than to assume a name )TD

(Ungnad). ''en a short form of iWl, a^W.n of rTOlfl. nWiCN
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compounded with Osiris. Hosea had married an Egyptian. ?1^Q cf.

Line 4. x*SS very doubtful. Cf. *3¥. Dbt'O. There is very little

space for b, but we can hardly read anything else. vbly doubtful.

Ungnad &6'p« Sachau xhl3. X32 'in No', i.e. Thebes? So

Epstein, but he afterwards suggests it is for M33, and thinks it is the

gate in the wall mentioned in 27 ,
but the word is too common to serve

as a clue. Why were they found in (or at) the gate anywhere ? 22

no doubt means here the 'gateway' which served as a court of justice,

and may also have contained a prison (cf. e. g. Ahikar 23). But it is not

evident what had happened to them. [l]"innx, as Epstein, for nnxnx,
is possible. Cf. nooi? 32

2
, i>2D2 24

35
. Sachau [injinnx 'were killed'.

Arnold [isjirinx
' were insulted '.

Line 5. The same persons as in 33
1,4-5

. D1D3 for pro, influenced

by Din* just before. [rVDjnD very doubtful. The second letter is

unrecognizable. After the name a word is wanted to govern X'n2 in

I. 6, e. g.
'

they left
'

or '

they made good '.

Line 6. |rQ )b]} 'T. Sachau 'which they entered with them', i.e.

into which they brought them (the women). This is impossible, for "6y

requires 2 before the place entered (cf. e. g. 30
9
).

He takes }ro as being

necessarily the feminine pronoun. The only possible translation is
' the

houses into which they entered', and |i"Q must be = BA ["litS, masc.

(cf. |i"U» 164
)
as Dill = D1i"Q. It is strange that both forms should occur

in the same text, but the change from to }, which prevailed in all

branches of Aramaic, must have begun at some time. This letter shows

signs of being written informally, which might account for what was

perhaps at first a vulgarism. That the distinction between final D and
|

was not very clearly marked at this date is illustrated by Din3 for Jinj

in 1. 5. The D (in the pronoun) was however the earlier, and not merely

due to Hebrew influence, since it is found at Senjirli (e. g. Bar-rekub,

II. 18, 19). In 82 11
|n2 is perhaps masculine. The feminine does not

occur, I think, in these texts. 12nx can only be Aphel of 2in, although

an Aphel is not found elsewhere in these texts. (Ithpe'el for Hithp.

does occur). Perhaps it is another instance of a late form in this letter.

DX not as in Hebrew (as Ungnad). Others take it as a mistake for Dn,

which would be simplest. The reading is certain, and, if right, may be

the same as the DX in 13
11

. If so, it is probably a distinct particle,

and not, as explained there, a mistake for DSX. DiTlD for DiTXID =
DiT?y2 'the owners of them'. H3*l not 112*1 (as Ungnad). Epstein

eft. >^>J> j = ' rem tribuit
',
and so

'

paid ', but I do not know this meaning.
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It is strange to have *1 instead of 'r, cf. p3T 32
1-2

, »yQP Ahikar 53, but

also 13T 'male' i5
17 -20 *dt &c. The sense is quite obscure—'reminded?

. . . N"i»$>. The restoration DiT" is possible, but the two spellings so

near together are unlikely. Possibly |S~ID^, another case of bribing the

governor. ['pD] is wanted before JBH3, 1. 7.

Line 7. '31 "ny is very difficult. The clause seems to end with run ,

the succeeding words being the final salutation. The 1]} after N"> is for

"liy (written fully when it stands alone) and i'r6 (like JH3 1. 6) is
'

to them '.

DytO properly
'

edict
'

or ' order '. Here '

authority
'

?
'

power to act
'

?

[x]5jlin* Pael or syncopated Haphel, cf,. pnn 30
lG

. The suffix should be

J,
but there is a slight trace of N, perhaps another approach to the forms

of BA; cf. 3 1
15 Win.

This is the end of the letter, as the rest of the papyrus is blank.

No. 35.

Contract for a Loan. About 400 b. c.

Very much broken. The largest fragment, containing the beginning,

can be fairly well restored. The small fragments cannot be put together.

The text must have been long, since the small pieces mention other

matters besides the debt of 2 shekels. They must belong to the latter

part of the document, after a gap.

Before 11. 1, 3, 5, 10 a thick line is drawn half across the page. The

meaning of this is not evident.

This is the latest of the dated documents, if (as no doubt is the case)

Amyrtaeus is the man who rebelled against Persia shortly before 400 b. c.

There was indeed an earlier Amyrtaeus who rebelled under Artaxerxes I,

but he only succeeded in establishing himself temporarily in the north,

and there are perhaps other indications of the later date (see notes). The

later Amyrtaeus cannot have been reigning as early as 408 (at least in

Yeb) since we have documents of that year dated in the reign of Darius.

Ungnad is therefore probably right in putting the 5th year at about

400 b. c.

This seems to be a case arising out of a marriage settlement, and the

parties appear to have been husband and wife—perhaps divorced. The
man owes the woman 2 shekels, which he promises to pay by a certain

date. The large fragment seems to end with the customary promise not

to make further claims, but the formulae must have differed from those

used elsewhere. Hence some of the restoration is uncertain.

259 9 K
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Sachau, plate 34. Ungnad, no. 37.

px sata d^iicn* ///// nap einn[jos^] /^a 1

maiaa ^n^> xma a^ n nriN mfbtp] "in [onao] ion 2

//p *pa ^y *ab wk mb rn[o]D ma [,-in]^d^ 3

-IDD^J? T N<D331 NDD3 n*p f» /'"WinD ej[D3] Ml 4

ny »afy»ijB>Ki ruaroK omo n:x -aniroK 5

«[b jn] xabo d^u-iJion // /// nac 'nonab -»"^ 6

[/•J-innD [in] // }S>p[t?] tot nbd3 *a? nan^i [nopiy] 7

DJn[s^ /]a no[oi] avia ?y:o n put [nov ny] 8

/ n[nnD e|]oa in [// j?]pt? epa [n:r] ''asDa [spir] 9

-aafoa . . ,]ai o[sDa] piki^d [najx f/approw] 10

1. e.

« < •  • • < •

. . y .

.1 I
n
J 1
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property in Yeb, and 25
s

,
where Menahem was a witness. For whatever

reason, Aramaeans are usually
' of Syene

'

and Jews
' of Yeb '. See

Introduction, p. viii. On the persistence of the name of the degel

(461 to c. 400) see note on 282
. The system of the degel remained in

spite of the revolt. Nmn for Nm'a, a mistake?

Line 3. m[o]D. The missing letter may be O, from the trace

remaining, but no such name is known. Cf. niOB' 2 2 21 « 23
.

Line 4. nnriD = o-TaTi]p. The first occurrence of a Greek word in

these texts. Due to the revolt? m*p }0 as in 29
s
, 'part of (Heb-

nvpD). nsp does not mean ' total
'

(as Ungnad).

Line 5. WU13N "13D is her kethubha, cf. 14
4

. }b!>BW another

instance of the energetic imperfect without pronominal suffix, as pointed

out by Seidel, cf. 810 and Ahikar 8,2.

Line 6. TiEHS^
"
,-:5- This was the next month after Phamenoth, so

that he engages to pay within five weeks.

Line 8. DJn[s^ /]2 the next month after Pharmuthi. We might

restore DJn[B rwja. The 2 after nee is strange, but it must be the

preposition. Elsewhere i? or bv- For the tense, cf. io7
.

Line 9. [*lpjr]
a mere guess, from n 8

,
where see note.

Lines 10, 11 are much broken and the restoration is uncertain,

[^pruxi] cf. ^JD^'NI 1. 5. . . .]N1. We should expect JV3"0 as

in no. 11, but there is no obvious word.

Line 11. iy (Ungnad). The "I is doubtful, and the connexion more so.

i?D might be part of i>3\ but that would require an imperfect after it, not

ncn, which seems to be the reading.

Of the small fragments, c refers to some transaction, later in the deed,

relating to barley and a sum of 3 shekels.

In e, \i2 [s^ntri] suggests the end of the deed. The lower part of the

fragment is blank, so that probably this came at the end of the line and

the witnesses' names were written at the side as in no. 11.

No. 36.

Part of a Marriage Contract. No date.

Fragments onlv. No name or date. It is not certain that the small

pieces belong to the same document as the large fragment. The writing

seems to be by a different hand.

This is undoubtedly part of a marriage contract like no. 15, and deals

with the gifts to the bride. The mention of clothing and a bronze cup

and bowl, here as in no. 15, suggests that these were customary gifts.

k 2
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Sachau, plate 10. Ungnad, no. 9.

e> p i-> mn 1

/6 . . . o \// ji>pu> epa 'on \JH ppsi \//3 \/// pu's \/ /// ion 2

jox ffmn

nmn / no . . 5 -3 p^n \/// |&p» epa w mn \ /7/ a v/7/w 3

pru n I y^i \f/7T-> \-bn spa 'on en: *r I ep -> pbn 4

c. b.

anT n^i 1 1 a epa \mo[n] . , ^? II |!>pp fp2

a b \\/'/m f?pv '"on

1
new, 1 1 (?)....

2
5 cubits 4 hands by 3 (cubits) and 4 hands, worth

the sum of 3 shekels
;

1 . . . new, 7 cubits 3
by 4 and a span, worth the

sum of 4 shekels 20 hallurin; 1 . . . new, of wool, worth the sum of
4 10 hallurin; 1 cup of bronze worth the sum of 15 (?) hallurin; 1 bowl

of bronze ....

Line 2. 5 . . . O. Perhaps the same as the equally illegible word in

1. 3, but written by mistake without the PI. It must be some kind of

shawl, as in no. 15, but 0'3B> cannot be read. nmn. Ungnad and

Sachau »T nnn, but it is difficult to read the marks so, and measurements

are never preceded by T. The n is rather far from the n—perhaps it

was partly erased.

Line 3. nnn not nnn (Ungnad), which does not need to be repeated.

HO . . b. Only the n is certain.

Line 4. ep as i5
1G

,
or D3 as 15

12 followed as here by yi?r.

Of the smaller fragments, Sachau puts together the two parts of b and

reads them consecutively, but '
2 shekels whose value is 2 k.' is impossible.

He reads 'J, but it is   7t, an incomplete word, so that there was a space

between the pieces. In the other line "*bn is not on the same level as

jbpW, so that perhaps the pieces are not consecutive. From the texture

of the papyrus they seem to be so. c is unimportant.

No. 37.

A Letter.

A well-written piece, but the ends of all the lines are lost, and it is

difficult to establish their connexion. Letters were generally written in

long lines, and much may therefore be lost.

No year is mentioned. Yedoniah, to whom the letter is addressed, is

no doubt the same person as in 30
1
,
so that the date must be not far from
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410 B.C., but there is nothing to indicate it more exactly. The letter

reports to the heads of the community some cause of complaint against

the Egyptians, in which Arsames had given a decision. The details are

quite obscure. It was sent to Yeb from some other place, possibly
Thebes (see on 1. 6).

Sachau, plate 11. Ungnad, no. 10.

[wnbw ""Nio rbv .... D]roy nb*m nmN mnyo hot \s*no bs* 1

] 1 dv b33 ruya run |b obc py b33 ibxB" 2

pn]K Dia'na bap in ivr in jDna^na bap in 3

]n }Di pm jnb nnc ansa na [b wk 4

] p[n pay masa pb dehn nip tcnso*? 5

] snob mpa in jpitd p»N pi w nrno 6

Jfnao an jya nn rorun p»w na bnn: 7

jonp

n]in nara xb pi? perw by pmn pba ib ;n 8

J pajN "pemd jD^a dbhs anp pbo idjp 9

]st? bx >3&>e fbsn jbvin apn can pnatm 10

Reverse.

]m '•aaob *330 13 ids nns oanab pbo n
]nj» mm //"* pnriD spa '•b ami s'Dnanai 12

]i3 mn ncx ana by vita na s b am mn 13

N]ns nasi dp-ik pwi pb pbai tobe mxa 14

njnjw nj rono by] Nnnsx iuo ^axab ////// ova iba n mm 15

nbo nay: 16

(Address.)

nmx] mny» mnjo »*n» ?k i 7

1 To my lords Yedoniah, Ma'uziah, Uriah and the army, your servant

The welfare of my lords ?)iay the gods
2 seek at all times. It is well

with us here. Now every day of a he received rations
(?).

One

pay-day (?) he received an extra ration 4
is ours, because the

Egyptians give them a bribe, and since 5 of the Egyptians before

Arsames, but act dishonestly. Also c the province of Thebes,
and say thus : It is a Mazdaean who is set over (the) province
7 we fear robbery because we are few. Now behold, I thought
8

if we had appeared before Arsames previously. But it was not so ... ,

9 He will speak words before Arsames, he pacified us, appeasing our

anger . . . .
10 You will find ? ?

n
full of wrath against you. Pasu b.

Mannuki came to Memphis, and 12 and the ration ; and he gave
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me the sum of 12 staters, and one l3 Hori gave me, since they
had withheld it on account of the pitcher. Tirib . „. said u

by
order of the king, and we withheld (it) from them. So he gave damages
against Arsames and pardoned Zeho 15 and Hori, what they
had withheld. On the 6th day of Paophi the letters came to the province

of Thebes, and we 1G will do the thing.
17 To my lords Yedoniah, Ma'uziah, Uriah

Line 1. The words restored are part of the usual formula. Before

them the name of the writer must have stood, either X or X bar Y. The
line therefore contained 44 or 53 letters approximately.

Line 2. »f the relative? or
[*]i]

,,

t as in 1. 3 ?

Line 3. JD"iSTiD plural, therefore not connected with in, but the end

of a clause. Zend paitifrasa means 'judgement', 'retribution', hence

'payment'? Lidzbarski 'rations', from ns and D12? In n G D*13 is

'pay'. "pn perhaps Persian. From the context it seems to be a

technical term for 'pay-day'.
Line 4. \rf?

'

to them
'

as in 34
s

. p) Ungnad JET, but the phrase is

alwaysW not »f JD1, and the letter is more like a 1.' It is difficult to see

how the line is to be completed. Perhaps [. , , ub HJT Wi]^ f£1.

Line 5. jr6'but'. rv3M adverbial from 33JI ,' thievishly '.

Line 6. NJ nJHO not ' our province ',
which would be jn^HD, but the

'

province of No '

i. e. Thebes. jr*TO is good Persian for a '

worshipper
of (Aura)mazda '.

Line 7. TT2 goes with the preceding Words, since Jjn always begins a

new sentence. It must be object of bffiD , though the order is strange.
fhSD. Sachau and Ungnad niD, but the D is fairly certain. It must
therefore be part of the common Aramaic verb "DD.

Line 8. pip adverbial, for plpb (Sachau). Then p5> may(?) be 'but'.

Line 9. \D^ in 40
2 seems to be a name, and so perhaps here.

Asyndeton is common.
Line 10. fira^n Haphel with n omitted. The rest of the line is un-

intelligible, though the reading is certain and the words are well-known.

Dpn if from Dip, would be singular, though a plural verb preceded.

f?T\n if from i>nn (Heb. 'twist') suggests that J^nn are 'ropes'. i?V "^PD.
The 1 may be only a false start of the X .

'

Drawing out shade
'

and ' ex-

tending protection
' make equally little sense.

Lines 11-17 are on the reverse.

Line 1 1. Cfimb J^O . From Ezek. 16 30 and no. 41
4

it would seem that

}^D is
'

full '. With mb Baneth eft. Ass. libbdtu
' wrath '. It can hardly

be for ~T\^ in both places.

Line 12. pnnD as in 35
4 -7 -9

,
a late text. The stater was 2 shekels.
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fttO mm not 'one mina' as Sachau, nor 'one of them', since both mina

and stater are masculine. Perhaps Heb. njo
'

portion '.

Line 13. \"ilba from N73, frequent in legal documents, 'to prevent

someone from getting his rights'. KID 'jug' or 'pitcher', part of the

matter in dispute. Sachau prefers to read N"D (i.
e lb) and Ungnad eft.

Bab. karru. JUHTI. Perhaps a name, like Tipi/?a£os, &c, but it is

not certain that 13 (not "13) belongs to it.

Line 14. TVf&2 for the later nNflO. pMl must begin a new sentence

(not as Sachau), since there is an extra space before it. It is a strange

word to be applied to so great a man as Arsames, if he is the object.

'Gave damages against' is only a conjecture. Sachau's explanation of

ptt does not seem possible. [t*]n¥. The n is not very certain. Zeho

and Hor are associated as servants of 'Anani in 38*.

Line 15. 100 masculine, with a feminine subject.

Line 16. nbo like Heb. in a 'thing'-

Line 17. fTsfiiO quite clearly, for
r
T> in I. 1.

No. 38.

A Letter of recommendation.

A letter from Ma'uziah at Abydos to the heads of the community at

Yeb, stating that he had been helped by Zeho and Hor who are now

going to Yeb and deserve to be well treated.

The papyrus is written on both sides
(11. 9-12 on the reverse) and is

much broken. It is not dated, but see on 1. 3.

Sachau, plate 12. Ungnad, no. u.

]ia nn:n tpsf! -ia jno Nnbx Vf *t twnai nms rw \sno bx 1

nip vtnn }cmb[i py baa n"j^ bar* wot? nbx "Jxno d^b> .Tnyo may 2

n I tutsan "rnby \nox oath koo N^n an jhti na nyai k*ob> n^%
3

mm oy ninmc *My "»^y mm Knx pnx by wban ma a*:: inavn 4

im nnix oa^by man pntc ten jya »jtar» ny wop hbx bboa wirn 5

Dmby

np*K3 nbo na p onbap rap arm Dajo nya-- Nnv n nboi lax no 6

fya iy pmraa rraan n jo pby in Dun . . , . *m Dab bab [inaew vb 7

pna |o ibir orus mm D^by mn nn[:a] nay D[mnn]b mnb jnayn n noi 8

Reverse.

r»K nbir 73 Dab nn'pDn b ;
i Jan n55* no D3T n bapbi pa: 9

in oa^by
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»r »ay n'33 wms nv cp pon i[?jn] nmp max nta ^ ncx io

jrojm

yay |d jinan
11 n^ p6 ii

Sns n5 nfiyo [s^J'n n khii-pi N>:m[i] pp-iin n>3T 'k-ib b« 1 2

1 To my lords Yedoniah, Uriah and the priests of the God Ya'u,
Mattan b. Joshibiah and Neriah b. . . . .

2
your servant Ma'uziah. The

welfare of my lords may the God 0/ heaven seek abundantly at all times,
and may you be favoured before 3 the God of heaven. And now, when
Waidrang, commander of the

army,
came to Abydos, he imprisoned me

because of a precious (?) stone which 4
they found stolen in the hand(s)

of the dealers. Afterwards Zeho and Hor, the servants of 'Anani, used
their influence with Waidrang

5 and Hornufi, with the help of the God
of heaven, until they got me freed. Now behold, they are coming there
to you. Look after them G as to what they want, and in the matter
which ^eho (and Hor) asks of you, help them. So when they find no
fault 7 in you, they will acknowledge to you that Khnum is against us
from the time that Hananiah was in Egypt till now. 8 And what you do
for Hor, do for both of them. Hor is a servant of Hananiah. Sell (?)
from our houses 9

goods, and according to your ability pay what he
assesses. Whatever is lacking to me makes no difference to you. On
this account I am sending word to you. He 10 said to me : Send a letter

first
(?).

If there is anything wanting, the amount is fixed for it in the
house of 'Anani. What you do n for him will not be hidden from
'Anani. 12 To my lords Yedoniah, Uriah and the priests, and the Jews
of the army, Ma'uziah b. Zeho

(?).

Line 1. The names are fairly certain, though only the upper half of

the letters remains. The name of the father of Neriah is lost, and it does

not occur elsewhere.

Line 2. "pay a slip for nanny. He was really thinking only of

Yedoniah. The restoration is the common formula. Tinn • Sachau
reads 11.1, which would be difficult. The n is practically certain. Note
the horn at the top. There is hardly room for 11

,
and it is possible that

the scribe wrote inn (by mistake
?). It is not Jiinn , being jussive. nip

very indistinct, but no doubt right.

Line 3. K»Dti> H7N not i^nba as elsewhere. Because he was writing to

the priests? s^n m. Therefore before 411 b. c. when Waidrang
held the higher office offratarak (30

5
). an^ ,

so that the commander
of Syene had jurisdiction over Abydos. spvm*, as one word, can

hardly mean anything but a precious stone, though the expression is

strange, spx implies
'

refining
'

and is correctly used of silver. A testing
stone (lapis lydius) would hardly be valuable enough. The i is only

equivalent to the indefinite article, like in elsewhere.
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Line 4. priN by cf. Ahikar 133. 'y *»^y not 'slaves', since they

were in a position to reason with Waidrang, but subordinate officials,

'

secretaries '. 'Anani was a man of high position, since he is mentioned

as well known. Perhaps the same as in 2623
,
the secretary of Arsames.

mntl'S cf. Dan. 6 15
. Properly

' wrestle ',

'

struggle '.

Line 5. ""Sinn Egyptian. ^t33 cf. »1 ittan in Behistun frequently.

DiT^y irn 'look upon' in a friendly sense, cf. 41°.

Line 6. Dn^2p 10p also in a friendly sense,
'
rise up before them ', i. e.

meet them half-way, not as Sachau ' withstand them '.

Line 7 must contain the apodosis to the sentence beginning with *?3.

The second nib is not a dittography (as Ungnad), but begins the

apodosis. It must then be followed by a verb, not a title (as Ungnad).

The verb is illegible and possibly something was written above the line.

If Ulb is
'

to you
'

the verb should be '

they will admit
'

or
'

ils vous

donneront raison '. It is possible, however, that we should read [n^Jm?
and supply something like 'they will attribute it to'. Evidently there

was some trouble between the Jews and the priests of Hnub, as in no. 30,

and Zeho and Hor were coming to inquire into it. The writer wishes to

warn Yedoniah that it is important to make a good impression on them.

It is tempting to read D13PI [n t&yn n]»3$> but then there is no verb, and

*T does not seem probable. As to Hananiah, cf. 21 2
. His mission to

Egypt was an important event. As suggested above (introduction to

no. 21), it was perhaps his institution of animal sacrifice in connexion

with the Passover, which caused trouble with the Egyptians : Hnub was

hostile to the Jews from that time (419 B.C.).

Line 8. D .  , . b. Perhaps D[nnn]^. WO$. If this is the same

Hor, he was apparently employed both by 'Anani and Hananiah. The

latter, though a Jew, was a Persian official. lblt perhaps
' remove ',

cf. Arab.
Jij. They were to hide their valuables for safety. Or '

sell' as

Seidel and Barth, cf. Is. 46
s

?

The sense of the next two lines is obscure.

Line 9. The beginning is nearly obliterated. This is Sachau's reading,

which is probably right. JD3J 'goods', indefinite, any there may be.

D3T 'your ability'. One would expect M"P3. nJi6r is probable.

Sachau's pon I is impossible. 13i"l. Sachau's HOT is impossible.

T (Sachau) very uncertain. One would expect }n 'if. "b is more

probable than ab (Sachau). pon perhaps. It looks like mon. Can

it mean ' whatever loss there is to me, does not matter to you ? nn

(Sachau) very doubtful. rbv as elsewhere,
'

I send word '. in. It

is not clear who is meant.
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Line 10. nmp. This seems to be the only possible reading, but the

form is obscure. lf^n J
is purely conjectural. Meaning

'

if you can-

not pay in full
'

? n5;
c> is probable. It apparently means ' an account

is kept'. wnnx. Sachau eft. o 4
, 13

7
.

Line 1 1. I"6 i.e. for Hor. pDarV. I think the meaning must be as

translated, but the verb ought to be singular. Perhaps it is an error due

to the preceding jnayn.
Line 12. [n^Jti T and the rest is very much obliterated. The more

usual phrase is 3*3 n, but the n is probable. irnjlD may be supplied

from 1. 2. The rest is as read by Sachau, but cf. 33
2

, &c, which would

suggest fro n2, and perhaps this might be read here. There are traces

of something above the line.

No. 39.

Two fragments of the beginning of a letter.

Only the greetings remain. The address is written on the back. There

is no date.

Sachau, plate 13. Ungnad, no. 12.

bi2 *3»^b> ibvw bs t&nbtt [cb]v yenn <aiay rffcts* vitno bx 1

nbv py

nb& ptwwi Di:nn ubw nmm n[na nb]v was tikio d^> omo »nio 2

*mwn nyai rT»W>3 tbw wbv n
f

cbv bwn D^ nD^'o 3

-i»t6 bw ^ 'ids 4

5fiT5 run

. . . , unny [ni^ ti]n-id ^n 5

1 To my lady Selava, your servant Hosea greeting. May the gods all

seek your welfare at all times. Greeting to 2 my lord Menahem.

Greeting to my lady Abihi. Greeting to her son and her daughter.

Greeting to Tekhnum and Ya'uyishma'. Greeting to 3 Meshullemeth.

Greeting to Hazul. Greeting to which are upon you. Greeting
to all of them. And now, you have ratified 4 Ye'osh
said to me as follows : Pay (?) in gold (?)....

5 To my lady Selava, your servant Hosea

Line 1. nW only here. Perhaps the same as m^D, &c, elsewhere.

Feminine of "^(Y^D) 'quail'? *2fl3JJi This-is only a polite form. He
was not a slave. [B?]B? is probable from the next line. There is

a space after it.

Line 2. n["U] seems to be required by nmJi.
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Line 3. ^yb]) *T is fairly certain. I cannot guess what it means, nor

how the lacuna is to be filled. rp^3 must mean '

everybody '. The

n is uncertain and the form anyhow is strange, perhaps popular. Tllw'in

can only be 2nd pers. fern. Haphel of *W. Cf. S-C, M a 6, 8 where it is

taken in the sense of '

ratify
'

a document.

Line 4. The beginning is lost. tri&O ^ "IttN. Only the tops of the

letters remain, but the reading is tolerably certain. 3nf3 rnn very

uncertain. Cf. 42°.

No. 40.

Fragments of a letter.

No date. Address on the back.

Sachau, plate 13. Ungnad, no. 13.

tb& pi? i>33 W[*] n^p n[ta 'nx tbw n]wn "prw *vbs »hk ba 1

. . . ,]3N cbv »TO3i new

in ww njK rblx *n rbny n xtaya nyop 2

]ni jd^ pox nna

»aa^ T^y W» ^[y • • ]N^ P"i3-6y maa r6tn 3

]nn.T n bi pn^
. .  . i>y rtein ibn nfoirnyo 4

jna -n nqnrtn Tinx efne in *b}^b tin* bs 5

1 To my brother Piltai, your brother Hoshaia^. 7/fo? welfare of my
brother may the God of heaven seek at all times. Greeting to Sheva and

his children. Greeting to Ab . . .
2 I have heard of the trouble which

you took when I went. I and Zeho b. Peha spoke to Paisan (?)

and . . . .
3 and he sent a letter about it to Zeho (?) concerning

the children. About you my heart is distressed
(?).

All that he gave ....
4 Ma'uziah. Your matter you should send to ... .

5 To my brother Pil/a*' b. Feosh, your brother- Hoshaiah b. Nathan.

Line 1. , . . 3X. Perhaps [w]3M or [x]3N.

Line 2. fc6»j?3. Seidel explains the 3 as otiose, cf. 16 5
. If so, it

may be a mark of familiar style. »T3 rather than if3 as Sachau.

rPW, so Sachau. fD^S seems to be a name here, but cf. 37°. , . . XT.

Sachau . . esi. Seidel [J3#]*lK1.

Line 3. p-i3-6y as one word, cf. p3B* , . Nx!>. Sachau reads

NXn and takes it for Nm&. yby with what precedes ('to you') or

with what follows
(' concerning you '). pHtf = pno

'

empty
'

?
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Line 4. irnyn fairly certain. nbft 'matter' ("Dl) as in 37
1C

.

fvK'nn more probable than p" (Sachau) if bv follows.

Line 5. B>|
IN"1

] seems to be the only possible name. *pnx. Sachau

thinks they were step-brothers, but nN is only a polite form of address to

an equal, cf. 2i 2,n and frequently.

No. 41.

Fragments of a letter.

Chiefly containing complaints that the writer has not heard from the

addressee. Undated. The beginning of every line except the first, is

lost. LI. 6-9 are on the reverse.

Sachau, plate 14. Ungnad, no. 14.

"W [li>]Nt5»
N^3 N"[n^N TIN D^ ..... D3inN VW31 N]nS TIN *>N 1

py ^
•pta hy dnbe f5 m 2

ns?EK> nnn N»atJ> nync

T^y Dh[aJ nin n 3

jm pi>t? i-6c>n rvin

p» [^] now N^ 4

nh Dip innb n^o rvin

mn mas* po jo n 5

"by nrbv tb 10^3
Reverse.

»rrcn N"D^y by nn
,

6

irvsb "nyn »n

n [j]o na» p^m 7

icym -p^ Tfia»s& nay

£5^3 , 8

Min[K . . , ,]n -13 . . . , [Mia3i nna n3 nto tk]
'

i>x 9

1 To my brothers Zehfl and his sons
(?), your brother the welfare

of my brother may the gods all seek abundantly at a// times 2 And
whenever a letter came to me I heard of your welfare,

I rejoiced abundantly. I heard 3 who used to come to you,
I used to send a greeting to you. Now 4

they did not tell

me. Consequently I was full of wrath against you before Dallah
5

after I came from Syene you did not send a letter to me
about your welfare 6 look after the servants and my house
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as you would do for your own house. 7
abstaining from what

he would do in his presence. News of yourself, and your wishes 8 send

to ?ne in peace.
9 To my brothers Zeho b. Peha and his

sons b. H . . . . your brother.

Line 1. [N]nx is probable. Since the pronouns in the following lines

are always singular, it would be supposed that Zeho was the only person

addressed, but in 1. 9 we have D3intf implying more than one person.

The only explanation I can suggest is to supply »nU31. The end

of this line is lost.

Line 2. DNDO. The subject is no doubt max.
Line 3. nn[x]

T is probable from the traces remaining. The con-

struction rin^ mn seems to mean jso u o ' he used to come ',
and so

rWN TVin, but it does not occur in'BA, and only rarely in the papyri.

A popular. use?

Line 4. innb xb® cf. 37
11

. rhl a name? Cf. ni?T\ *)bl, n'hl.

Line 5. n. Part of rblH or a similar verb? mn the indefinite

article, cf. 30
19

.

Line 6. by "'in as in 38
s

. The meaning here is clear.

Line 7. [}]» HJO. For the double }d, cf. 28 11
. If the construction is the

same here, I2y *T \0 must be ' from that which he does '. JO cannot be

for no as Sachau seems to take it. The space after TiWy? shows that it

ends the sentence.

Line 9. It is difficult to reconstruct the address. nnQ is only con-

jectured from 40
2

. Q3inx implies more than one person addressed.

The name of the writer must have preceded it.

No. 42.

A Letter.

Two fragments, very much injured. Apparently a business letter,

but the details are quite obscure. Perhaps connected with no. 38. It

was dated (in 1. 14), which is unusual in letters, but the year is lost, and

there is no other indication of date. LI. 12-15 are on the reverse.

Sachau, plate 16. Ungnad, no. 17.

^33 if? nn.no nw ma.1 nbw y[v)]n ym dT[. . . »n« bit]
1

nysi py

.... EH31 -> ytro qos pb& n[o^]yi xn ]b[^ mp ruro«] 2

pn // /// JKH3 [epv *\o~}p fnj[» i]n n [i]n*[a 3

• • »  
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ab jm nn^y idd nni? an^i // ///
}[ena] ejoa "]b \r\[:>] n h> "py 4

. . . :vk n wrai ittt n wi*a pr pny an [i]»k5> -j^> ^[no«<] xh Nina 5

ua? n^> }n

[D]ip» n S5DD3 nb nani ruin n Ka[i] fcMva pr n p[\|n ^ya ion 6

»»i Mi^y

n[n] f)D3 nna^n ;n pny^ »sjd nn Dipn ba yby non[n] nt Nnnjx 7

pny^

jed^ pm i^ ]r\T) pn^wa ^y ^rx pn[yb] nn dds nnapn n^ |m 8

\ nDNi

xap . . . . b) y5v . . , . \ p^5nD \ Days nop n \ nrv pna 9

r\b[v~\ "]b i»n an* vb pi ^y rbv lb inn py '•tai p^n[K>] I jna 10

?ya by

, , , 5 Sb *]? nn55 ^ 5n p"r *I5 . 5ts>&6 pntrn btt ^snvb n^s* nro }n 1 1

Reverse.

np[nn] ,,",', j t .!?., , o^ns*] onp xmn^ im T$>y5n' na 12

. . . *5[d]

|>jc]^y ira I pna ^nmn piyb) pnyb nn Dipn i>« nn^o 13

 • n3[p] |[d*3 i]n *awni> \//////-^ 3 2ns [vn^y >3 , ~b 14

[yt^in *]ins \pn [nn di , , . inN S>]S 15

1 7e> my brother .... us, your brother Hoshea., greeting and . . .

exceedingly be . . . upon you at all times. Now 2 we in the presence of

Paisa.n(?) the judge and his servant have paid the sum of 10 kerashin,

and a karash re?nains 3 in your hands, that he should give (?)

5 kerashin pure silver. Now 4 with you, as to his giving you the

sum of 5 kerashin
;
and write for them a deed concerning them

;
and if

they do not give you all the money
5 at interest

(?),
and do not speak to

you saying,
' Give security ', buy the house of Zaccur and the house

of ASN ... If they do not sell
6
them, seek out a man who will buy the

big house of Hodav and give it to him for(?) the money at which it is

valued. When 7 this letter reaches you, do not delay, come down (to)

Memphis at once. If you have found money, come down at once.
8 And if you have not found

(it),
still come down at once. Go to

Betheltaddan and he will give you a striped coat of WASA, 9 a . . . coat

of wool, a PTS, a cloak of . . . dyed, and 6 kerashin.
10 An old coat. And when he gives them to you, send to me. And if

he does not give them to you, send to me. Now n if you come down
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to Memphis, do not leave (anything) to ASN . . when he has sold.

Give me according to this .... not . . .
12 when the Jews bring them

before Arsames .... say .... you renounce your claim on me . . . and

after
13 their words do not delay, come down at once and at once bring

down to me a coat in your hand to Memphis . . . as u he wrote to me (?)

. . . about it. On the 27th of Tybi, that is AT
isan, year ....

15 To my brother . . . us b. Haggai,_yf«r brother Hoshea.

Line 1. D is clear, and before it probably 1. After D>5£> is another

word of greeting connected by 1. Sachau proposes mini, Ungnad
nnci. The first letter is more like 2 than anything else. Possibly

norm (cf. o 7
)

with a very bad ». After N^P a verb(?) illegible.

The restoration here and in 1. 2 is very uncertain.

Line 2.
f"6

is doubtful. Seidel suggests JD'S, as in 37
9

(.
?

)
and 40

2
.

BH31 at the end, not Jtjnai as Ungnad.
Line 3. jn^'

1

ijn very doubtful. The connexion would be difficult,

[ppv]- There are traces which may belong to V and 2.

Line 5. Ungnad suggests 'at interest'. In no. 11 the word is rV2"VD.

lf-IEtf''] seems, on the analogy of other passages, to be required by ~\m&

which follows. J3T. The nature of the suggested transaction is not

clear. It may be Peal 'buy' or Pael 'sell'. , , , JtJ>N as in 1. 11.

An Egyptian name?

Line 6. n2ni must be ' and give it '. NDD32 'for the price '.

[Djlp
11 if right (and nothing else seems probable), shows the amount

missing between the two fragments.
' The price which stands {or is set)

upon it ', i. e. its market value.

Line 7. NT fem. as in 21 3
, 30

17
. KBBJT)]. Ungnad 'o\ but there

is room for the more correct D. Dlpn 'stand still', i.e. delay. nn

can only be the imperative of nnj, but one would expect a preposition

after it. p2vb as in 26° &c. Cf. note on Ahikar 103. }fl
with the

perfect in the sense of a future perfect.

Line 8. D3X as in 5
8 &c, but here retaining more of the sense of s;x ,

' nevertheless '. pni'S'ri'a not ' the house of Ilutaddan
'

but '

to Bethel-

taddan '. There is no division. Cf. Bethelnathan 1 8 5 &c. It is formed

with the god-name Bethel, but with the verb in the Babylonian form.

|QDtt> must be descriptive of the garment, but the word is not found

elsewhere. It is probably another instance of a plural with dagesh

resolved, like W»»y, N^n, |ppti>. The singular would then be (N)tSB>

'line' &c, and the garment a coat with lines or stripes. Cf. 3Un 15
7

.

\~nDK1. So Ungnad. The meaning is unknown. The 1 is part of the

word, since the items here are not connected by
' and '. It is no doubt

a further description of the coat.
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Line 9. DDVD is more probable than Ungnad's DpyQ. Perhaps an

Egyptian name for some sort of garment. p?5~lD cf. 731 D in Daniel,

with the Persian final k. It is usually taken to mean '

trousers '. Andreas

'cloak'. jnv very uncertain. Cf. 15
8

. , , , 71 or , , , ?D. NOP

X^S unintelligible here.

Line 10. jm apparently the same as JtfD 11. 8, 9. p*n[&>] 'rubbed'

' worn out
'

is better than Ungnad's pTID . rb\w~\. Seidel rb\v DSX] as in

1. 8. But if the reading of 1. 6 is right there would be room only for t}\

Line 11. nm a participle rather than for nnm. rON Ungnad jnJX,

but his
)

is only a dark fibre in the papyrus. The reading and translation

of the latter part of the line are very uncertain. 1T33. Only the tops of

the letters remain, and seem to read so. It cannot be "1*13 a ' vow ', nor

can we read ""DJ3.

Lines 12-15 are on tne reverse.

Line 12. [DC£HN] possibly fits the traces remaining, but this and the

rest of the line are very uncertain. np[m] is a likely word, if a law-

suit was in question. "^[d]. Ungnad T. Something must then have

followed to govern DnvD 1. 13.

Line 13. [""BJttJpy
seems to fit the traces. The addressee was urged

to go there in 1. 7. As the letter was found at Elephantine he probably

was then there.

Line 14. Beginning very uncertain. 3D3 ends the sentence with

a space after it. The date following is that of the letter. After "Q1J?n7

traces perhaps of n and
J.

After rw the numeral ("» ?) is obliterated,

and the king's name if it was ever written.

Line 15 not being shown on the facsimile, I have restored it from

Ungnad's reading.

No. 43.

A deed of gift or exchange.

Very fragmentary. Most of 1. 1 is lost,and the first halves of 11. 5-12.

Some of the lacunae can be filled with certainty as the formulae are

known, but much is doubtful.

The date is lost.

Sachau, plate 33. Ungnad, no. 35.

mot* y>2 piN n:6k> n:^ ... in "•sJnd? // ///
[-» oi»a] 1

[*iirp rriea ma rvnoao

*t]DD7" nSbfJT nnnN n[n]os ma mos7 [r«Dn]n n?:np srwa y n 2

nvTQSD [ruN
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\ bhs^ // n sps N3^o uattt nnp in /// /// t^pp ep3 ^ n3n> 3

noma »a5» nsn* mnoso nax

&na« n^ D^y nyi na? kov jo [\laao np[mi "b 'nam n] biao bapi> 4

Dtya am[i] n [*]33B>nK

»fcnai *b n3 brcjj; n]^[i vhy nana kiddi »ai> nan> n nat nddd] 5

pmi anp 'tanm nx

jras* »afc \r\y vb nam [n na? ssoa DP3 »33B>T n aam p *33pt] 6

men oa[a] // ftna spa

*sra mn n mnta[a» nax tbhs ma jo ^ Nsns wk bjn mntaso nax] 7

^aa^j 3»iai »? wian*

^ mn '» xsnsi nar ks[d3 jo *a3» npnn oi>y iyi nar NOV p iaa] 8

bn3N «h N3^0 ma |0

saaam maan b mai tyna mnoBD na« 33m p 'aatnK] 9

nar ndd3 d[b>3 *]b *r

D-c»a *aam» n [n bs\ sa^o ma jo ^ mn n Nsnsi i?y3D a^na
vf]

10

^ya» 3^[n3 n KQ]nai nar ndd3

mnoao ess nar nisd [. ... 13 .... 3ns // jsns spa *sb \r\y]
1 1

ia3 vnnw nnoa ma
N-ioyaD na ,|33» nrw una [na . . .  nnp , ... -13 ... , nnp] 12

nnna [niD«b nnoa ni3 mnoBo n3n3 n pmo ibd 13

1 0« //*? 25th day of Yaophi that is . . . ._>wr . . . 0/ &«£• . ... at that

time in Feb, said Miphtahia daughter of Gemariah, a Jew
2 of Yeb the

fortress, according to her company an Aramaean, to Asori daughter of

Gemariah, her sister and partner (?), saying: /Miphtahia
3
give to you

the sum of 6 (that is, six) shekels, royal weight, of the standard of 2 r

to 1 karash. I, Miphtahia, give (it)
to you as a gift

4 in consideration of

the support which you gave vie and I renounce all claim on you from this

day for ever. I have no power to institute against you suit or process
in the matter of 5 this money which I give you and have written a deed

about it and no son or daughter of mine, brother or sister of mine,

relative or stranger, shall have power
6 to institute against you suit or

process. Whoever shall sue you on account of this money which I give to

you shall pay to you a fine of 2 kerashin, as I have said 7
/, Miphtahia.

Also there is the allowance from the treasury to me, Miphtahia, which was

in your possession. You have given it to me, and my heart is content
8 therewith. From this day forth for ever I renounce all claim on you

regarding this money and the allowance which was (made) to me from

the treasury, and I have no power
9 to institute againstyou suit or process,

2B99 L
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/, Miphtahia or son or daughter of mine, compatriot or

partner of mine concerning this money
10 which is stated above and the

allowance which was [made) to me from the treasury and all that is mine.
Whoever shall sue you in the matter of this money and the dWozvance
which is j/rtted above n shall pay you the sum of 2 kerashin. X b. Y
zvrole this deed at the direction of Miphtahia daughter of Gemariah and
the witnesses hereto. 12 Witness X b. V; witness Z b. Pedaiah

;
witness

Manmiki b. SFMRA.
Endorsement. 13 Deed of renunciation which Miphtahia daughter of

Gemariah wrotefor Asori her sister.

Line 1. Only // ///are certain. nnDJ m3 as in 1. n. Cf. nnnN
in I. 2. She was probably a niece of Mibtahiah daughter of Mahseiah.

Line 2. i"6:n;>. Epstein takes this as a name (cf. liT^l), but such

a name does not occur and would not fit the usual formula. It is

probably the common word b)l 'her (or his?) company', but the expression

is unusual. [JVD'tJk a doubtful conjecture. If it is right, her father was

a Jew of Yeb, but she had been drafted (owing to marriage or otherwise)

into a company which was reckoned as Aramaean. See Introduction,

p. viii. Epstein proposes [nn]N, but the double description is improbable

apart from other objections. H1D&6. Epstein niDN^n ' D. wife of

Belusuri '. There is a mark (a blot
?) before the b but it can hardly be a a.

ritofl) probable, but the word is unknown. Perhaps a compound of OP ham-
'

partner'? or 'twin'? [-|]oEr>~as in 32
2

,
not the usual -06. [n:N].

Something more is wanted to fill the space, though the writing is large.

Line 3. //n. The *) is reduced to a mere spot. It is restored here

as being the usual formula. Epstein //?, which is not found elsewhere.

From here the writing becomes smaller. non"0 is more probable than

far (Ungnad). Read HE"?

Line 4. 7i3D. Seidel eft. Ahikar 48, and translates
'
in return for

food '. Perhaps it has a more general sense '

support '.

Line 5. The restoration is common form, and so in 1. 6. N*1BD as

in 13
9 or "IBD as in 13

3
.

Line 6. DB[d]. The 3 is lost, but there is room for it, and it is no

doubt to be read. Seidel thinks D3 = DBX, as DK = DBS in 13
11

.

Line 7. The Nana mentioned in 1. 8 must have been introduced here,

but the restoration is not certain. It is doubtful if iTriUSO HJN could

stand so far from »?.

Line 8. The restoration is not certain. Rather more is wanted.

Nana cf. 2 4
39 -42

. It must be some sort of government allowance.

NI^D n"a 'the treasury'. In n 6 N"1S1N.

Line 9. The restoration is no doubt right as far as it goes, but more
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is wanted to fill the space. N53Jm JVJJn (Ungnad N'pnJHl)
= pTTll 3>1p

elsewhere. Probably Persian. Sachau suggests hamgaetha 'fellow-

countryman'. For NJQin Epstein cites Mandaic tUtOBttn 'competitor',

Syr. Js^>e*
?

Line 10. The restoration is probable.

Line 12. NIEyDD (or NV). There is no doubt about the reading, but

a letter may be lost at the end. Egyptian ?

Line 13. The endorsement is lost, except the last word.

No. 44.

An affidavit.

Fragments, recording, if the restoration is mainly correct, an oath taken

in a law-court. This view depends on the restoration of [nXD]lD in 1. 1

and the explanation of Nft"1 in 1. 2. Apparently Pamisi and Espemet (?)

had possession of an ass. Menahem b. Shallum here declares that half

(the value) of it belongs to him, that Pamisi claimed that half and asserted

that he had given a he-ass for it. Menahem states that he has not

received anything, money or value, for his half. The difficulty is that in

1. 7 Pamisi is called
'

your father ',
i. e. father of Meshullam, to whom the

oath is addressed. But in 1. 2 Meshullam is called the son of Nathan.

It may be another case of a man bearing an Egyptian as well as a

Jewish name. If so, it appears that Meshullam, inheriting from his

father, laid claim to half the ass, and the father being dead and no

evidence forthcoming of his payment, Menahem took an oath in support
of his rights. Much depends on the amount of space to be allowed

between the right-hand fragment and the rest. On the whole the

restoration of 11. 1-3 seems probable and this would settle the position

of the fragments. There is no date, and no room for one. Sachau points
out that a Menahem b. Shallum is a witness in 25

18
(416 b. c).

On the margin are two transverse lines of writing, much faded, which

do not belong to this document.

Sachau, plate 32. Ungnad, no. 33.

*13 cita *0 DTOD [n r»NB]l» 1

\ni -q tbwzb ne"1

[v mijin 2

in-ruini n-ijdm S[r6a v\j2 3

T2 n oik iovb [rh nottji 4

"b ntn riJN "-r b»[ddni ••ooja 5

p"H¥ in ^n rui>s [«n n-^iy 6

L 2
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•pax »d!sb nnuDn[r6 -ion *i]n 7

ro^a e£n "ion ^ ari* [dJ 8

e^n cjdd »om spa ^ [an*] n$i 9

[na^a] 10

1 Oa//i of Menahem b. Shallum b. 2 Hodaviah which he swore to

Meshullam b. Nathan 3
by Ya'u the God, by the temple and by

c

Anathya'u,
4 and spoke io him saying : The she-ass which is in the

possession of 5 Pamisi and Espemz\, about which you sue me,
G
behold,

the half of it which is mine is legally mine).
7 But Pamisi your father

claimed(?) to own it
8
saying that he gave me a he-ass in exchange for

half of it.
9 But he did not give me either money or value in exchange

for 10 the half'of'it.

Line 1. Epstein proposes to begin with [Tn]o, but there is no parallel

for so expressing a date. For the oath cf. 14
4
seqq.

Line 2. [.THjin, or [jJB>]in, but cf. 22 39
.

Line 3. [inj'3. As the grandfather is named in 11. 1, 2, we might read

"12 here, followed by a name, but it is difficult to see what the construction

could then be. Epstein proposes nm 12, thus making the parties cousins,

and eft. 22 127
, 19

10
. &[r6s]. The N is strange, but probable. N"UD02

properly
'

the place of worship ', like Jjs*~° a '

mosque
'

(used even of the

temple at Jerusalem). liTtlJJJ cf. ^NTVanay in 22 125
. The man evidently

did swear by 'Anathya'u, whatever be restored before it, and this was

therefore the name of a god, presumably a sort of consort of Ya'u.

Line 5. [*D»]a is conjectured from I. 7. BD[fiDNl]. The D is fairly

certain, and the termination is so uncommon that we may reasonably

restore the name from 4
7

,
cf. 6 10

,
87

.

Line 6. '31 n^3 lit.
' the half of it, which is mine, is just', i.e. half of

it is legally mine.

Line 7. nn ,

lJDn[n^] infin. Haphel, cf. 15
30 nni3"in^. Then the con-

struction requires a verb preceding it. Perhaps "ION (?) in the sense of

'

thought to
' ' claimed to '. "]12N ''DOS . There is no doubt about the

reading, and it can only mean ' P. your father ', so that Meshullam's

father was named both Pamisi and Nathan
(1. 2), as Ashor in 15 and 20

is Nathan in 25 and 28. It is strange to find both names used in one

document.

Line 8. [pp. There is no room for more, if the space is rightly

estimated.

Line 9. epa ''OH
' the equivalent of money

'

i. e. valuables.

Line 10. There is a trace of the first letter, but there can have been

only one word, as the rest of the line is blank.




